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Abstract

Measurements of upper airway dimensions would be useful in a number of
medical specialities, but 110 suitable measurement technique is currently avail¬

able.

Acoustic reflectometry is a method that may prove suitable. Pulses of sound
are directed down the subject's airway, and the resulting reflections ("echoes")
are analysed to yield the cross sectioned area as a function of distance. However,

the few existing reflectometers have limited performance and are not suited to

routine clinical use.

Research and innovation are therefore necessary to develop a reflectometer
that is simple to use in a clinical environment and produces reliable, "real-time"

airway measurements.

After covering the theory of reflectometry, methods of acoustic pulse produc¬
tion are investigated, and a theoretical and experimental survey of area recon¬

struction algorithms is carried out.

A reflectometer suitable for clinical use is developed, being made compact by

using short-duration pulses and a flexible source tube. Subject breathing during
measurement sessions is made possible by means of a respiratory valve.

Measurement accuracy with simplified models of the upper airway is 10%,
and in vitro reproducibility is 2%. Day-to-day reproducibility with human vol¬
unteers is a clinically acceptable 10%-20%. In the first reported comparison

with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), acoustic estimates of airway areas arc

within 20% to 30% of MRI estimates, whilst pharyngeal volume estimates agree

within 6%.

Preliminary trials demonstrate the effects of breathing mode, posture and res¬

piratory phase. The reflectometer is used successfully with sleep apnoea patients

and anaesthetized subjects.

A further innovation is a reflectometer having an arbitrarily short source tube.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and outline of

research programme

Measurements of airway dimensions would be of clinical benefit in the investiga¬
tion of obstructive sleep apnoea and in the general anaesthetic management of

patients.

Sleep apnoea is caused by occlusion of the upper airway, and results in un¬

satisfying sleep leading to daytime drowsiness, impaired work performance and
increased frequency of road traffic accidents [Douglas 1988, Findley et al 1988].
It affects between 1% and 10% of the adult population [Lavie 1983]. Airway mea¬

surement might be useful in predicting sleep apnoea and in guiding corrective

surgery.

A large percentage of anaesthetic accidents involves some aspect of airway

mismanagement [Davis et al 1979]. An objective measure of airway patency dur¬

ing anaesthesia might help reduce the number of incidents.

At present there is no technique for measuring airways that meets the re¬

quirements of being noninvasive, portable, inexpensive and simple to operate

[Douglas 1990]. X-ray computed tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance

Imaging (MRI) can produce limited data under certain specialized conditions,
but arc not suitable for routine measurement or monitoring.

7



8

For some twenty-five years, speech researchers have experimented with acous¬

tic methods for estimating the dimensions of the vocal tract. In the earlier work,
the resonant frequencies were determined, from which airway dimensions were

then inferred [Schroeder 1967, Mcrmelstein 1967]. Later, Sondhi arid colleagues

[Sondhi and Copinath 1971] introduced a time domain reflection technique, in
which a pulse of sound is directed into the subject's mouth and the resulting
reflections are recorded. Suitable analysis can then directly determine the cross

sectional area of the airway as a function of distance from the lips. It is this tech¬

nique, known as acoustic rcflcctometry, which forms the subject of the present

work.

Acoustic reflection measurements of airways have been reported by only two

other research groups. Fredbcrg [Fredberg et al 1980, Brooks et al 1984] devel¬

oped a complex lie/0-2 rellectometer that wiis bulky, non-portable and diffi¬
cult to operate. Identical equipment and analysis software has been used by
Hoffstein and colleagues in the study of tracheal and pharyngeal dimensions

[Rivlin et al 1984, Bradley et al 1986, Brown et al 1987], but there remains no

independent assessment of the technique.
Research and innovation are necessary to see whether a refiectometer can

be designed to produce reliable scientific measurements under routine clinical
conditions. The specific objectives of the present work are;-

1. To develop a rcflectomctcr that is portable and simple to operate:

2. To allow subject breathing during measurement sessions:

3. To display airway measurements in "real-time".

We begin in Chapter 2 with a survey of the literature pertaining to acoustical

methods of airway measurement. Chapter 3 describes how reflections arc formed
within the airway, and Chapter 4 describes the reconstruction techniques avail¬
able for calculating the airway cross sectional area from the reflected signals. This

comprehensive comparison of reconstruction algorithms [Marshall 1992a] shows
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that approximate methods arc much more rapid than the complete methods, and

yet yield useful information.

To take full advantage of the speed offered by approximate reconstruction

algorithms, the airway should be excited by short duration acoustic pulses to

avoid the need for deconvolving the reflected pressure waves. The production of
acoustic impulses using loudspeakers [Marshal] 1990] is discussed in Chapter 5.

By driving the loudspeaker to produce an approximate impulse, it is also possible
to reduce the length of the reflectometer, hence making it more compact.

In Chapter 6, experimentally determined pulse shapes are combined with
theoretical reflection functions to simulate the pressure waveforms expected in
an actual rcflcctomcter. The synthetic waveforms are then analysed with and
without deconvolution, and the area profiles reconstructed.

A simple reflectometer is implemented in Chapter 7, using the ideas developed
so far, and based on a standard microcomputer. Another innovation is the use of
a flexible source tube to keep the apparatus compact and to assist with patient
connection. The reflectometer is validated against test objects in Chapter 8, and
its performance characterized.

To make the reflectometer more suitable for clinical use, several novel im¬

provements are discussed in Chapter 9. These include a respiratory valve to

enable free breathing during measurement sessions, special hardware to speed

up data analysis, and the synchronization of measurements with the respiratory

cycle. The improved reflectometer is used in a series of pre-clinical trials with

volunteers, described in Chapter 10. The trials investigate reproducibility, the
effects of breathing mode, posture and respiration. In a study of 11 volunteers,
the first reported comparison of acoustic and MRI airway measurements is made.
This study also represents the first validation of acoustic reflcctometry for pha¬

ryngeal area estimation. The reflectometer is used with sleep apnoca patients,
for nasal measurements, and with anaesthetized subjects.
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Chapter 11 investigates the need for a source tube. A new analysis of re-

flectometry [Marshall 1992b] shows that, in principle, an arbitrarily short source

tube will suffice. A short reflectometer is implemented, and used to measure

various test objects.

Finally, the work is summarized in Chapter 12 and the important findings

are restated.

Appendix A describes the units of pressure measurement, and Appendix B
covers the mathematical theory of convolution and deconvolution. Software list¬

ings, circuit diagrams and mechanical drawings of acoustic test objects comprise

Appendices C, D and E respectively. Appendix F is a glossary of symbols and
abbreviations used in the text.



Chapter 2

Acoustic measurement of airway

dimensions

The methods available for acoustic measurement of airway dimensions fall con¬

veniently into two classes; those made in the frequency domain, and those made
in the time domain. All the methods assume one-dimensional wave propagation

along the airway, and estimate the cross sectional area as a function of distance.
No information can be obtained about the shape of the areas, nor can curvature

of the airway be detected.

2.1 Frequency domain methods

Most of the early work on airway dimensions was carried out at Bell Telephone
Laboratories by speech researchers. Their interest was in the shape of the vocal
tract (that part of the airway between the lips and the vocal cords) for different
vowel sounds. According to the theory of speech production, the vocal cords are

excited by a train of impulses, and the resulting pressure disturbances are filtered

by the vocal tract to produce the characteristic vowel sounds. The resonances of

the vocal tract determine the dominant frequencies (formants) of the particular
vowels.

11
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The vocal tract is regarded as being closed by the vocal cords (at the glottis)
and open at the lips during normal speech. For a uniform vocal tract, the higher
resonant frequencies would be odd multiples of the fundamental. When the tract

departs from uniformity, the resonant frequencies are shifted. [Mermelstein 1967]
and [Schroeder 1967] showed that each resonant frequency is determined by one

coefficient in a Fourier expansion of the area function. That is, one writes the
area function as-

OO

A{x) — Ao + j4o am cos(irmx/L) (2-1)
771=1

where Ao is the cross sectional area from which the actual tract deviates, am are

the coefficients to be determined, and L is the (assumed) length of the tract.

Values of L in the range 16-20cm were used. The shifts in resonant frequencies
from those for a uniform tract were given by [Schroeder 1967] as-

6 fn 1 , ,

-J- - - jo*- (2.2)
One extracts the formant frequencies from vowel sounds, compares them with the
resonant frequencies fn expected for a uniform tract, and hence determines the

coefficients am. The subscript (2n —1) in Equation 2.2 indicates that only the odd
coefficients (corresponding to antisymmetric deviations) can be determined from
the vowel formants. The even terms correspond to resonances with the lips closed,
and cannot be determined from normal speech. Instead, [Schroeder 1967] showed
how they can be estimated from impedance measurements made at the lips. The ■

zeroes of the input impedance correspond to the resonant frequencies with the

lips open, whilst the impedance poles correspond to the resonant frequencies with
the lips closed. In practice, only the first few resonances can be determined, and
a bandlimited area function is thus constructed. Losses due to viscosity, thermal
conduction and airway wall non-rigidity are not taken into account. Despite

having to assume some length L and using only six Fourier coefficients, Schroeder
found good agreement with the actual area profiles of several test objects. It is
unclear whether Schroeder and Mermelstein actually used the technique in vivo.
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Researchers at Imperial College, London used a method based on the transfer

impedance of the vocal tract [Stansfield and Bogner 1973]. By assuming some

input volume velocity function at the glottis and measuring the pressure func¬
tion produced at the lips, Stansfield and Bogner were able to estimate vocal
tract areas. Their method was actually an indirect way of measuring the input

impedance, from which the input impulse response was then calculated. Finally,
a recursive time domain algorithm was used to reconstruct the cross sectional
area.

2.2 Time domain methods

Sondhi and colleagues, also working at Bell Telephone Laboratories, published a

largely theoretical paper [Sondhi and Gopinath 1971] in which they showed how
measurement of the pressure waveform developed at the lips in response to an

applied volume velocity pulse can be used to calculate the area profile of the vocal

tract. The method of calculation was based on an integral form of the acoustic

pressure and velocity relationships, and although mathematically complex, did
not need Schroeder's prior assumption of vocal tract length. Again, no account

was taken of losses in the airway. Only one preliminary measurement of a test

object is presented in this 1971 paper. In a later paper [Sondhi 1974], it was

shown how losses can be included in the analysis if they arc assumed to have
certain simple forms. The magnitudes of the losses can be estimated from the
bandwidths of the vocal tract resonances. A full report of Sondhi's experimental
work did not appear for many years [Sondhi and Resnick 1983]. In this paper, a

custom built electrostatic transducer produces pressure pulses which are directed
into the subject's mouth. Analysis of the reflections allows a reconstruction

of the area profile during phonation. When run on a powerful minicomputer,

up to 18 measurements could be made every second. A wide range of mouth
and pharyngeal sizes was reported. For the vowel "ah", for example, the cross

sectional areas of the mouth and pharynx were 15cm2 and 4cm2 respectively. For
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the vowel "ee", the corresponding values were lem2 and 2cm2.
Meanwhile, respiratory physiologists at Harvard University developed their

own rellectometer. [Jackson et al 1977] reported a reflectometer that was used
with excised canine lungs. In this implementation, a spark discharge produced
the pressure pulses. Estimates of absolute areas and of area changes induced by

bronchoconstricting agents agreed fairly well with X-ray measurements.

A substantially more complex form of this apparatus was reported by Fred-

berg three years later [Fredberg et al 1980]. To maintain measurement accu¬

racy as far down the trachea and bronchial tree as possible1, he argued that

Ile/CU gas should be used to increase the working bandwidth without exciting

cross modes. With more information from the frequency range in which air¬

way wall non-rigidity can be neglected (above 500-lklIz), accuracy should be
enhanced. Consequently, the apparatus and the subject's lungs were filled with

Ile/02, and subjects had to rcbrcathe from a He/CU-filled spirometer during
measurement sessions. However, the acoustic pulse waveform used would seem

incapable of exploiting the extended frequency range offered, and the need for

IIe/02 has not been proved. To suppress cross mode propagation in the mouth,

subjects used custom moulded mouthpieces to fill the front of the oral cavity.

[Brooks et al 1984] reported on the accuracy and reproducibilty obtainable with
this equipment. The coefficient of variation of measurements was typically 10%,
and tracheal areas were overestimated by 6% compared with X-ray measure¬

ments. The cross sectional areas of glass models were overestimated by as much
as 25%.

Fredberg's equipment and analysis software was duplicated for clinical tri¬

als with sleep apnocic patients in Toronto. The He/CU-filled reflcctometer has
there been used to investigate the size, compliance and lung volume dependence
of the pharynx in small groups of normal controls, snorers, and sleep apnoeics

[Hoffstein ct al 1984, Brown et al 1985, Brown ct al 1986, Bradley et al 1986].
lrrhc area reconstruction algorithms begin at the lips and proceed downwards, with the

errors progressively accumulating.
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Pharyngeal areas in the range 3cm2 to 7cm2 arc reported, with pharyngeal

compliances of 4%/cmH202 for controls and 9%/c,mH20 for sleep apnoea pa¬

tients [Brown et al 1985]. However, no validation of pharyngeal measurements

is presented, and the definition of "pharynx" in all this literature is incorrect, in
that it includes the rear of the oral cavity (see Section 10.2.1). Little reliance
can therefore be placed on the discussions of "pharyngeal" properties. In a

study of 6 patients with tracheal stenosis [Ilolfstein and Zamel 1984], the acous¬

tic method gave a mean (± standard deviation) tracheal area of 1.7±0.3cm2
compared with 1.2±0.3cm2 from X-ray measurements. In a later study of 11

patients [D'Urzo et al 1988], acoustic estimates of glottal areas were closer to

the areas determined by X-ray CT, at 1.8±0.8cm2 compared with 1.7±0.9cm2.

[Rubinstein et al 1987] showed that the bulky custom mouthpieces were not nec¬

essary.

The Harvard and Toronto studies are summarized in a useful paper which

questions the need for I4e/02 gas [Hoffstein and Frcdbcrg 1991]. This is probably

unnecessary for upper airway measurements. Our present interest extends only
as far as the glottis, and we expect to obtain clinically useful results with air

as the working medium. This will allow a much simpler, more compact piece of

equipment.

2Sec Appendix A for an cxplanantion of units of pressure.



Chapter 3

The theory of multiple

reflections

In this chapter, the basic theory of acoustic reflectometry will be outlined. Af¬
ter a brief introduction, we will see how reflection coefficients arise, and how

multiple reflections within the object being studied lead to the concept of the re¬

flectance function. Methods for calculating the reflectance of a given object will
be described. Energy relationships and the effect of branching will be discussed.

3.1 Introduction

The principle of acoustic reflectometry is appealingly simple, and is illustrated in

Figure 3.1. An acoustic impulse is launched from a source transducer, and passes

down a tube into the object being measured. The impulse and the reflection from
the object are recorded by a pressure-sensitive microphone and computer system.

Appropriate analysis of the reflected waveform leads to a reconstruction of the

impedance (and hence the area) profile of the object. Much of the theory was

originally developed by geophysicists for processing seismological survey data.
Related fields are electrical transmission line theory, multi-layer optical filters,
and optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR). The latter technique is employed

16
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W\VE TUBE OBJECT

—> Tp—'
I

IMPULSE MICROPHONE

Figure 3.1: The principle of acoustic reflectometry.

for fault-finding in fibre-optic, cables [Barnoski and Jensen 1976].

3.2 Acoustic reflection coefficients

Acoustic textbooks [Morse 1948, Beranek 1986, Kinsler and Frey 1982] invari¬

ably give a derivation of the fundamental wave equation for acoustic phenomena.
For one-dimensional propagation in the ^-direction, the wave equation in terms

of the acoustic pressure p is-

d2p -o d2p
c

dx2 dt2

where c is the wave velocity, given by-
-(

(3.1)

c2 = I( p0
\7Po

and pa and p0 are respectively the equilibrium density and pressure of the gas,

and 7 is the ratio of the adiabatic and isothermal specific heats.

It can be shown that Equation 3.1 has solutions of the form-

p(x, /.) = f(t - x/c) + g(t + x/c)
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where / and g are generalized functions describing waves propagating forwards
and backwards respectively. In particular, we can consider periodic soUtions,
because any function can (in principle) be represented by a suitable sum of

periodic components. Thus we may write-

p(x, t) = Cx+ C2e'"{t+x/c) (3.2)

where Ci and C2 are constants determined by the boundary conditions.

The equation of motion for the gas relates the particle velocity u to the
acoustic pressure by the expression-

du
_ I dp

di po dx
which gives us-

u(x,t) = — \C1elul{t-x'c) - C2eiw(t+X,c) 1 (3.3)
Poc

The product poc occurs often in acoustic theory, and is termed the specific acous¬

tic impedance Zs [Morse 1948]. It is the ratio of pressure to particle velocity in
a medium.

Let us now consider the two semi-infinite media shown in Figure 3.2, sepa¬

rated by an interface at x = 0. Let the media have specific impedances Zs\ and

Zs2, and let a pressure wave with unit amplitude be incident from the left. This

wave can be represented by elw^~x^c\ At the boundary, the wave is partially
reflected to form a backward-travelling wave n,2e1LU(t+x/c) and partially transmit¬
ted into the second medium as tx^2elw^t~x'c\ where rJ)2 and tii2 are respectively
the reflection and transmission coefficients, the order of the subscripts indicating
the direction of incidence at the boundary. The pressures and velocities must be

continuous across the boundary, and by using Equations 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain-

1 + 7*1,2 — U,2
1 si

(3.4)
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Zsl

rl2

Zs2

11,2

x = 0

Figure 3.2: Reflection and transmission at a boundary between two

media.

leading to-
Es2 Ea\ . .

rl,2 = y ,y (3-6)6S1 "T 6S2

t 2Zs2 (1 711|2 ~y , y (J- < J6s\ + £>S2

For a wave incident on the boundary from medium 2, we have r2>i = — ri>2, and

t2y\ = 2Zsi(Zsi -\-Zsf)~x. Notice that the combined transmission loss in travelling
forwards and backwards across a boundary is ^i)2£2ii = 1 — rx,2r2ji.

So far, we have considered media with different specific acoustic impedances,
which is the case in seismological applications. In the present work we are con¬

cerned with one medium only—air—but because the extent of the wavefronts is

restricted by the diameter of the object, the specific impedance is replaced by
the acoustic impedance Z, which is the ratio of pressure to volume flow. It takes
account of the cross-sectional area of propagation, and is given by-

-7 _ P°
~A

where A is the cross-sectional area, and we have now dropped the subscript from

pa. Thus the acoustic impedance is inversely related to the area A.
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3.3 Multiple reflections and the reflectance

The acoustic object being measured is represented as a series of discrete cylin¬

ders, each having the same length L with corresponding two-way travel-time
At = 2L/c (Figure 3.3). Lossless, one-dimensional wave propagation is ensured

Section
1 2 3

I 1

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

J L

f-L

Figure 3.3: Discrete representation of an acoustic object.

by restricting incident waves so that the highest frequency has a wavelength

greater than twice the greatest object diameter. Cross-modes cannot then form.

Although normal incidence is assumed, for clarity it is customary to offset the

rays in schematic diagrams such as Figure 3.4. The object is terminated at both
ends by semi-infinite uniform tubes from which there are no returning reflec¬

tions, the proximal tube being referred to as the source tube1. An impulse /
incident on the object will be partially reflected and partially transmitted at

each interface between sections. Energy undergoing a single reflection before

emerging from the object (eg ray Ro) constitutes a "primary" reflection, whilst

energy that has undergone multiple reflections before emerging (eg most com¬

ponents of ray Rs) constitutes "secondary" and higher order reflections. After
an odd number of reflections, waves return in the incident direction, whilst after

an even number of reflections, they are transmitted away from the source. The

number of multiply reflected components increases very rapidly as the number

1 Wc will show later how the need for semi-infinite terminations can be relaxed in practice.
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SECTION 0

(source tube)
SECTION 2 SECTION 3

Figure 3.4: Multiple reflections within a series of layers or sections.

I is the incident impulse, with Ro, R\, etc being the reflected pres¬

sure terms.

of sections is increased. The pressure waveform observed at the mouth of the

object consists of a series of returning impulses spaced apart by the time in¬

terval At, as shown in Figure 3.5. Expressions for this waveform in terms of
the individual reflection coefficients at the interfaces arc available in the litera¬

ture [Ware and Aki 1969, Stansfield and Bogner 1973, Robinson et al 1986], and
are developed using recursive formulae. [Stansfield and Bogner 1973] present a

method which describes clearly the propagation of the incident impulse and its

reflections, but the mathematics is a little cumbersome. Their method is not

particularly suitable for inversion (ie reconstruction of unknown objects from
the observed reflections), but we will use it later in calculating the reflectances of
known objects. The equivalent exposition in [Ware and Aki 1969] is well suited
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R 1

if—At-*!

Figure 3.5: The reflected pressure waveform observed at the mouth

of the object. At = 2 L/c.

to the reconstruction problem, and so is the method summarized here. Their
interest was in the seismological problem, and they referred to the forward and
backward travelling waves as downward (D) and upward (U) waves respectively.

They began by defining a "layer matrix" which relates the forward and back¬
ward travelling waves in two adjacent layers k and k + 1 (Figure 3.6). The layer

Dk

fi¬
le

U
k+1

Layer k . Layer k+1

Figure 3.6: Forward and backward travelling waves in adjacent lay¬
ers or sections.

matrix takes account of the reflection and transmission at the interface, and the

travel time through the layer. To simplify the notation, they worked in terms
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not of pressure, but of pressure times the square root of the layer impedance,

ie P\/Z. For this variable, the reflection coefficient rk<k+1 (which we now write

simply as rk) is given in the usual way as rk = (Zk+i — Zk)(Zk + Zk+i)-1, where

Zk and Zk+1 arc the impedances of the layers. The corresponding transmission
coefficient tk is given by t\ = (1 — r\), and is independent of the direction of
travel across the interface.. It is convenient to work in the z-domain, in which
the two-way travel time At is transformed to z = Letting W represent the

one-way travel time (ie W2 = z), we obtain-

U(k, z) 1 z rkz U{k + l,z)
D(k,z)

~

wtk rk 1 D(k + 1, z)

By multiplying together successive layer matrices, it is possible to relate sec¬

tion 0 (the source tube) to any section k in the general expression-

U(k + 1, z)

D{k + 1,2)
(3.8)

The notation is kept to manageable proportions by introducing the recursive

polynomials F and G which are functions of the individual reflection coefficients

rt- and the travel time. They are given by-

F(k + 1 ,z) = F(k,z) + rk+\zG{k, z) (3.9)

G(k + 1, z) = rk+iF(k, z) + zG{k, z) (3.10)

with

F(0,z) = l

and

G(0,z) = r0

The particular case of interest in pulse reflectometry is that with the forward-

travelling (D) wave in the first section being an incident impulse, with a z-

transform of unity. The backward-travelling (U) wave in the first section is the

(7(0, z)

D(0,z) ITH-i jjj t.

zk+1F(k,l/z) zk+1G(k,l/z)
G(k, z) F(k,z)
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observed reflection, and under these conditions it is called the "reflectance" R(z)

[Sondhi and Resnick 1983] or the "input impulse response" [Watson 1989]. The

forward-travelling wave in the last (nth) section is some (unknown) transmission

function, and there is no backward-travelling wave returning from the (semi-

infinite) last section. Inserting these conditions in Equation 3.8 and re-arranging,
we obtain an expression for the reflectance function of an object of n sections-

nf , zn+1G(n,l/z) /Q11NR{"'Z)=
F(n,z) (3'U)

The reflectance function is thus seen to be a polynomial in z, representing a series
of discrete returning impulses with time interval At. It is akin to the impulse

response of any linear system —say an electrical circuit—but differs in that we

are here concerned with the reflected response, rather than the more familiar

transfer response.

Using Equation 3.11 to calculate the reflectance produced by a given object
is possible in only a few very simple cases, because of the complexity of the

polynomials.
The simplest non-trivial example of a reflectance function results from one

intermediate section, ic 2 interfaces or n—1 (Figure 3.7). Evaluating the polyno¬
mials F and G, and inserting them in Equation 3.11 gives-

«(!,,) = i!ki±i2M1 + r0ri z

Expanding this expression using a binomial series, and collecting terms in as¬

cending powers of z gives-

r0z +n(l — ro)z2 -rvi(l ~r20)z3 +r^(l - r2)z4
R( l,z) =

Roz +Riz2 R^z"^ +R3Z4 —

(3.12)
The first two terms R0 and R,\ are the "primary" reflections, resulting from single
reflections from the two interfaces, whilst the remaining terms R2, R3, etc, are
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Figure 3.7: Multiple reflections within one intermediate section.

multiple rellections. Notice how the multiple reflection terms die away as —7*07*1,

and so quickly become negligible in many cases2
In the next section, a numerical method for calculating the reflectance of an

arbitrary object is described.

3.4 The reflectance of an arbitrary object.

In their work on vocal tracts, [Stansfield and Bogner 1973] formulated the multi¬

ple reflection problem in a way that clearly shows the propagation of the impulses
in the sections. In particular, successive backwards-travelling impulses in the first

2An important exception to this is the marine seismological case, where Zair Z,ea <C

Zseabed so that — ron approaches unity, and slowly-decaying reverberations occur between the
seabed and the surface. See Section 11.2.2.
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section are the required terms in the reflectance function. It is quite straightfor¬
ward to implement this method numerically, and hence determine the reflectance
of an arbitrary object. The notation is shown in Figure 3.8, which depicts the
forward (/) and backward (b) impulses in three successive sections k — 1, k and
k + 1 at a given moment in time. If sections k and k + 1 have areas Ak and Ak+\

k-1

k-1

Section k-1

k-1

Section k

k+1

k+1

Section k+1

Figure 3.8: The notation used to determine numerically the reflect¬
ance of an arbitrary object.

b'k = rkfk + (1 - rk)bk+x

respectively, then the forward reflection coefficient at their interface is given by

rk = (Ak — Ak+i)(Ak + v4fc+i)-1, and the forward transmission coefficient by
(1 -f rk). The reverse reflection coefficient is, as usual, — rk. The impulses are

therefore related by-

f'k = (1 + rk-i)fk-i - rk-ibk (3.13)

(3.14)

where the primes denote new values one single way travel time later. The re¬

flectance corresponding to N sections is determined by setting all fk and all bk
to zero, and then "injecting" a unit impulse f\ = 1 at time zero. At successive
time intervals t{ : i = 1, 2,3, • • •, 2N the recursive relations of Equations 3.13 and

3.14 are evaluated for k = 1,2,3, • • •, i. At even-numbered time intervals, it will

be found that all the multiply reflected impulses are travelling backwards, and

b[ then gives the next term in the reflectance function.
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3.5 Energy considerations
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Let us now consider how the incident acoustic energy splits at a boundary be¬
tween two sections. If the second section has N times the cross-sectional area

of the first (ie A2 — NAt or Z2 — Z^/N) (Figure 3.9) then the coefficients of
reflection and transmission for pressure p are found from Equations 3.6 and 3.4

respectively-
l-N

r.,2 = Y—W (3.15)
hp = 1 + n,2 = ^ — jy (3.16)

The energy E in an acoustic wave is proportional to the square of the pressure,

A, P; r12 f

E; r1,2 <-

t
1,2 NA-,

Z2 = Z-j/N

A Ntl,2

Figure 3.9: Area expansion by a'factor of N: pressure and, energy

coefficients.

divided by the impedance (p2/Z) [Kinsler and Frcy 1982], so that if we let the
first section have unity impedance, the reflected energy is proportional to r\ 2.

The transmitted energy is given by t\ 2IZ2 = Nt\ 2 = N(l + rlj2)2. For example,
if N = 2 (a doubling of the area) then ni2 = —1/3; 1/9 of the energy is reflected
and 8/9 is transmitted into the second section. For a wave incident from the
second section, we have r2>1 = — rqi2 and /,2) 1 = 1 + r2,i- Again, 1/9 of the

energy is reflected and 8/9 is transmitted. Thus we see that the reflection and

transmission coefficients for energy are independent of the direction of travel.
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3.6 Branching
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We have so far been concerned with propagation along a single tube of varying
cross section, and we have determined the pressure reflection coefficient when the
area changes by a factor of N between two sections. Consider now the situation
of Figure 3.10 where the single tube splits into (M — 1) tubes, each with its own

impedance Z{.

Figure 3.10: Generalized branching of a tube.

We will assume that these tubes are semi-infinite, or at least so long that re¬

flections from their far ends are not observed. As always, we must have continuity
of pressure and volume flow at the junction, and so we have-

Pi + PR = PTi

M

EL __ EH — v Eli
zx zx ~ 4^ Zi1

i=2 1

where pi and pr are the incident and reflected pressure amplitudes
and pn is the pressure at the mouth of each of the M — 1 branching

(3.17)

(3.18)

respectively,
tubes. Since
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Pn is the same for all the branches, we can define reflection and transmission

coefficients R and T in the normal way, and obtain-

1 + R = T
M

i -r=Z'tEy
»=2

which can be rearranged to give the reflection coefficient as-

1 _ 7 i
R=

1 , ? (3.19)1 + ^1 2 %
With no branching, M = 2, and Equation 3.19 reverts to the usual expression
R = (Z2 — Zi)(Z\ + Zi)~x. Suppose now that the tube splits into two tubes

(i = 2,3), each having a cross sectional area (and hence impedance) equal to

that of the initial tube, as shown in Figure 3.11. Applying Equation 3.19 with

Figure 3.11: Symmetrical bifurcation of a tube.

M = 3 and Zi = Z3 — Zj, we obtain R — —1-/3. This is identical to the case in
which the area doubles without branching, and in fact we cannot distinguish be¬
tween the two situations by observing the reflections, ft does not matter how an

area change occurs; whether by expansion, symmetrical or asymmetrical branch¬

ing, the most we can deduce from rcflectometry measurements is an equivalent
cross-sectional area. In the symmetrical bifurcation example just given, the cor¬

responding transmission coefficient is T = 1 + R = 2/3 for each of the branches,
so that 4/9 of the incident energy enters each branch.



Chapter 4

The inverse problem :

reconstruction

Having introduced the reflectance of an acoustic object, and described meth¬
ods to calculate it for a given area profile, we now turn our attention to the
inverse problem. Complete and approximate algorithms for reconstructing an

unknown area profile from an observed reflectance function are presented, and

are compared using a variety of examples [Marshall 1992a]. Confidence levels for
reconstructed areas are derived.

4.1 Reconstruction algorithms

4.1.1 The Ware-Aki method

[Ware and Aki 1969] developed a reconstruction algorithm for the "inverse" prob¬
lem encountered in estimating sectional impedances from a recorded reflectance
function. Suitable rearrangement of Equation 3.11 and expansion of the polyno¬
mials leads to the following expressions, allowing the individual reflection coeffi¬
cients to be evaluated in succession-

r0 = Ro

30
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Ri
ri =

r2 =

r3 -

(1 ~ri)
(R2 + r0rrRi)

(1 - rg)(l - r\)

By induction, they showed that the general result is-

12j=0^jRk+l-j
r*+i = rrfc n 7Triy^o (1 - n)

where Fj is the coefficient of in the polynomial F(k,z). Having evaluated a

reflection coefficient r, from Equation 4.1, the impedance of section (i + 1) can

be found from-
r/, - , 1 _l_ r* •

(4.2)
Zt'+l 1 + rt

Zi 1 — 7*;

and the Ware-Aki polynomials F and G are updated.
The Ware-Aki algorithm of Equation 4.1 has several interesting features;

1. To reconstruct N sections, it is necessary and sufficient to record the reflect¬

ance function up to the time that the primary reflection from the interface
betweeen layers N and 1V+ 1 arrives back at the detector. It is not nec¬

essary to wait for all the reverberations to decay to an insignificant level,
and the algorithm is not affected by later reflections. Consequently, it does
not matter that the final section is of finite length.

2. It is a "marching" algorithm, in that the determination of distant reflection
coefficients (and hence section impedances) depends on all the intervening
coefficients already determined. Hence the accuracy obtainable must dete¬

riorate with distance.

3. Inspection of the steps involved in the algorithm itself and in the polynomial

updating (Equations 3.9 and 3.10) reveals that the number of multiplica¬
tions required is of the order of 'SN2 to determine N reflection coefficients.

Hence the algorithm is computationally intensive and quite slow to per¬

form.
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4. The numerator is the convolution1 of the observed reflectance with the

Ware-Aki polynomial F. The new term Rk+i, appearing for the first time,
is multiplied by F0 = 1, and is readily identified as the primary reflec¬
tion from the latest interface reached. All the other terms relate to the

diminishing effect of multiple reflections. Implicit in a convolution sum is
an integrating action, and this has an important bearing on the type of
measurement inaccuracies ("noise") that can be tolerated.

5. The denominator is the correction for the combined transmission losses

through all the preceding layers.

6. The algorithm completely and correctly deals with multiple reflections, and
is to be regarded as the "Gold Standard" reconstruction method.

We now present some approximate reconstruction algorithms for comparison with
the Ware-Aki method.

4.1.2 The Primaries method

We saw earlier how the multiple reflections die away as — r0ri. If we are inves¬

tigating an object with a modest change of impedance between sections, then
the individual reflection coefficients will be small (?%• <C 1), and multiple reflec¬
tions diminish very quickly. Suppose we ignore completely all these multiple
reflection terms, and consider only the primary reflection from each interface.
Reconstruction involves only the leading term F0Rk+1 = Rk+i of the numerator

of Equation 4.1, suitably weighted by the transmission attenuation correction of

the denominator-

Ri
(4.3)ri

nric-T
Convolution and the inverse operation of deconvolution are discussed in Appendix B.
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Tims each term in the reflectance function R{ corresponds directly to one

reflection coefficient r,-. The section impedances are found by use of Equa¬

tion 4.2. No convolution is necessary, and we do not need to use and update
the Ware-Aki polynomials. The remaining computation involves only ZN mul¬

tiplications, and consequently this algorithm runs much more quickly than the
full Ware-Aki method. We will refer to it as the "Primaries" method. Watson

[Watson and Bowsher 1988, Watson 1989] used this method for the reconstruc¬

tion of musical instrument bores, and found it adequate for the modest flares

encountered.

4.1.3 The Uncorrected Primaries method

If the individual reflection coefficients are small, then the transmission correction

terms (1 — rf) will tend to unity, and we can simplify the Primaries method even

further, by not correcting for the transmission losses. We simply equate the
reflectance terms R\ with the corresponding reflection coefficients r,-, with no

computation involvcd-

ri = Ri (4.4)

We will refer to this as the Uncorrected Primaries method.

4.1.4 The Integral method

The "Primaries" and "Uncorrected Primaries" methods are both fairly straight¬
forward simplifications of the full Ware-Aki analysis. We look now at a rather
different formulation of the reconstruction problem.

[Wright 1973] considered the impulse response of a region of continuous im¬

pedance change. He showed how the time integral of the reflectance function is

equal to an effective cumulative reflection coefficient rm>o relating the impedance
of the final section m to the impedance of the zeroth section-
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roo

/ imdT = rm,„ (4.5)Jo

Although this holds strictly only for small reflection coefficients (rt- <C 1), we

can always break down an object into sufficiently small steps that this condition

holds. The integral has an upper time limit of infinity to include the effects of
all the multiple reflections within the sections. The integral up to some time ft-

(being the time at which the primary reflection from the ith interface arrives back)
is in general not equal to the complete integral, because of the multiple reflections

which may continue after time f,-. For example, if R(T) is positive for f >

rU r oo

/ R(T)dT< / R{T)dT (4.6)Jo Jo

For regions of slowly-varying impedance change, where multiple reflections have
a small effect, the equality approximately holds, and we may write-

Jo' tt(T) dT = S(ti) -§=§ =r.,„ (4.7)
We will refer to this as the "Integral" method, with the impedance reconstruction

algorithm being given by-
Zi 1 +S(ti)
Zo - (4-8)

where S(ti) is the integral appearing in Equation 4.7. Notice that, unlike the
other methods, we do not explicitly evaluate the individual reflection coefficients

r,-. In a practical implementation, the integral would be replaced by a discrete
summation. The computation involved is again of the order of N for the deter¬
mination of N impedance steps. [Jones 1975] has used the Integral method for

determining the impedance of human tissue by an ultrasound technique. There
is an obvious pitfall with Equation 4.8 in that under certain circumstances, S(ti)
may approach unity, causing the algorithm to explode. The notation of Equa¬
tion 4.7 explicitly brings out the fact that the time integral of the impulse re¬

sponse (reflectance) is equal to the Step response S(t), which is true for any
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linear system. This relation suggests an alternative way of measuring impedance

sections; namely by recording their response to a step function. In fact, as early
as 1964, step excitation was used in determining electrical transmission line pa¬

rameters [Oliver 1964]. More recently, [Harpham 1990] used the technique for
the measurement of electrical component values. A step excitation is not re¬

ally practical in acoustics, however, and we will continue to work with impulsive
excitation.

4.1.5 Comparison of reconstruction algorithms

The various algorithms and their computational complexities (expressed in terms

of the number of multiply or divide operations required) are summarized in
Table 4.1.

Method Algorithm. Equation Complexity

Ware-Aki _ _ E;.o^+H
*+1 n:=oP-'?)

4.1 3N2

Primaries r. _ «.1 ndo-u)
4.3 3 TV

Uncorrected Primaries rt - Ri 4,4 —

Integral Z, 1 +S(t,)
%0 I-S(ti)

4.8 N

Table 4.1: Comparison of reconstruction algorithms.

4.2 Performance of reconstruction algorithms

We will now compare the performance of the Ware-Aki and approximate recon¬

struction algorithms when applied to calculated reflectance functions. The algo¬
rithms were implemented in "Turbo Pascal", and run on a 10MHz 80286-based

computer. Algebraic, numerical and graphical results are presented, together
with representative processing times.

Three impedance distributions arc investigated-
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1. an impedance that decreases as the reciprocal of the square of the dis-
/

tancc x, ie Z(x) = Zo(l + ax)~2. This corresponds to an acoustic cone of

increasing diameter;

2. three sections with impedances in the ratio 1:2:4, ic areas in the ratio 4:2:1.

This will demonstrate the effect of severe discontinuities between sections;

3. that due to an area profile representing a grossly simplified upper airway.

The appropriate reflectance function is derivable analytically for the first case,

and for the second case is readily calculated from the Warc-Aki polynomials.
For the area distribution representing the upper airway, however, the reflectance
is best calculated by the method described in Section 3.4. In each case, the

Warc-Aki reconstruction is to be regarded as the ideal against which the other
methods are compared. The impedances are given in arbitrary units as a function
of sample point i (corresponding to time or distance).

4.2.1 Impedance decreasing as the reciprocal of distance

squared

It can be shown [Sondhi and Gopinath 1971] that an impedance decreasing as

Z(x) = Z0( 1 -f ax)~2 has a reflectance function of — aexp(—ax). This example
was chosen to illustrate how well the approximate reconstruction methods work
when applied to a continuous, monotonic impedance change. Furthermore, if a (j &T)
is much smaller than unity, we can simplify the reconstruction calculations to

bring out the algebraic similarities and differences between the methods.

Ware-Aki method

In the region of impedance change, the reflectance terms are /?, ~ —a for small
a. Use of the Ware-Aki algorithm (Equation 4.1) and the recursion relations

(Equations 3.9 and 3.10) for the polynomials yields-

r0 = -a
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—a
ri =

(1 — a2)
—a —

(1 -or*)
r2 -

(1 <a2)(l )
r3 = •■■

for the individual reflection coefficients. These simplify further to r, ~ —a for

all i. The section impedances (and hence areas) are calculated in the usual way

from Equation 4.2-
Zi+1 1 + r,- 1 - a
______ — _

Zi 1 — r,- 1 -f a

Applying this successively allows the mth impedance Zm to be written in terms

of the initial impedance Z0 and the reflection coefficients a as-

Zm~Zo(^)m (4.9)1 + at.

which can be expanded as-

Z
= 1 - 2ma + 2m2a2 - (4rn3/3 + 2m/3)a3 + ■■■ (4.10)Zo

Primaries method

Applying the Primaries method (Equation 4.3) to the case of all R, = —a, we

obtain successive reflection cocfficients-

r0 — -a

—a
ri

(1 — a2)
—a

r2 -

(i-°2)(i-((ii7) )
r3 =

ie, r0 and rx are the same as for the full Ware-Aki reconstruction, and thereafter

the simplified numerator causes the reflection coefficients to be under-estimated.

Again, in the limit of small a, all the reflection coefficients evaluate to r,- ~ —a,

and Equations 4.9 and 4.10 apply.
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Uncorrected Primaries method

Equations 4.9 and 4.10 hold for all values of a, since |a| < 1.

38

Integral method

Using Equation 4.8 with all /?; = —a givcs-
Zm 1 — ma

(4.11)
Zq 1 + ma

for the mth impedance, which can be expanded as-

(4.12)

Note the difference between Equations 4.10 and 4.12, from third order up¬

wards. With the Integral method, the calculated impedances change more rapidly
than with the Primaries and Uncorrected Primaries methods. It is a more "ag¬

gressive" reconstruction algorithm.

Numerical comparison for a — 0.02.

The numerical results for a — 0.02, extending over 20 data points (giving an

overall halving of impedance), are presented in Table 4.2. The Table gives the
calculated impedances Zi for the four different reconstruction methods, together
with the percentage errors AZi in the impedances, compared with their correct

values as calculated by the Ware-Aki algorithm. Errors of less than 0.1% are not

indicated. Figure 4.1 shows the same data in graphical form.
The Primaries method underestimates the change (ie overestimates the final

impedance) by 1.2%, and the Uncorrected Primaries by 1.4%. The Integral
method overestimates the change by 1.2%. Evidently, all the reconstruction
methods work well with this gentle, monotonic taper.

4.2.2 Impedance ratios 1:2:4

The reflectance function of an impedance profile with one intermediate section
is readily calculated from the Warc-Aki polynomials, and has already been given
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reflectance Ware-Aki Primaries Uncorr. Prims. Integral
i Ri zt Z,- AZi{%) Z, AZ;(%) Zt AZi(%)
1 -0.020 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

2 -0.019 1.923 1.923 1.923 1.923

3 -0.019 1.850 1.850 1.850 1.850

4 -0.019 1.780 1.781 1.781 1.780

5 -0.018 1.715 1.715 1.715 1.715

6 -0.018 1.653 1.654 +0.1 1.654 +0.1 1.653

7 -0.018 1.595 1.595 1.596 +0.1 1.594 -0.1

8 -0.017 1.540 1.540 1.541 +0.1 1.538 -0.2

9 -0.017 1.487 1.488 +0.1 1.489 +0.2 1.485 -0.2

10 -0.017 1.437 1.439 +0.2 1.439 +0.2 1.435 -0.2

11 -0.016 1.389 1.392 +0.3 1.392 +0.3 1.387 -0.2

12 -0.016 1.344 1.347 +0.3 1.348 +0.4 1.341 -0.3

13 -0.016 1.301 1.305 +0.4 1.306 +0.5 1.297 -0.4

14 -0.015 1.260 1.265 +0.5 1.266 +0.6 1.255 -0.5

15 -0.015 1.221 1.227 +0.6 1.228 +0.7 1.216 -0.5

16 -0.015 1.184 1.190 +0.6 1.192 +0.8 1.177 -0.7

17 -0.014 1.149 1.156 +0.7 1.157 +0.8 1.141 -0.8

18 -0.014 1.115 1.123 +0.8 1.124 +0.9 1.106 -0.9

19 -0.014 1.082 1.091 +0.9 1.093 +1.1 1.072 -1.0

20 -0.014 1.051 1.062 +1.1 1.063 +1.2 1.040 -1.1

21 0.000 1.021 1.033 +1.2 1.035 +1.4 1.009 -1.2

Tabic 4.2: Numerical results for an impedance changing as the re¬

ciprocal of distance squared. See Figure f.l and text.

(Equation 3.12). For impedances in the ratio 1:2:4, the reflection coefficients are

r0 = n = 1/3, and we obtain-

R(l, z) = 0.3333^ + 0.296322 - 0.032923 + 0.0037z4 - 0.0004+5 + • • • (4.13)
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Figure 4.1: The four reconstruction algorithms applied to the case of
an impedance which decreases as the reciprocal of distance squared,

(a) The impedance profile; (b) the reflectance. Impedance recon¬

struction by (c) the Ware-Aki method, (d) the Primaries method,

(e) the Uncorrected Primaries method, and (f) the Integral method.
The horizontal axis is labelled in terms of the section number i, and
the true impedance profile is shown in dashed line. See Table f.2.

which clearly shows how successive terms die away as — ron = —1/9. Table 4.3
and Figure 4.2 present the reconstructed impedances in the same format as for
the previous example. Despite the highly discontinuous nature of the impedance

function, the rapid fall off of the reflectance terms is due to the monotonic nature

of the impedance profile.
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reflectance Ware-Aki Primaries Uncorr Prims. Integral
i Ri Zx AZi(%) Zi AZt(%) Zi AZi(%)
1 0.3333 1.000 1.000 - 1.000 - 1.000 -

2 0.2963 2.000 2.000 - 2.000 - 2.000 -

3 -0.0329 4.000 4.000 - 3.684 -7.9 4.400 +10.0

4 0.0037 4.000 3.680 -8.0 3.449 -13.8 3.959 -1.0

5 -0.0004 4.000 3.715 -7.1 3.475 -13.1 4.000 -

6 4.000 3.711 -7.2 3.472 -13.2 4.000 -

7 4.000 3.711 -7.2 3.472 -13.2 4.000 -

Table 4.3: Numerical results for the reflectance corresponding to

impedances in the ratio 1:2:4■ See Figure 4-2 and text.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the Warc-Aki algorithm is the way in
which the reconstructed impedance remains constant even when the reflectance
is non-zero. This "memory" effect is of course simply due to the convolution ap¬

pearing in the numerator, and it parallels the way in which trapped (reverberant)

energy emerges slowly.
For an overall impedance change by a factor of 4 times, taking place in just

two steps, the Primaries method underestimates the change by 7.2%, whilst
the Uncorrected Primaries method underestimates by 13.2%. Despite an initial

overshoot of 10%, the Integral method settles to exactly the correct result.

4.2.3 Airway model

A more complex example is now presented. To illustrate the problems of us¬

ing approximate reconstruction algorithms with the highly non-monotonic area

profiles met with in the human airway, the method described in Section 3.4 was

used to calculate numerically the reflectance corresponding to a grossly simpli¬
fied model of the airway. The model's area was defined as follows; initial area

2.0 cm2, representing the source tube; increasing to G.l cm2 and then returning
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Figure 4.2: fa) Three layers having impedances in the ratio 1:2:2/
have the reflectance shown in (b). Reconstruction details as for

Figure f.l. See Table J/.3.

to 2.0 cm2 over 24 sections, representing the mouth; then an increase to 4.1 cm2
over the next 12 sections, representing the pharynx; followed by a constriction
of 0.95 cm2 representing the glottis; and a final return to 2cm 2 at the 74th

section, representing the trachea. This area profile is shown in Figure 4.3(a) and
a physical model with these dimensions is described in Chapter 8.

The reflectance was calculated for 120 sample points, of which the first 100

were then used in the reconstruction algorithms. Theoretically, the reflectance
continues indefinitely, but as explained earlier, we need observe it only until the

primary reflection arrives back from the furthest point of interest. In this case,
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Figure 4.3: (a) The area profile of a simplified airway model, with

(b) its calculated reflectance function. Reconstruction details as for

Figure f.l. See Table 4-4 •

the area remains constant after 74 points, and so truncating the reflectance at

100 points does not throw away any information.

In this and all subsequent examples, results are given in terms of areas as

they arc more directly meaningful than impedances. Rather than tabulate all
100 points of each of the reconstructed area profiles in Figure 4.3, only the points
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corresponding to the maxima and minima are given in Table 4.4.

section Ware-Aki Primaries Uncorr. Prims. Integral
i At Ai AAi{%) ^ AA,(%) A{ AAi(%)
1 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000

14 6.124 5.825 -4.9 5.747 -6.2 6.464 +5.6

26 2.000 2.180 +9.0 2.223 +11.1 2.222 +11.1

38 4.132 3.649 -11.7 3.629 -12.2 3.696 -10.6

62 0.945 1.165 +23.2 1.236 +30.8 1.224 +29.5

74 2.000 1.621 -19.0 1.683 -15.9 1.682 -15.9

Table 4.4: Area reconstruction from the reflectance corresponding
to a simple airway model. Only the maxima and minima of the area

profile are given. See Figure f.3 and text.

The shortcoming of the approximate algorithms in reconstructing areas be¬

yond a maximum (or indeed a minimum) are apparent from Figure 4.3 and
Table 4.4. Although the three methods give reasonably accurate values for the
first maximum (to within 6%), the remainder of the area reconstructions appear

distorted compared with the true area. The area minimum at point 26 is over¬

estimated by 9% in the Primaries case, and by 11% for the other methods. The

second maximum, at point 38, is underestimated by around 12%, whilst the area

minimum at point 62 is overestimated by as much as 31% by the Uncorrected
Primaries method. The true area function has returned to 2 cm2 by point 74, but
the approximate reconstructions return to this value only slowly with distance.

Using a practical number of sample points (Ar = 100 for this example) allows
an accurate assessment of the relative speeds of the reconstruction algorithms.
The author's implementation in Turbo Pascal, running on a 10MHz 80286 ma¬

chine achieved the times shown in Table 4.5. We see that for N — 100, the Ware-

Aki method takes at least 20 times longer to run than the approximate methods,
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Method Time (N sections) Time (N = 100)
Ware-Aki 100 + 0.2N2 2.1s

Primaries 60 + 0.2N 80ms

Uncorrected Primaries 60 + 0.09IV 69ms

Integral 80 + 0.2N 100ms

Table 4.5: Typical reconstruction times for the four methods.

even when the (fixed) program overheads are taken into account. There is rela¬

tively little to choose between the three approximate methods as far as speed is
concerned.

4.3 Area uncertainty in reconstruction

Although stating earlier that the accuracy obtainable with the Ware-Aki al¬

gorithm decreases as the number of sections increases, we have not yet shown

explicitly how this arises. Let us begin by assuming that the terms in the re¬

flectance are subject to some error A R. This may be a random variation, or it

may be a systematic error such as an "offset". Then inspection of Equation 4.1

shows that the error in determining the reflection coefficients is approximately-

j -1

Ar-j = AR^Fk (4.14)
k=0

where we have neglected the transmission correction, which is of order unity
for any "reasonable" impedance change. The Fk are the coefficients of the F

polynomial, of which the first (F0) is unity. The impedances are calculated from
the reflection coefficients by successive use of Equation 4.2, and the areas are

found from pc/Z,-. An error of Ar: in a reflection coefficient leads to a fractional
error of 2Ar,/(l — rj) in the determination of Zj+1 with respect to Zj, so that
for i sections, the cumulative error (in the worst case of a systematic error AR),
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is-

A/!,■+] 2ArjU+1
_ j
~

1 - ri.7=0 J

(4.15)A

Making the usual approximation regarding rj, this simplifies to-

M±i^2AIt±£F> (4.16)
0

j=0 k=0

Although the higher terms in F diminish with k, we see that the area uncertainty

grows at least linearly with reconstruction distance.
For the Primaries method, we retain only the term Fq, and Equation 4.16

simplifies further to-

AAi+1 ~2iAR (4,17)Ao

which clearly shows that the area uncertainty increases linearly with distance

(ic with i). The same relationship follows automatically for the Uncorrected
Primaries method.

The situation with the Integral method is very similar. In the discrete for¬

mulation, the integral is replaced by the summation S\ = J^j=o so that, an

error AR in each reflectance term leads to an error AS'i = iAII. Application of

Equation 4.8 (or rather, its inverse) to find the ith area leads to an uncertainty
of-

AAi 2iAR
~

i - sf
which is of the same form as for the other reconstruction methods.

4.4 Comparison of reconstruction methods

The three approximate reconstruction methods studied arc much faster than
the Ware-Aki method (typically 20 times for 100 sections), leading to errors of
the order of 1% for smoothly changing impedances and 10% for a discontinuous

change by a factor of 2. In some applications, these inaccuracies may be ac¬

ceptable, and the substantial time-saving of the approximate methods over the
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complete Ware-Aki solution appears very attractive. Amongst the approximate

algorithms, the Integral method appears to give slightly better results than the
other two, and is to be preferred. The Uncorrected Primaries method is (not

surprisingly) the least accurate, and its use would not normally be justified.
For the highly non-monotonic area profile of the upper airway model, the

approximate algorithms fare less well. Although the "mouth" and "pharyngeal"
area maxima can be estimated to within about 10%, the "glottal" minimum is

badly overestimated by as much as 30%. Evidently the approximate algorithms

may be acceptable for measurements of supraglottal airway dimensions, and for
the rapid assessment of airway patency at lower levels. For accurate measure¬

ments, the Ware-Aki algorithm is clearly necessary.

We have seen that the uncertainties in reconstructed areas increase (at least)
linearly with distance.



Chapter 5

The production of acoustic

impulses

5.1 Impulsive excitation

5.1.1 Introduction

The theory of multiple reflections developed in Chapters 3 and 4 is strictly valid

only for impulsive (ie broadband) excitation of the object being measured. In

principle, the reflected pressure wave due to an arbitrary excitation can be de¬
convolved with the incident pulse shape to yield the reflectance. However, de-

convolution can be quite time-consuming, and it was decided to investigate the

production of approximate impulses using readily available transducers. This
has two advantages-

1. The reflected pressure waveform is approximately the reflectance, without
the need for deconvolution. This allows immediate viewing of the reflect¬
ance signal as the object is altered, and speeds up the measurement and

display process. This will be important when the equipment is used clini¬

cally.

48
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2. In Section 7.6.2, it will be shown that a short-duration incident pulse allows

use of a compact acoustic system, whilst retaining a very simple method
of separating the incident and reflected waveforms.

After a brief review of the literature pertaining to acoustic pulse production,
a novel means of producing short-duration pulses from a resonant transducer
will be described, before the general problem of driving an arbitrary transducer
is discussed. Some of the material has appeared previously [Marshall 1990],
but is now greatly expanded to include the results of a systematic survey of

loudspeakers.

5.1.2 Simple means of pulse production

Various methods have been used to approximate impulsive pressure waves in air,

for applications in architectural acoustics, musical instrument research, and in
the measurement of human airways.

Spark discharges are inconsistent and require the use of high voltages (30kV)
for their production, but can produce pressure waves with a duration of order

200/rs [Jackson et a.1 1977].

Explosive methods [Lewis and Smith 1978] suffer from similar problems of

repeatability, and are clearly not appropriate for clinical use.

Simple means of driving elcctroacoustic transducers to produce short-duration

pressure pulses have been reported by several authors. [Watson and Bowsher 1988]
used a 10/is electrical pulse to excite a "tweeter" loudspeaker;

[Sondhi and Resnick 1983] used a 200V voltage step applied to a custom de¬
vice made from Mylar film; and [Fredberg et al 1980] used a "double pulse" to

drive a wide-range loudspeaker. In all three of these cases, the resulting pres¬

sure pulse duration was approximately 2ms, corresponding to a travel distance

of 600mm. This is considerably greater than the 15mm or so of axial resolution
desired in the present application, and so these techniques must be used with

deconvolution of the reflected pressure waveforms.
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5.2 Pulse production using resonant devices

5.2.1 Theory of the "step" method

Generally speaking, manufacturers aim to produce audio transducers with as

broad a frequency response as possible. However, several electromagnetic " car-

pieces" that were to hand were found to have a very peaked response, and a simple

technique was devised for producing short pressure pulses from such devices. The
method is in fact applicable to any transducer having a marked resonance in its

response. Despite its simplicity, the technique is not widely known, and very few
related references appear in the literature (see for example [Fitch 1979]). Fig-

a.

ure 5.1(a) shows the idealized step response of such^transducer, which is in the
form of a damped sinusoid P(t) = P0 cxp_ai sinu>0£, where the natural period is
r = 2tt/lu0 and the excitation is a step voltage proportional to P0. Now suppose

that at time t = r/2 an additional step of relative amplitude exp~aT/2 is applied,
as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Assuming that the transducer behaves linearly, the

response to the additional step will be exactly out of phase with the response

from the original step, and the amplitude will be such as to cancel the remainder
of the response, leaving only the first half cycle (Figure 5.1(c)). We will refer to

this technique as the "step" method. It should produce a pressure pulse equal
in duration to half the natural period of an ideal resonant transducer.

5.2.2 Experimental arrangement

The experimental system used to test the "step" method is shown in Figure 5.2,

and consists of the transducer under test coupled to one end of a lm-long wave

tube, at the far end of which is a pressure-sensitive microphone. Experiments

were carried out with both steel and flexible polyurethane tubing, and the ef¬
fect of wall material on sound propagation is discussed in Chapter 7. For now,

suffice it to say that the difference between steel and polyurethane was found
to be negligible in terms of the results achieved. This is partly because there
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Figure 5.1: The "step" method of driving a resonant transducer: (a)
the idealized step response; (b) when driven with a suitable double-

stepped waveform, only the first half-cycle of the pressure response is

produced ((c), solid line), the remainder (dashed line) being exactly
cancelled.

is little intrinsic difference anyway, and partly because the microphone records

the pressure waves after propagation down the tube, thus allowing removal of

any attenuation effects. The tube length is great enough so that the transducer

response can be recorded before reflections from the source arrive back at the

microphone. A length of lm enables us to investigate responses lasting 6ms, this

being the round-trip delay. A standard laboratory (double) pulse generator was

used to drive the transducer under test.

The microphone used is a Knowles BL1785 piezoceramic type with integral
FET. Its nominal sensitivity of 3mV/Pa was confirmed by calibration against a

standard microphone, and the frequency response was found to be flat within
IdB from 50Hz to at least 7kHz. It is an inexpensive alternative to the Bruel
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TRANSDUCER WAVE TUBE

Figure 5.2: The experimental system used for investigating resonant

transducers.

and Kjaer types often used in acoustic research, and is suitable here because we

do not need an extended high frequency response. The microphone is set in the
wall of the tube, with its inner end flush with the interior wall, so minimizing

spurious reflections. The tube is fitted with a hard plastic stopper at the posi¬
tion of the microphone, so that the observed pressure waveform consists of the

incident pulse with the superimposed reflection off the stopper; ie the waveform
has (approximately) twice the amplitude of the incident pulse.

A preamplifier (voltage gain 5.5 and 3dB bandwidth 60Hz to 12kHz) brings
the microphone signal up to a level suitable for capture by a computer system

fitted with an Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC). The computer system will
be described in Section 5.4.1. A trigger pulse from the pulse generator instructs
the computer to begin sampling the microphone signal.
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5.2.3 Results with the "step" method

Electromagnetic earpiece

The first device tested with the "step" method was a low-impedance electromag¬
netic earpiece (Maplin Electronic Supplies, type LB24B) of the type intended for
use with personal radio sets. Its step response (Figure 5.3(a)) shows a strong

resonance at 2.5kHz, which decays with a time constant of approximately 1ms.

Figure 5.3(b) shows the result of applying a double-stepped drive waveform to

ms

Figure 5.3: Experimental results for the electromagnetic earpiece;

(a) step response; (b) result of applying the optimum double-stepped
waveform.

the earpiece. The step sizes and delay were adjusted empirically to obtain the

optimum pulse shape. Whilst the essential features of the theory are borne out,

that part of the waveform immediately following the desired pulse is distorted,

presumably because the step response does not have a simple exponential decay.

Additionally, incomplete cancellation of the latter part of the waveform has oc¬

curred. Although the fundamental resonance has been successfully suppressed,
there remains some ripple (at 12kIIz) due to a higher order mode which was
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barely discernible in the original step response.
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Piezoelectric transducer

A piezoelectric transducer disc removed from a "bleeper" (STC, type U535R12V)
was found to be highly resonant when suspended freely at the end of the wave

tube, and so was a suitable candidate for the "step" method. (Fixing it to the
end of the tube severely damped its response.) The step response is as shown in

Figure 5.4(a). Notice how lightly damped the response is; in fact the recording
had to be truncated to avoid reflections off the source. The best short-duration

ms

Figure 5.4: Experimental results for the piezoelectric disc; (a) step

response; (b) result of applying the optimum double-stepped wave¬

form,.

pulse that could be achieved is shown in Figure 5.4(b), from which it can be seen

that the fundamental resonance of 3kHz has not been eliminated, and the initial

pulse shape is biphasic. These effects are a consequence of the non-monotonic

nature of the step response decay envelope: careful observation of Figure 5.4(a)
reveals that the amplitude initially increases. Nevertheless, an acoustic pulse
with Full Width at Half Maximum (FWIIM) of approximately 100/zs has been
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achieved.

5.2.4 Comparison with published literature

The experimental results show that it is possible to produce short-duration acous¬

tic pulses with a simple, stepped drive waveform. In some applications, the im¬

perfect nature of the pulses would be acceptable, especially when the extreme

simplicity of the technique is considered.

[Fredberg et al 1980] used a "double pulse" excitation of a loudspeaker (Uni¬
versity type 60-ID), consisting of equal-amplitude 200/is and 150/xs pulses, sep¬

arated by 150//.S. They did not explain the rationale for choosing this particular
drive waveform, and since the published pulse shape has a duration of more than

2ms, they were evidently not trying to produce impulses.

Mention should be made of [Ibisi and Benade 1982], who drove a piezoelectric
disc (resonant frequency co0, period r, bandwidth <j) with a voltage ramp VU( 1 —

exp_3</'2)(0 < t < r; constant thereafter). Theoretically, this should give a single

pressure pulse of the form /q(1 — cosuqL). They claim to have achieved pulses
with a FWI1M of 100/us, but since this reference is a meeting abstract, no results
arc shown. Presumably, problems of non-ideal transducer behaviour would be

encountered as in the present work.

5.3 The general problem : inverse filtering

The general problem of driving a transducer to produce an arbitrary pulse wave¬

form (and in particular, a short-duration impulse) has received surprisingly little
attention in the literature, despite the potentially wide applicability of a suitable

technique.

In principle, one treats the transducer, coupler and microphone assembly
as a linear system having an impulse response //.(/), which is measured. The

corresponding inverse filter <j(t) — h~l(t) is then calculated, and implemented
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(typically as a digital filter), being placed in cascade with the transducer. Ex¬

citing the inverse filter with the desired waveform then causes the transducer to

produce that pressure waveform, since the distorting effect of h{t) is cancelled

by the filter g(t).
The situation is shown schematically in Figure 5.5, where h(t) represents the

impulse response of the transducer, acoustic path and microphone system, and

g(t) is the inverse filter which is excited by the original drive waveform v(t). The
observed microphone signal p(t) is given by-

p(t) = h{t) 0 g(t) 0 v(t)
= HO

where the symbol 0 denotes convolution. Since the microphone response is

Vlt) git)
dlt)

hit) -pit)

Figure 5.5: The inverse filtering method. Inverse filter g(t) compen¬

sates for the distortion h(t) caused by the transducer and acoustic

system. The calculated drive waveform d{t) may be applied directly
to the transducer to generate the desired pressure waveform p(t).

known to be uniform over the frequency range of interest, the acoustic pressure

waveform is essentially the same as the microphone signal. If this were not

the case, then the action of the inverse filter would be to tailor the microphone

signal to the waveform v(t), although the actual pressure waveform would depart
from the ideal. We assume that the entire system behaves linearly, and that the

response is time-invariant.
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Useful work along these lines has been carried out by [Winter et al 1975] and

by [Davies et al 1981], who measured the response of transducer-microphone sys¬

tems, and hence calculated suitable inverse filters. [Winter et al 1975] dealt with
a single (unspecified) loudspeaker, and gave little detail except that they deter¬
mined the impulse response by applying a 1ms electrical excitation. Since this

pulse contains significant energy up to only 1kHz, it is questionable whether a suf¬

ficiently accurate determination is possible. This shortcoming may be responsible
for the poor pulse shapes of some of their results. [Davies et al 1981] took the
work further, dealing specifically with a "wide-range" loudspeaker unit, and using
a 70/rs electrical excitation to measure the impulse response. Despite abruptly

truncating their drive frequencies at 3kHz, reasonable results were achieved in

producing single cycles of sine, square and triangular waveforms.

[Fincham 1985] and [Merhaut 1986] have used impulsive excitation of loud¬
speakers in order to measure frequency responses without need of large anechoic
chambers. [Nicolas et al 1990] describe the use of a commercial sound analyser
to produce transient signals for psychoacoustic research.

The approach in the present work is slightly different. Rather than apply the

desired pulse shape to the cascaded inverse filter/transducer combination, we

calculate the intermediate drive waveform d(t) which is applied directly to the
transducer. This is possible because we are interested in one pulse shape only,
and means that there is no need to implement a digital filter.

From Figure 5.5, we see that the required drive waveform d(t) is given by the
convolution-

p(t) = h(t) <g> d(t) (5.1)

The calculation is most conveniently carried out in the frequency domain. Fourier

transformation and rearrangement of Equation 5.1 yields the expression-

= BN (5.2)H[u)
where D(u>) is the (complex) Fourier transform of d(f), and similarly for P{u>)
and H(u>). The function ]/H(u>) is notoriously ill-conditioned. Even in the
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absence of measurement noise, H{u) will be zero at certain frequencies (usually
the higher frequencies), causing the expression to "explode". The problem is
circumvented here by two precautions-

1. We choose a pulse shape p(t) such that its spectral content P{u;) is in¬

significant at high frequencies, enabling the division to be well-behaved.
A Gaussian pulse shape is used in the present work. We accept the com¬

promise that the pressure pulse will have a finite duration (and limited

bandwidth) rather than being an ideal impulse.1

2. We use the constrained deconvolution (see Appendix B)-
fH»'M , .( ' HH- ( )

where k is a constant and denotes the complex conjugate of H{u)
[Gonzalez and Wintz 1977]. The value of k is chosen to be as small as

possible consistent with stability of the expression, values ranging from
0.01 to 0.03 having been found optimum in the present work.

5.4 Arbitrary pulse generation

The theory presented in the previous section was applied to a variety of loud¬

speakers of both the familiar electromagnetic ("dynamic") type and the piezo¬
electric type. The test equipment used will now be described in some detail

because it forms the basis of the reflectometer systems developed in later chap¬
ters.

5.4.1 Test equipment

The acoustic system is a development of that shown in Figure 5.2. Each loud¬

speaker under test is coupled to the wave tube with an individual coupler,
JThis is not a severe limitation. In Chapter 7, we will see that a limited bandwidth is

actually necessary in order to prevent cross-mode propagation occurring. In any case, a real
transducer could not produce an ideal impulse.
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Figure 5.6: A tapered acoustic coupler is used to connect the loud¬

speaker under test to the xoave tube.

custom-ma.de from aluminium or Pcrspex (Figure 5.6). The gentle taper be¬
tween the loudspeaker cone and the wave tube minimizes spurious reflections in

the coupler itself. The loudspeaker is bolted firmly to the flange of the coupler,
with silicone sealant being used to make the assembly airtight. This optimizes
the low frequency performance.

Computer system and interface

The investigation initially used an IBM PS/2 80286-bascd computer, but a Dell

316SX 80386SX-based machine became available later. The changeover in no

way affected the running of the experiments. A custom-built high-speed interface
card is used to excite the loudspeaker under test, and to capture the microphone

signals. Sampling is at 40kHz to ensure the best possible reproduction of wave¬

forms, and 12-bit digitization is used. At this sampling rate, standard interrupt

timing is inadequate. Although fast Direct Memory Access (DMA) techniques
can be implemented for signal acquisition on commercial boards, DMA oxdput

of waveforms (to drive the loudspeaker) is not usually possible. Hence a special
interface card is required. The design chosen (Figure 5.7 and Appendix D) uses
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COMPUTER BUS

Figure 5.7: The high-speed analogue interface card, developed for si¬
multaneous excitation of a loudspeaker and capture of a microphone

signal.

buffer memory and hardware counters to allow high-speed, simultaneous out¬

put via a Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC) and signal acquisition from an

Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC).

Operation of the interface card is as follows; (i) the on-board timer is con¬

figured to give the required sample rate, (ii) the calculated drive waveform is
downloaded byte-by-byte from the computer to the output buffer memory, (iii)
the numbers of input and output samples are stored in the appropriate counters,

and (iv) the computer interrupt is enabled and sampling is started. The output
waveform is sent to the DAC at the correct rate, and hence drives the loudspeaker
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via the power amplifier. At the same time, the signal from the microphone pream¬

plifier is sampled by the ADC and stored in the input buffer memory. When both

input and output processes are complete, the interface card interrupts the com¬

puter. The newly-acquired data can then be uploaded into the computer's main

memory "at leisure". The output amplifier is a TDA2030 integrated circuit type,

mounted on the interface card and powered from the computer's ±12V supplies.
It was found necessary to construct the microphone preamplifier as an external
unit with its own ±15V power supply, as a card-mounted version picked up too

much interference from the computer bus and supply rails.

Experimental method

The experiment consists of the following stages-

1. A 25/<s rectangular pulse is used to excite the loudspeaker2, and the re¬

sulting microphone signal is captured. The averaged signal from ten such
excitations is taken to be the impulse response of the system.

2. The drive waveform d{t) necessary to produce a Gaussian pulse p(t) =

po exp_2b/r)2 js calculated using Equation 5.3 and 256-point Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFTs). The parameter r is set to three sample periods, ie

75ps, which defines a pulse of duration approximately 90/xs (FWHM). The

corresponding spectral content is 3dB down at 3.5kHz (lOdB at 6.4kIIz),
which is quite adequate for the present application.

3. The drive waveform just calculated is truncated at 2ms, and smoothly

tapered to its "tail level" over the period from 1ms to 2ms. Figure 5.8

illustrates the terms "tail level" and "quiescent level".

4. The tailored waveform is applied to the loudspeaker, and the resulting

microphone signal captured. The loudspeaker drive voltage is reset to
2A rectangular pulse of duration T has spectral content Tsm(i;fT)/(irfT), so that for

T = 25/rs, the excitation is uniform (to within 1 dB) to lOkllz.
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its pre-pulse ("quiescent") level. The microphone signal (taken to be the
same as the pressure pulse waveform) from ten excitations is averaged, and

displayed.

5. The spectral content of the pressure pulse is calculated and displayed.

Figure 5.8: Manipulation of the result of Equation 5.3 to produce
the final drive waveform.. Q: quiescent level; T: tail level (equal to
zero in this example). Vertical axis: voltage, in arbitrary units.

5.4.2 Electromagnetic loudspeakers

Fifteen electromagnetic loudspeakers, comprising seven different types, were tested
as described above. The loudspeakers are listed in Table 5.1 together with the
manufacturers' quoted sensitivities (given in dB of sound pressure at lm dis¬

tance, produced by 1W of electrical input) and the experimentally determined
sensitivities (in terms of peak pulse pressure produced by the calculated drive

waveforms). A selection of loudspeakers and couplers is shown in Figure 5.9 on

Page 64.
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Identification Type Sensitivity

dB/W/m Pa/V

A, B Philips AD0162/T8 25mm dome tweeter 94 25

C-E RS 250-227 18mm tweeter 89 10

F, G Maplin WF43W tweeter - 15

I Fane MD2050 50W compression driver 105 34

K IIS 250-211 100mm wide-range 88 -

L-0 Goodmans 110mm wide-range 94 15

P, Q Audax IID100D25 50W dome tweeter 89 15

Table 5.1: Details of the electromagnetic loudspeakers studied. Sen¬
sitivities in dB/W/m are taken from manufacturers' data, and refer
to sine wave measurements. Experimentally-determined sensitivi¬

ties are given in terms of the peak amplitude of Gaussian pressure

pulses.

Results with electromagnetic loudspeakers

Despite differing impulse responses, most of the devices produced acceptable
Gaussian pulses of duration 90-100jUs (FWTIM), differing mainly in their sensi¬
tivities. Some representative results are now shown in detail.

Loudspeaker B Figure 5.10(a) (Page 65) shows the impulse response of loud¬

speaker B (a Philips AD0162/T8 dome tweeter) measured using a 10V, 25/rs
electrical excitation. The reflected pulse is superimposed on the response as ex¬

plained above. The amplitude shown in these diagrams is that of the incident

pulse itself, assuming perfect reflection at the stopper. The response consists es¬

sentially of a biphasic pulse followed by a few damped oscillations. Its frequency
content3 (Figure 5.10(b)) shows peaks around lkllz and 3kliz, with a gradual

3Magnitudc spectra are shown throughout this work, although all calculations are carried
out on the complex (real and imaginary) representations.
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Figure 5.9: A selection of the loudspeakers studied, together with
some acoustic couplers. Back row, left to right: piezoelectric horn
driver J (with coupler), speaker K, compression driver I (with

coupler), and speaker Q (with coupler). Front row, left to right:

Speaker C, piezoelectric tweeter H, speaker G, and speaker A (with

coupler).

fall-off at higher frequencies. Notice that there is very little response below about

300Hz, and none at all at DC. This is common to all the loudspeakers tested, and

is the main limitation in producing Gaussian pulses. Figure 5.10(c) shows the
drive waveform d(t) as calculated by Equation 5.3, after inverse transformation
to the time domain, and truncation as in Figure 5.8. When this drive is applied
to the loudspeaker, the pressure pulse of Figure 5.10(d) results. The peak pres¬

sure achieved is approximately 200Pa (140dB SPL) in the incident pulse, with
a FWHM of lOOps. The spectral content of the pulse (Figure 5.10(e)) shows a

distribution that is much smoother than that of the original impulse response,

being quite close to Gaussian above 1kHz. The inverse filtering has not been able
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Figure 5.10: Loudspeaker B used to produce a Gaussian pulse, (a)
The impulse response with (b) the corresponding frequency response;

(c) the calculated drive waveform; (d.) the pressure pulse achieved
and (e) the corresponding spectral content.

to greatly improve the low frequency response, particularly below 200Hz where

very little information was available. This lack of energy in the region DC-200Hz

accounts for the slightly bipolar appearance of the pulse in (d).

Loudspeaker A, which is of the same type as B, behaved identically. This
was found to be the case for all loudspeakers of a given type.

Loudspeaker I Loudspeaker I (Fane MD2050 50W compression driver) was

the most sensitive of the devices studied, and also the most massive. The pream¬

plifier gain was reduced to 3.3 for measurements on this loudspeaker. Pressure

peaks of up to 370Pa (in the incident pulse) could be achieved, with a FWHM
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of 100//S. The results are shown in Figure 5.11. The high pressures present in

Pa

300-

200 -

100 •

-I

500^js/div
ikHz/div

Figure 5.11: Loudspeaker I used to produce a Gaussian pulse. De¬
tails as for Figure 5.10.

the superimposed incident and reflected pulse (being almost 1% of atmospheric

pressure) caused concern that the assumptions of linearity might no longer be

strictly valid. This aspect was investigated by varying the amplitude of the drive

waveform, and recording the corresponding pressure pulse. It was found that

linearity is maintained (within observable limits) up to microphone pressures of
around 400Pa, with the response being less than predicted at higher pressures.

For example, the pulse amplitude is approximately 5% down at 740Pa. This is

probably due to imperfections in the loudspeaker and microphone rather than
to the breakdown of the small pressure assumptions made in acoustics.
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Loudspeaker K Of all the electromagnetic loudspeakers, only device K was

unsuitable for pulse production. Its impulse response (Figure 5.12(a)) shows

significant ripple superimposed on a slowly-decaying, low-frequency signal. The

Figure 5.12: Loudspeaker 1\ was unsuitable for pulse production.
Details as for Figure 5.10.

corresponding spectrum of Figure 5.12(b) shows resonances at around 600Hz,
3kHz and 9kHz. The calculated drive waveform (c) has a complex appearance,

and produces a poor result (d). Because the spectrum in (e) shows the magnitude
of the frequency components, it does not look as bad as might be expected from
the pulse waveform. Presumably the phase factors are far from ideal.

5.4.3 Piezoelectric loudspeakers

Piezoelectric loudspeakers are becoming increasingly popular as high frequency

tweeters, as they consume very little power. Two types, both manufactured by

Motorola, were available for evaluation.
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Identification Type Sensitivity

dB/W/m Pa/V
H Motorola piezo tweeter - 6

J Motorola KSN1086A mid-range horn driver 94 17

Table 5.2: The two piezoelectric loudspeakers studied. Details as

for Table 5.1.

Loudspeaker LI Loudspeaker II is shaped like a conventional small tweeter,

but is extremely light as there is no magnet. Its impulse response (Figure 5.13(a))
shows an initial resonance which is lightly damped and is followed by the emer¬

gence of a higher mode. The corresponding spectrum of Figure 5.13(b) indicates

500ps per dlv

Figure 5.13: Piezoelectric speaker H was unsuitable for pulse pro¬

duction. Details as for Figure 5.10.

very little energy below 2kIIz, with peaks at 3kHz and 8.5kHz. The calculated
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drive waveform (c) appears quite different from those used with the electromag¬
netic loudspeakers, and is unable to produce an acceptable pulse shape (d). The

pulse's spectral content (e) is better than that of the original impulse response,

the peaks having been smoothed out. However, the response falls very abruptly
below 1 kHz, accounting for the distinctive bipolar nature of the pressure pulse;
the lack of low frequency information causes the undulating baseline.

Loudspeaker J The other piezoelectric device evaluated is Loudspeaker J, a

Motorola born driver for which a threaded coupler was made. The impulse re¬

sponse (Figure 5.14(a)) is bizarre, consisting of lightly damped, high frequency
oscillations superimposed on a low-amplitude, low frequency baseline. The corre-

Pa

2 00 a b
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V c
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200 d
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500)js/div lkHz/dlv

Figure 5.14: Piezoelectric horn driver J was also unsuitable for

pulse production. Details as for Figure 5.10.

sponding spectrum of Figure 5.14(b) shows that there is very little energy below

500Hz, with peaks at 1kHz, 3.5kHz and 7.5kHz. There is also a lack of response
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in the region 5-7kHz. The calculated drive waveform (c) is quite complex, and
the latter part has been compromised by the truncation and tapering to 2ms.
It was not possible to produce an acceptable pulse shape with this loudspeaker,
the best result being shown in (d). Again, the main problem is the lack of low

frequency information, which is responsible for the bipolar pulse shape and the

undulating baseline.

5.4.4 Choice of loudspeaker for pulse production

Many readily available electromagnetic loudspeakers are capable of producing

approximately Gaussian pressure pulses when excited by an appropriate electrical
drive waveform. A drive waveform of 2ms duration allows acceptable pulses of

width 100/fs to be achieved. Of the seven different types of electromagnetic

loudspeaker tested, only one (Device K; a light, "mid-range" type) was unable to

produce acceptable pulse shapes with the current technique. There was very little
to choose between the others in terms of the pulse shape achieved. The highest

amplitude pulses could be produced with Loudspeaker I (a massive "compression

driver"), but this was considered too heavy and bulky for incorporation in a

reflectometer system. All further work is carried out with tweeters A and B,

which were found to be the next most sensitive loudspeakers.
Neither of the two piezoelectric loudspeakers (II and J) was capable of produc¬

ing an acceptable pressure pulse. The main problem is the lack of response below

l-2kllz, which causes the pulse shapes to be bipolar with undulating baselines.

Perhaps this is not really surprising when one considers that these piezoelectric
devices are usually sold as add-on "super tweeters". It appears that low fre¬

quency response is more important than high frequency response if monopolar

pulse shapes are required.
In the next chapter, we will use the measured pulse shape of Loudspeaker A to

simulate the pressure waveforms that will be observed in a complete reflectometer

system.



Chapter 6

Synthesis and analysis of

simulated reflections

6.1 Introduction

Having covered the basic theory of multiple reflections, and having investigated
the pulse shapes that can be produced by readily available loudspeakers, we are

now in a position to simulate the actual reflection signals that will be observed
in a complete reflectometer system.

If it were possible to excite the acoustic system with an ideal pressure impulse

(a dc//;a-funct,ion then the resultant reflection would simply be the required
reflectance r0(t). However, as we saw in the previous chapter, we are in practice
restricted to using a Gaussian approximation /(f) of an impulse. The reflected

signal m(f) then depends on the characteristics of both /(f) and r0(f); in fact it
is given by their convolution. With a short duration pulse /(f), it will sometimes
be acceptable to use the observed reflection as an estimate of the reflectance, but
in general we will want to carry out a full analysis by deconvolving the reflection
with the pulse shape. Appendix B covers the basic theory of convolution and

deconvolution, and several important results arc used in the present chapter.

71
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Calculated reflectance functions will first be used to study the effect of band-

limited measurement, and then reflection signals will be simulated by convolving
idealized reflectance functions with the incident pulse waveform. Area recon¬

struction is investigated without deconvolution, with frequency domain decon-

volution, and with time domain dcconvolution.

6.2 Effect of limited bandwidth

The result of any measurement process inevitably has a restricted bandwidth,
and so it is worth considering the effect of bandwidth-limited reflectances on

subsequent area reconstructions. Figure 6.1 shows the area profile and the cal¬
culated reflectance rQ(l) for an object having three sections with internal areas

in the ratio 4:2:1. (This example will be recognized from Section 4.2.2, where
it was presented in terms of impedance.) The reflectance consists of two main

peaks, followed by a succession of much smaller impulses of alternating polarity.
The entire area profile is made up of 512 data points with a spacing of 20/rs; ie

the waveforms are of total duration 10.24ms.

6.2.1 Loss of high frequency information

When the reflectance is transformed to the frequency domain by a 512-point

fast Fourier transform, and presented as the spectral modulus \RaHI (Fig¬
ure 6.2(a)), it is seen to have essentially a cosine-squared form. The reflect¬
ance has been bandlimited (low pass filtered) by multiplication in the frequency
domain by a rectangular function of extent ±/o where /o is 25kHz. In the
time domain (Figure 6.2(b)), this corresponds to convolution of the reflect¬
ance with the sine function sin 27r/0£/27r/o£, and so "ripple" a.t 25kliz appears

[Tenoudji and Quentin 1982]. Area reconstruction by the Ware-Aki method (see
Section 4.1.1) (Figure 6.2(c)) is hardly affected by the ripple, as reconstruction

algorithms are integral in nature and therefore fairly immune to high frequency
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Figure 6.1: (a) The (time domain) area profile used to illustrate the

effects of limited bandwidth, and (b) the corresponding reflectance

function.

noise. When the bandwidth is reduced to 10kHz (Figure 6.3), the ringing is
rather more noticeable on both the reflectance and the reconstructed area. The

reflectance peaks are diminished in amplitude, but broadened in proportion, so

that their integrals remain the same, and the area changes are correctly recon¬

structed. The steps between sections have discernible slopes, because of the

broadened reflectance peaks. These effects are exactly what one expects in a low

pass filtered measurement. In Figure 6.4 we see the effects of a further reduction
in bandwidth, to only 5kHz. The reflectance peaks are significantly broadened,
with the corresponding area transitions sloped. Ripple at 5kHz is apparent, but
does not affect the overall area changes, because of the integrating action of the
reconstruction algorithm.
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Figure 6.2: (a) The reflectance of Figure 6.1 is truncated (in the
frequency domain) at H25kHz, and (b) transformed back to the time
domain. Area reconstruction then yields the profile shown in (c).

6.2.2 Loss of low frequency information

We now consider what happens when low frequency information is removed from
the same reflectance function, ie the effect of high pass filtering. Figure 6.5(a)
shows the reflectance function after truncation at ±25kHz and removal of the

zero frequency (DC) component. The lowest frequencies remaining in the (dis¬
crete) frequency domain are dblOOHz1. 25kHz ripple is apparent as before, but
close scrutiny reveals that the mean value of the ripple has now been shifted

slightly below zero. The effect of this shortcoming on the subsequent area recon¬

struction (Figure 6.5(b)) is dramatic, and is another consequence of the integral
nature of the reconstruction process. An ofFset in the reflectance, even a barely

1Actually 50kIIz/512 or 97.5Hz
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Figure 6.3: (a) The same reflectance function, after truncation at

FlOkllz, and (b) the corresponding area reconstruction.

perceptible one as in this example, causes significant drift in the subsequent re¬

construction. The steps in the reconstructed area remain sharp, because high

frequency information is present. Figure 6.6 shows the effect of removing the zero

and 100Hz frequency components; ie all information below 200Hz. The reflect¬

ance function now has a baseline that is clearly offset from zero, and undulating.
The corresponding area reconstruction is severely distorted.

It is evident that the reconstruction process is tolerant of high frequency er¬

rors, but is extremely susceptible to offset and low frequency errors. This is un¬

fortunate, since we saw in Section 5.4 that readily available loudspeakers produce

very little energy below 200Hz. When we come to implement a reflectometer,

careful consideration will need to be given to the treatment of this problem.
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Figure 6.4: (a) The sam.e reflectance function again, after trunca¬
tion at T5kHz, and (b) the corresponding area reconstruction. The
true area profile is shown in dashed line.

6.3 Simulation of reflection signals

We turn now to simulating the reflection signals that can be expected in an actual
reflectometer when it is excited by the pulses produced by Loudspeaker A (or

B). The pulse shape f(t) and corresponding spectral content were given in Fig¬
ure 5.10, but for convenience are repeated here as Figure 6.7. The reflected signal

m(t) is given by the convolution of f(t) with the object's reflectance rQ(t). As an

example, we will consider a cylindrical object having stepped internal diameters
such that its cross sectional area has successive values of 2.0, 4.9, 3.1, 1.8 and

0.8cm2. Unless otherwise stated, time domain functions in the remainder of this

work consist of 256 data points spaced 25/rs apart (ie. a sample rate of 40kIIz),
and 256-point Fourier transforms are used. The steps in this example are 16

2
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Figure 6.5: (a) The reflectance function after removal offrequencies
below 100Hz, and truncation at ±25kllz. (b) The corresponding
area reconstruction. The true area profile is shown in dashed line.

samples (400/is) long, corresponding to a (two way) distance of 70mm at a speed
of sound of 340m/s. A physical model having these dimensions is detailed in

Appendix E and is used in later chapters to evaluate actual reflectometers. This
area profile is shown in Figure 6.8, together with the corresponding reflectance
calculated by Stansfield's method [Stansfield and Bogner 1973] as described in
Section 3.4. The reflectance consists of a series of impulses because of the dis¬

continuous nature of the area changes.

The reflection signal was calculated in the frequency domain, where convo¬

lution is replaced by multiplication of the Fourier transforms F(u) of f(t) and

R0(u>) of r0(t). Figure 6.8(c) shows the result after inverse transformation to
the time domain. As expected from the bandlimiting examples in Section 6.2,
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Figure 6.6: (a) /Is for Figure 6.5, but all frequencies below 200Hz
have been removed.

500jjs/div lkHz/div

Figure 6.7: (a) The incident pressure pulse f(t), and (b) its spectral
content.

the simulated reflection m(t) has broadened, reduced amplitude peaks compared
with the ideal reflectance. Although the pulse waveform has little energy above

10kHz, its response falls off gradually so that the "ripple" artefact is absent from
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Figure 6.8: Simulation of a reflection signal, (a) The example used
is that of an object having internal areas of 2.0, f.9, 3.1, 1.8 and

0.8cm2, with a closed end. The calculated reflectance of the object

(b) is convolved with the incident pulse shape to simulate the reflec¬
tion (c). (d) The area profile that results from direct reconstruction

of the reflection. The true area is shown in dashed line.

m{t). A slight baseline shift is just discernible in Figure 6.8(c), with a small pos¬

itive offset near the beginning of the reflection, and a small negative offset near

the end. This is the waveform that would result from a real acoustic experiment,

and which would be used to reconstruct the object's area.

Ware-Aki reconstruction from the reflection waveform without deconvolution

is shown in Figure 6.8(d). The slight downwards slope on the first area section,
and the slight upwards slope on the final section (which prevents the reconstruc¬
tion from "closing" correctly at the end) are due to the baseline shifts in the
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reflection, caused by lack of low frequency information. The broadened reflec¬

tion peaks, due to lack of high frequency information, cause the area changes to

be sloped rather than abrupt. Despite these deficiencies in detail, the result is a

reasonable estimate of the original area profile (shown in dashed line), and this
is because the acoustic pulse shape is a fairly good approximation to an ideal

impulse.

6.4 Analysis of simulated signals

We now investigate the improvements in area reconstruction that can be achieved
when the simulated reflection is deconvolved with the original pressure pulse
waveform.

6.4.1 Frequency domain deconvolution

Frequency domain deconvolution is discussed in Appendix B, Section B.3, where

it is shown that an estimate R0 of the reflectance can be calculated from the

constrained deconvolufion—

* = (ffti) m
(This is Equation B.19.) F is the Fourier-transformed acoustic pulse waveform,
M the transformed reflection signal, and k is the constraining constant. This

expression was applied to the simulated reflection signal. With F normalized,
values of k in the range 0.01 to 0.5 gave acceptable results, and a value of 0.3
was selected. The calculated result R0 is transformed back to the time domain,
as shown in Figure 6.9(a). Compared with the reflection signal, some sharpening
of the peaks has occurred, but at the expense of small overshoots appearing

adjacent to them. This is typical of the artefacts associated with deconvolution.

Ware-Aki reconstruction leads to the area profile of Figure 6.9(b), which is more

accurate than when deconvolution was omitted (Figure 6.8(d)).
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Figure 6.9: Frequency domain deconvolution of the simulated reflec¬
tion signal yields the estimated reflectance (a), which leads to the
area reconstruction (b). The true area is shown in dashed line.

6.4.2 Time domain deconvolution

Deconvolution in the time domain is possible using van Cittert's method as

described in Appendix B, Section B.2.3. The simulated reflection signal m{t)
is taken as an initial estimate r0 of the reflectance, and improved estimates are

given by—-

Ah-i = rk + A[m - (/ ® rk)]

This is Equation B.5, with the subscript o (for object) dropped from the re¬

flectance. At each iteration, a proportion A of the difference between m(t) and
the estimated output / 0 rk is added to the previous estimate. The estimated
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output term is itself calculated by a time domain convolution. In the present

application, a value of A = 0.3 was found to be optimum in terms of the number
of iterations required for sucessful deconvolution. Figure 6.10 shows the initial
estimate fo and the first live iterates r,-. Even after only three iterations, the

Figure 6.10: Iterative dcconvolution in the time domain. The initial
estimate fo is simply the reflection signal m(t) itself. Five iterations
are shown for the case A = 0.3.

reflectance peaks have been sharpened, and little further improvement occurs

with continued iteration. However, the "ringing" adjacent to the peaks becomes

progressively worse, such that the optimum number of iterations appears to be
four or five. The deconvolved reflectance is seen to have a negative offset on the

baseline, which is an artefact. We know a priori that the reflectance should be

zero right at the beginning of the trace, and so we can use this portion to adjust
the baseline. This is a technique which will be used later with real reflectometer

data. Adjusting the baseline and performing Ware-Aki reconstruction results
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in the area profile of Figure 6.11. The estimated area is seen to be in good

Figure 6.11: Area reconstruction of the time domain deconvolved

reflection signal, after offfset correction. The actual area is shown

in dashed line.

agreement with the original area of the objeet, shown in dashed line.

6.5 Choice of deconvolution method

There is little to choose between the results of deconvolution in the frecpiency

domain (Figure 6.9(b)) and in the time domain (Figure 6.11). Neither method
can recover completely the sharpness of the original calculated reflectances. Fre¬

quency domain calculation may be faster if assembly language routines arc avail¬
able for the necessary Fast Fourier Transforms. On the other hand, with van

Cittert's method it is possible to monitor the process, and stop iterating when
the result is acceptable. The two methods are used interchangeably in the re¬

mainder of this work.

Figure 6.12 summarizes the theoretical framework that has been developed

so far, in preparation for the implementation of an acoustic reflectometer.

sq cm
6 J
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Figure 6.12: The theoretical framework developed so far.



Chapter 7

Implementation of a simple

reflectometer

We are now in a position to implement a practical acoustic reflectometer based
on the theory developed in previous chapters.

7.1 Principle of operation

The simplest possible reflectometer is constructed as shown in Figure 7.1, and
is a development of the instrumentation used for pulse production in Chapter 5.

A source loudspeaker is acoustically coupled to one end of a source tube, and a

microphone is set flush with the inner wall at the far end of the tube. A computer

with an analogue interface card controls the rcflectometer. Calibration consists
of closing the source tube at the microphone position, recording the impulse

response of the loudspeaker, and calculating the drive waveform necessary to

produce a short Gaussian pressure pulse. (This is the same experiment as carried
out in Section 5.4). The actual pressure pulse achieved is recorded for later use.

With the source tube open, the object (or patient) to be measured is coupled to

the far end, and the pressure waveform is recorded. Separation of the reflected

part of the waveform, deconvolution and area reconstruction follow.

85
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Figure 7.1: A simple reflectometer.

7.2 Dimensions

The diameter of the source tube is not critical, although it is sensible to achieve
an approximate impedance match with the objects to be measured. Tubing with
a bore of 16mm is used throughout this work. The distance between the source

and the microphone Lsm is dictated by several factors-

1. We have to be able to measure the impulse response of the loudspeaker

without multiple reflections, so that it can be used in calculating the nec¬

essary drive waveform. The tube must therefore be acoustically longer
than the impulse response. For the loudspeaker used (A or B), the impulse

response had a duration of approximately 3ms.

2. The tube, including the section of length Lmo between the microphone and
the object, must be longer than the longest object to be measured, so that
the primary reflection from the far end of the object can be recorded before
the first reflection off the source reaches the microphone. This portion of

the reflected signal is necessary and sufficient for area reconstruction of the
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object.

3. Connection of test objects and patients should be convenient.

We selected a source tube of length 1130mm, which fulfills all the above criteria.

In Chapter 11 we will see how the length constraints can be relaxed at the expense

of further computation.

In Section 7.6, it is shown that making Lmo greater than the length of the inci¬
dent acoustic pulse improves separation of the incident and reflected waveforms.
The Gaussian pulses used (nominally 100/is FWHM) have a baseline length of

approximately 70mm, so this condition is easily met by choosing Lmo = 130mm.

A slide valve is positioned immediately beyond the microphone. It is ma¬

chined from Perspex, with rubber "0" rings placed either side of the sliding

piece to ensure an airtight seal. The valve is used to completely close the source

tube during calibration. When opened for acoustic measurements to be made,
its internal diameter of 16mm matches that of the source and coupling tubes so

that no spurious reflections are caused.

7.3 Choice of source tube material

Most previous reflectometers have used straight metal tubing [Jackson et al 1977,
Resnick 1979, Fredberg et al 1980, Sondhi and Resnick 1983, Deane 1986], but
this makes them bulky, and rules out portability. [Watson 1989] experimented
with 34m of coiled plastic tubing when he wanted to record the extended re¬

flectances of trombones (beyond the portion necessary for area reconstruction).
He was able to produce acceptable results because his interest extended to only

1kHz, at which frequency attenuation down the tube was not too great. Atten¬
uation and dispersion occur through thermo-viscous loss mechanisms in the air
and at the tube walls. The latter effect dominates for small diameter tubing,
and is influenced by the tube material.

Our method of calibration produces a known pulse shape at the microphone
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position, and hence automatically compensates for attenuation down the source

tube itself. However, attenuation still occurs in the section Lmo and in the test

object, and it is desirable to correct for these effects.

Attenuation was quantified in three different tube materials—steel, hard

polyurethane plastic (Tygon "Tygothane", Norton Perfomance Plastics, Newcas¬

tle, Staffs.), and soft plastic (Tygon 3603). In each case, tubing with an internal
diameter of 16mm was used. Both plastic types were heavy-walled (3mm wall

thickness), but were reasonably flexible. All three tube materials were of uniform
bore without visible flaws.

Pulse attenuation was measured using a rcflectometer having a Tygothane
source tube. Different lengths of the tubing under test were attached to the
reflectometer and closed at their far ends with a hard plastic stopper, as shown

in Figure 7.2. When the loudspeaker is driven in the usual way, the recorded

LOUDSPEAKER SOURCE TUBE

MICROPHONE
•SAMPLE

Figure 7.2: Experimental arrangement to measure pulse attenua¬

tion.

pressure waveform consists of the incident pulse passing the microphone, followed

by the reflection of the pulse off the stopper. The latter is of reduced amplitude
because of three effects—

1. Attenuation during two-way propagation along the tubing sample.

2. Non-ideal reflection at the stopper.
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3. Losses at the coupling between the reflectometer and the tube sample.

By expressing the reflected pulse amplitude p(x) as a proportion of that for
the shortest sample studied p(0), the latter two effects can be cancelled out to
leave the propagation loss. We assume that attenuation can be expressed in
the form p(x) — p(0) exp(—/3x), where (3 is the attenuation coefficient, and plot

/??.[p(a:)/p(0)] against x to determine f3. The reflected pulses were also Fourier
transformed so that the dispersion of different frequency components could be
studied. The results are summarized in Figure 7.3 and Table 7.1.

x(m)

Figure 7.3: Attenuation of Gaussian pressure pulses down 16mm

bore tubing.

Also included in Table 7.1 are the theoretical attenuation coefficients 2.93 x

10-5/1/,2/a, where / is the frequency and a the tube radius [Kinsler and Frey 1982]
It will be seen that there is not a great deal of difference between steel (/3 — 0.32

overall) and Tygothanc (f3 = 0.26 overall), the attenuation in both cases being
about 50% greater than that predicted by theory. The R-3603 tubing attenuates
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Frequency (/) Steel Tygothanc R-3603 Theoretical

1 kHz 0.19 0.14 0.44 0.12

2kHz 0.28 0.25 0.71 0.16

3kHz 0.40 0.31 0.95 0.20

4kHz 0.45 0.33 0.86 0.23

5kliz 0.42 0.46 0.67 0.26

6kHz 0.39 0.48 0.62 0.28

Effective 0.32 0.26 0.68 (-0.18)

Table 7.1: Summary of attenuation coefficients for 16mm tubes.

The theoretical values are calculated from 2.93 x 10~5flC/a, where
a is the radius. The "effective" frequency refers to attenuation of a

lOOfis Gaussian pulse.

sound by more than twice as much. The attenuation coefficients for the Gaussian

pulse amplitude are similar to the values for 2kHz, because the peak of the pulse

enegy lies around this frequency. Our values of f3 for the steel and Tygothane
are in excellent agreement with the value of 0.4 that [Deane 1986] measured for
13mm brass tubing, when corrected to take account of the different bore using
the theoretical I/a relationship.

Tygothane tubing thus appears quite suitable, and was used in the final
construction of the reflectometer. Based on these results, a correction factor of

exp(0.3x) is applied to the reflection signals recorded from test objects. This
is a gross simplification, being independent of frequency, object area and wall

material, but it will be shown that useful results are achieved. The correction

amounts to 11% over a distance of 400mm.

With flexible tubing it is also possible to curve the reflectometer to make it
more compact and to assist with patient connection. Although in principle a

curved tube appears acoustically shorter and wider than an equivalent straight
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one, the corrections are insignificant for gentle curves. For example, the correc¬

tion factors for a tube of diameter 16mm and a radius of curvature of 200mm

differ from unity by less than 0.1% [Nederveen 1969].

7.4 Signal to noise ratio

Signal to noise ratio is not discussed in the acoustic refiectometry literature,

except for a brief comment in [Deane 1986]. However, careful selection of trans¬

ducers and drive levels was found to be crucial in achieving satisfactory results
with the simple reflectometer. Signal averaging techniques can be used for in

vitro measurements, but are not suitable for clinical applications because the

airway area may vary from moment to moment. We must make "single-shot"
measurements.

The incident pressure peak must therefore be great enough to allow adequate

signal to noise (S:N) ratio in the reflected waveform. Figure 4.3(b) showed that
the reflections of interest from a smoothly tapered area profile will be less than
0.03 (-30dB) of the incident amplitude. To record such reflections with, say,

at least 40dB S:N ratio thus requires incident pressure pulses 70dB above the

noise level. Extraneous acoustic disturbances were not found to be a problem,

the noise level being determined by the broadband electronic noise inherent in
the microphone's inbuilt FET buffer. This noise was 300/iVpp in the bandwidth

60Hz to 12kHz, for several samples of the Knowles BL1785 microphone. Thus we

need incident pressure pulses producing microphone signals of the order of IV.
The Knowles BL1785 has a sensitivity of 3mV/Pa, and so the incident pulse am¬

plitude should be approximately 300Pa. In practice, 200Pa Gaussian pulses are

readily achieved with Loudspeaker A/B (Section 5.4), and these gave satisfactory
reflectometer results.

A disadvantage with pulse techniques is the rather limited energy present in
a single short-duration pulse. In radar systems, this limitation is often overcome

by using pseudo-random pulse sequences and matched filtering of the echoes.
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This high degree of complexity is not necessary in the present work.

A flat frequency response is not required of either microphone or loudspeaker,
as deconvolution of the recorded reflection signal makes the appropriate compen¬

sation.

7.5 Cross modes, resolution and sampling

7.5.1 Cross mode propagation

The theory of refiectometry assumes one-dimensional propagation of sound, and
cannot take account of cross-mode propagation. This may occur if frequencies

having wavelengths less than twice the maximum object diameter are excited.
Cross modes degrade the reflections and hence the area reconstructions. Our

100//S Gaussian pulse has a spectral content that is 3dB down at 3.5kHz, and
20dB down at 9kHz. We can say that the highest frequency excited is about

10kHz, corresponding to a wavelength of 34mm. Hence cross modes cannot exist
in objects of less than 17mm diameter, and are progessively more likely as the
maximum diameter is increased. We might expect to see some evidence of cross

modes in objects with areas greater than 3cm2 (diameter 20mm), and this will
be investigated in the next chapter.

7.5.2 Spatial resolution

The spatial resolution of an imaging technique is generally limited to a fraction
of the wavelength employed, and this applies also to acoustic rcflectometry. With

significant acoustic energy up to 10kHz, the axial resolution will be limited to

the order of 10mm, which means that we will not be able to measure accurately
details smaller than this.
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Note that, because of the need to avoid cross modes, the resolution is depen¬

dent on the object's maximum diameter. We can write—

Amm/2 — Dmax

and

Ax —

so that—

Ax ~ Dmax/2

where Amtn is the minimum wavelength used, Dmax the maximum diameter of
the object, and Ax the axial resolution. The factor of 4 is intended as a guide

only; [Fredbcrg et al 1980] used a factor of 6 when discussing resolution.

7.5.3 Sampling

The discrete sampling of the reflection signal should be fast enough so as not

to further limit the axial resolution. We use a 40kllz sample rate (25//s per

sample), giving a spacing between data points of 4.25mm. Sound (at a velocity
of 340m/s) covers the two way distance of 8.5mm in 25fxs. The sample spacing
is approximately half that determined by the fundamental resolution limit.

We are interested in objects no longer than 400mm, so that area reconstruc¬

tions will cover a maximum of 100 data points from the end of the reflectometer.

Waveforms are recorded for 256 data points (ie a duration of 256 x25//s or 6.4ms),
and 256-point Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) are used. The spectral resolution
is then 40kHz/256=156Hz.

The reflectometer software is written in Turbo Pascal, chosen for its ease

of use and the speed of the compiled code. The main program is listed in

Appendix C. This program and the supporting procedures together comprise

approximately 3000 lines of source code.
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7.6 Operation of the reflectometer

94

7.6.1 Calibration

During calibration, the slide valve is closed and the loudspeaker impulse response

determined. The loudspeaker is then driven to produce a Gaussian pressure

pulse, and the actual waveform pcai is recorded (Figure 7.4). 10 excitations are

SOURCE TUBE VALVE CLOSED

cal

Figure 7.4: Calibration of the reflectometer, with the source tube
closed.

averaged for each of these two steps, and the results are truncated at 4ms to

ensure that reflections off the loudspeaker (which occur at time 2Lsm/c) are

excluded. pcai consists of the incident pulse with the superimposed reflection off
the slide valve. If the slide valve were an ideal reflector, pcai would have exactly

twice the amplitude of the incident pulse pinc, but we generalize the ratio to a.
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7.6.2 Separation of incident and reflected waveforms

With the slide valve open and an object attached to the reflectometer, the pres¬

sure waveform psig is recorded, as shown in Figure 7.5. By arranging for the

SOURCE TUBE .VALVE OPEN

Figure 7.5: Operation of the reflectometer, showing temporal sepa¬

ration of the incident and reflected waves.

distance Lmo to be greater than the incident pulse duration, the incident and

reflected parts of psig are temporally separated. In general, the incident pulse

may have a long, low-amplitude "tail", and more accurate results are achieved

by performing a subtraction. The value of a is determined by minimising the
error function

Perror — ^ ^ (Psig Peal /

where the summation is over all the data points in which pcai has significant

amplitude, a is initially taken to be 2, and is reduced in steps of 0.01 until a

minimum in peTTor is found. Then, we have—

Pine — Peal/&

Preflection — Psig Pcal/&
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This is essentially Fredberg's method, but is greatly facilitated by the slide valve.
The determination of a is improved by reducing the amount of overlap between
the incident and reflected parts of p3ig. Values of a are typically in the range 1.8
to 1.9.

Alignment A refinement to the separation procedure is the alignment of the

psig and pCai waveforms before optimisation of the error function. The position
of the incident pulse is found in each waveform, and psig is shifted to bring it
into alignment with pcai■ This technique is designed to overcome any drift in

temperature or gas composition that may occur during use. The source and

connecting tube are together about 150 sample points long. A worst case 6%

change in absolute temperature, from 293K (20°C) to 310K (37°C), would cause

a corresponding 3% change in wave speed1, and so shift the measured object
reflection by 4 or 5 data points. This would be enough to make separation

unsatisfactory in the absence of prior alignment. The associated 3% scaling error

in length determination is not significant in clinical practice, and consequently
no attempt is made to measure and correct for temperature changes.

Interrupts Computer system timer interrupts occur at the rate of 18 per sec¬

ond, and may last for several hundred microseconds. If one of these happened in

between exciting the loudspeaker and preparing to collect the microphone signal,
the recorded pressure waveform would be shifted by many data points, making

alignment difficult. To guard against this, reflectometer measurements are "syn¬

chronized" to the computer timer by waiting until an interrupt has just occurred
before driving the loudspeaker and collecting the response. The interval of 55ms

before the next interrupt is sufficient to ensure an uninterrupted measurement.

lrThc speed of sound is proportional to the square root of the absolute temperature
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7.6.3 Deconvolution and area reconstruction

Deconvolution The separated object reflection prefiection is deconvolved with
the incident pulse shape pmc in either the time or frequency domain, as described

in the previous chapter. The resulting waveform is the object's reflectance r0(t)

(Figure 7.6). Optionally, deconvolution may be omitted, and the reflection simply
scaled by the amplitude of the incident pulse.

reflection '• i

A7
reflectance

area sq cm
6 _

2

4 _

\

Figure 7.6: Processing of the separated reflection consists of decon¬

volution, offset and attenuation correction, and area reconstruction.

Offsets We saw in Sections 4.3 and 6.2.2 that area reconstruction algorithms
are very susceptible to baseline offsets in the reflectance. Even when the ADC

has no electrical offset, baseline errors arise as deconvolution artefacts, because
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there is very little energy at low frequencies. An offset of AR = 0.001 in the

reflectance, for example, leads to a false area change of 20% over 100 data points,

and this is clearly not acceptable. It is evident from the literature that previous

researchers met with similar problems. [Resnick 1979] "extrapolated" to DC in
the frequency domain, by setting the mean of the DC and two lowest frequency
terms to unity. [Fredberg et al 1980] determined the offset from the portion of
the reflectance signal corresponding to propagation along the source tube.

One method of ofTset correction used in the present work considers the portion

of tube in between the microphone and the object. There is no reflected energy

in this region, so we can take the mean value of the reflectance over this length
as the ofTset. The offset is then subtracted from the entire reflectance. Although

only a crude "zero-order" correction, this method improves area reconstruction

in some cases. However, the length of Lmo has been made deliberately short,
so that only a few data points can be included in this method. For a given
reflectometer arrangement, more consistent results are achieved by subtracting
an empirically determined value from the reflectance, and this method is used in

the remainder of this work. Attenuation correction is also applied at this stage.

Area reconstruction The corrected reflectance is used with one of the area

reconstruction algorithms discussed in Chapter 4. Knowing the cross sectional
area of the source tube (2cm2), the object's area profile can be displayed. Op¬

tionally, the areas can be expressed in terms of relative acoustic impedances by

taking their inverse.



Chapter 8

Results with the simple

reflectometer

In this chapter, the performance of the simple reflectometer is investigated. It is

used to measure the area profiles of a variety of test objects, using either a com¬

plete analysis (deconvolution and Ware-Aki area reconstruction) or an approx¬

imate method (no deconvolution, and Integral area reconstruction). Accuracy,

reproducibility and resolution are studied.

8.1 Measurement of test objects

A variety of test objects was constructed for validation of the reflectometer. They

all have cylindrical symmetry, and are of two types-

1. objects with stepped internal diameters (ie, discontinuous area changes),
which are a severe test of the effectiveness of deconvolution;

2. objects with smoothly changing diameters, representing simple models of
the human airway.

Mechanical drawings of the objects are contained in Appendix E.

99
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8.1.1 Objects with stepped diameters

Two objects were made with stepped internal diameters; one with area increasing
with distance, and the other with area decreasing.

Object A The first object is of aluminium, and has stepped internal diameters

(ID) of 25, 30, 35 and 40mm, each section being 70mm long. The corresponding
areas are 4.9, 7.1, 9.6 and 12.6cm2. The object couples to the reflectometer (ID

16mm) with a short adaptor.

Figure 8.1 shows typical results obtained with Object A, when its far end
is closed with a stopper. The separated reflection signal is shown at (a), and

Figure 8.1: Measurement of Object A: (a) the reflected pressure

wave with (b) an approximate area reconstruction (no deconvolu-
tion, and the Integral method); (c) the deconvolved reflectance and

(d) the area reconstructed from it by the Ware-Aki method. The
true area is shown in dashed line.
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an approximate area reconstruction (using the Integral method) at (b). The
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initial part of the reflection shows the residual incident pulse, left by imperfect

separation. This does not affect subsequent area reconstructions, because the
reconstruction algorithms are started after this region, at the point labelled '0'
on the distance axis. Without deconvolution, the result is not very convincing:
a small negative offset in the early part of the reflectance causes the first two

area steps to slope upwards. A positive offset in the later part of the reflectance
causes a severe downward slope in the third area step, and completely obscures

the final step. Over the whole object, these effects tend to cancel out, but this
is purely fortuituous.

When the reflection is deconvolved to give the reflectance (c), there is a

noticeable sharpening of the peaks. A Ware-Aki reconstruction then gives the
area profile in (d). Deconvolution has improved matters significantly, although
at the expense of causing "ringing" artefacts either side of the main reflectance

peaks. There is still some trouble from offsets in the later part of the reflectance,
and the widths of the reflectance peaks cause the area changes to occur over

several data points rather than being abrupt. In an object with such large
diameters (up to 40mm) we might expect some cross mode propagation, and

perhaps this is partially responsible for the inability to measure the final

area accurately.

Object B The second object is similar to Object A, but with internal diameters
of 25, 20, 15 and 10mm, each section again being 70mm long. The corresponding
areas are thus 4.9, 3.1, 1.8 and 0.8cm2. This area profile was introduced in

Section 6.3 (Figure 6.8) when calculating simulated reflection signals. Object B
also couples to the reflectometer by a short adaptor.

Figure 8.2 shows typical results with Object B. The separated reflection signal

(Figure 8.2(a)) should be compared with the simidated reflection of Figure 6.8(c);
the similarity shows that the multiple reflection theory and the reflectometer

measurement technique are in good agreement. However, offsets in the real
reflection prevent the approximate area reconstruction of Figure 8.2(b) from
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Figure 8.2: Measurement of Object B: details as for Figure 8.1.

being as good as that achieved with the synthetic data of Figure 6.8. The

acoustically measured area steps have a good deal of slope because of the offsets.

The situation is much improved by deconvolution and a full Ware-Aki re¬

construction, and the resulting area profile (Figure 8.2(d)) is then in very good

agreement with the actual area. The spurious peaks either side of the (negative)
first main peak in the reflectance are the usual deconvolution artefacts, and they
cause the false "dips" in the area profile before and during the first expansion.

Despite these, the area estimate is better than that for Object A, and is accurate

to within a few percent. Cross modes are unlikely in Object B, and this may

well be part of the reason for the improved accuracy.

8.1.2 Simple airway models

Although a real airway does not have cylindrical symmetry, and a straight tubular

object does not correctly model the bend at the back of the mouth (the oropha¬

ryngeal junction), simple airway models are nevertheless useful in investigating
the performance of the reflectometer.
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Airway Model 1 An object having a smoothly varying internal diameter was

made by shrinking heatshrink tubing onto a metal former, and then removing
the former. The internal diameter increases from 16mm at the reflectometer to a

maximum of 27mm (area 5.7cm2) at a distance of 150mm, and then decreases to
13mm (1.3cm2) at 325mm. There is a final increase to 20mm ID (3.1cm2) at the
far end of the object, 500mm away from the reflectometer. In a very crude way,

the main area expansion represents that expected of a human mouth, although
the overall length of the model is exaggerated.

The walls of this model are slightly yielding, especially in the "mouth" region,
but this does not appear to adversely affect the result shown in Figure 8.3.
This result was produced using frequency domain deconvolution and Ware-Aki
reconstruction. Apart from errors of approximately 15% in estimating the areas

of the constriction and of the end of the model, good agreement is achieved with
the actual area profile over a distance of 400mm.

REFLECTANCE
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Figure 8.3: Measurement of Airway Model 1. Deconvolved reflect¬

ance and Ware-Aki area reconstruction.
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Airway Model 2 A few preliminary airway measurements (to be described
in Section 8.7) guided the construction of a more realistic airway model. It was

machined from Perspex, and consists of four interlocking parts;

Part A Over a total length of 200mm, the internal diameter first increases from
16 to 39mm, then decreases to 16mm before increasing to 23mm, and

finally returning to 16mm. The corresponding area expansions of 11.9cm2
and 4.1cm2 represent the mouth and pharynx respectively.

Part B As Part A, except that the "mouth" diameter is 28mm, giving an area

of 6.1cm2.

Part C Over a length of 100mm, the internal diameter decreases from 16mm
to 11mm, and then returns to 16mm. The area constriction of 0.9cm2

represents a glottis.

Part D As Part C, except that the minimum diameter is 8mm, with a corre¬

sponding "glottal" area of 0.5cm2.

Parts B and C together arc the physical realization of the area profile that was

studied theoretically in Section 4.2.3.

Results with Airway Model 2 are shown in Figures 8.4 to 8.6. For the pur¬

poses of measurement, the model was terminated with 16mm diameter tubing
to eliminate end reflections within the time for which signals were recorded.

In Figure 8.4(b) we see that approximate measurements are not really suit¬
able for highly non-monotonic objects. Although the "mouth" is estimated with

reasonable accuracy (9.6cm2 instead of 11.9cm2), the "pharynx" is not very well
defined at all. The pharyngeal peak area is estimated as 2.8cm2 at 160mm from

the reflectometer, whereas it is actually 4.1cm2 at 180mm. Deconvolution yields

a reflectance (Figure 8.4(c)) which does not appear to be very different from the

reflection, but when a complete Ware-Aki area reconstruction is carried out as

well (Figure 8.4(d)), much better results are obtained for the pharyngeal region.
Its peak area is now estimated as 4.5cm2 at 170mm. The glottal constriction is
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clearly recognizable, but seriously underestimated as 0.4cm2 instead of 0.9cm2. It
is possible that some of the shortcomings may be due to cross mode propagation
in the large "mouth" of Part A.
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Figure 8.4: Measurement of Airway Model 2 with a "mouth" of

11.9cm2, a "pharynx" of f.lcm2, and a "glottis" of 0.9cm2. (a)
reflection with (b) Integral area reconstruction; (c) deconvolved re¬

flectance with (d) Ware-Aki area reconstruction. The true area pro¬

file is shown in dashed line.

Figure 8.5 shows results with the smaller (6.1cm2) "mouth"of Part B. With
an approximate measurement, the "mouth" is underestimated by 10% and
the pharyngeal peak by 25%, although the latter appears in the correct place.
When a full analysis is carried out (Figure 8.5(d)), the result is very good indeed,
even beyond the "glottis". This is better than could be achieved with Part A,

presumably because of the less severe area expansion of the smaller "mouth".

As a final example with Airway Model 2, Part C (the 0.9cm2 "glottis") was

replaced by the much smaller "glottis" of Part D. A complete analysis (deconvolu-
tion and Ware-Aki reconstruction) was used for Figure 8.6, which shows that the
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Figure 8.5: As for Figure 8-4, except with a "mouth" of 6.1cm2.

glottal area of 0.5cm2 is estimated well, although the pharyngeal peak is slightly
overestimated in this particular example. Beyond the glottal constriction, the
area should return to that of the terminating tube (2cm2), but a significant
overshoot is present. It is possibly caused by a small offset in the reflectance,
combined with the reconstruction algorithm's sensitivity to small errors beyond
an extreme of impedance.

8.1.3 Complete versus approximate area estimation

Accuracy Although reasonable approximations to Gaussian pulses can gen¬

erally be produced, they may have long, low-amplitude tails which contribute
to offsets in the reflected waveforms. Area reconstruction is then very depen¬
dent on the precise pulse shape, and the results can be disappointing as these
studies show. Deconvolution largely corrects for non-ideal pulse shapes, and the
deconvolved reflectance then benefits from a complete Ware-Aki reconstruction.

This is especially true for non-monotonic objects. It may be sensible to halt the
rccconstructuion at areas less than, say, 0.5cm2, or greater than, say, 20cm2.
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Figure 8.6: Measurement of Airway Model 2 with a "m,outh" of

6.1cm2, a "pharynx" of 4.1cm2, and a "glottis" of 0.5cm2. (a) the
deconvolved reflectance with (b) the area reconstructed by the Ware-
Aki method.

Speed When the algorithms are implemented in Turbo Pascal and run on a

10MHz 80286-based computer, the time for a complete measurement and display

cycle (deconvolution, and Ware-Aki reconstruction) is 10 seconds. Without de-

convolution, and with the Integral method of reconstruction, the corresponding
time is 2 seconds. These times are approximately halved when a maths copro¬

cessor is installed. The 5-second processing time then necessary to maintain the
best possible accuracy will be just acceptable for clinical use, although it is in¬

conveniently long. In the next chapter, ways of reducing the measurement time
to enable "real-time" display of areas will be discussed.
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8.2 Comparison of rigid and flexible source tubes

Since a flexible source tube has only once before been used to implement a re-

flcctometer [Watson 1989], it was important to confirm that the results achieved
are comparable with those from a rigid-tubed reflectometer. Airway Model 2

(parts B and C) was measured with the Tygothane source tube, and then with
a steel source tube of identical dimensions. As can be seen from Figure 8.7,
the two results are very similar, with the Tygothane measurement being slightly
more accurate. From here on, a full analysis has been used for all the results

presented, unlesss otherwise stated.
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Figure 8.7: Measurements with (a) the Tygothane source tube, and

(b) a steel source tube of identical dimensions.

Coiling the source tube with a radius of curvature of 250mm or even 120mm
did not adversely affect accuracy. In another experiment, most of the source

tube was coiled with a radius of curvature of 120mm, and the far end was moved
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laterally by 100mm in between calibration and measurement. There was no

significant effect on area reconstructions.
A flexible source tube made of Tygothane thus appears robust against arte¬

facts due to curving or flexing during measurements. Such a tube is used in all
the reflcctometer variations discussed in the remainder of this work.

8.3 Reproducibility and drift

The intrinsic reproducibility of area measurements is important in determining
the size of area changes that can be confidently detected. Reproducibility was

investigated extensively in a week-long experiment. Airway Model 2, Part A
was used, with the "mouth" expansion limited to 5.7cm2 by means of a tubular
insert (Part B was not available at the time, and it was believed that a realistic
mouth area would be nearer 6cm2 than 12cm2). Early each morning, 5 runs of
20 measurements were made of the peak "pharyngeal" area, nominally 4.1cm2.
Each run used the same calibration data, and the reflectometer was recalibrated

in between runs. Tbe equipment had been switched off overnight, so that these
measurements are referred to as "cold" data. This protocol was repeated 4 hours

later, during which time the equipment had been left switched on. These later
measurements are referred to as "warm" data. The procedure was carried out

on each of 5 days.

In all, 1000 measurements were made, and the results were subjected to

statistical analysis1. The mean of all pharyngeal area measurements was 3.6cm2,
compared with an actual area of 4.1cm2, an underestimation of 12%. The within-

run standard deviation ranged from 0.04 to 0.08cm2, with most runs giving
0.06cm2. We can say that the worst case within-run variability of measurements

is ±0.08cm2, which is a coefficient of variation2 (CV) of 2%.

EVll statistical analyses in this work have been carried out using the UNISTAT package

(Unistat Ltd, London).
2Standard deviation divided by the mean, expressed as a percentage.
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The run-to-run variation ranged from 0.03 to 0.07cm2 for the groups of 5 runs

carried out in the same session. Table 8.1 summarizes the means and standard

deviations for the ten sessions ("cold" and "warm" for each of five days). A

two-sample, separate variance t-test shows that there is a significant difference
between the "cold" and "warm" measurements on Day 1 only.

Day Cold Warm Difference p-value
1 3.75 ± 0.04 3.67 ± 0.03 0.08 0.01

2 3.61 ± 0.06 3.56 ± 0.03 0.05 0.12

3 3.51 ± 0.07 3.52 ± 0.05 -0.02 0.68

4 3.59 ± 0.05 3.65 ± 0.06 -0.06 0.15

5 3.54 ± 0.04 3.53 ± 0.04 0.01 0.71

Table 8.1: Reproducibility of area measurements; means ± standard
deviations for groups of 100 measurements. Areas are in cm2.

In conclusion, the simple reflectometer is capable of area measurements of

a smoothly tapered, rigid object with a CV of approximately 2%. This will be

quite adequate for clinical use, being well below the expected level of physiological
variation.

Accounting for the variability In Section 4.3, it was shown how errors AR
in the measurement of the reflectance lead to errors in the reconstructed area of

order 2iAR when AR has the same value across the majority of the data points.
This is usually the case, because DC and low frequency errors dominate. The

measured variation in the pressure signals was typically 5mV, compared with an

incident pulse amplitude of 10V; ie AR is 0.0005. Over the 40 or so data points
to the pharyngeal peak of the test object, the area uncertainty should therefore
reach ±4%. Our observed value of CV is ±2%, so that 95% of all measurements

will indeed fall within ±4%.

Measurements beyond a severe expansion (or constriction) should show greater
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variability, because acoustic energy is "wasted" in the expansion and less is avail¬
able to probe the region of interest. To test this hypothesis, the following experi¬
ment was carried out: the "pharynx" of Airway Model 2 (Part A) was measured,
the incident pulse having first travelled through the 12.1cm2 "mouth". Over 30

measurements, the coefficient of variation was 2.4%. Part B of the same model

was then reversed and coupled directly to the reflectometer so that the incident

pulse entered the "pharynx" without having traversed a "mouth". In this case,

the CV of 30 measurements was 1.4%, or slightly over half the figure with the

large "mouth". Theoretically, 49% of the incident energy is transmitted at an

area change from 2cm2 (the reflectometer) to 12.1cm2 or vice versa (Section 3.5).
Hence, only one quarter of the incident pulse energy returns to the microphone
as a reflection, yielding a pressure signal with half the available amplitude. As¬

suming that the noise level is the same, the variability should therefore be twice
as great. This is in reasonable agreement with our result.

Drift In another experiment, Airway Model 2 (Part B) was used to determine
the intrinsic drift of the reflectometer. The peak "pharyngeal" area was measured

immediately after calibration, and at intervals thereafter. Over a total period

of 3 hours, all the measurements fell within 4.0(±0.1)cm2, with no discernible
trend.

8.4 Measurement of small area changes

Clinically, it will be useful to monitor changes in airway areas, for example during

therapy, or before and after surgery. In fact, reliable measurement of changes will

yield clinically useful information even if the absolute accuracy of the technique is

not very good. Statistically, area changes as small as the intrinsic reproducibility

(±0.08cm2 or ±2%) should be just detectable.
A series of experiments was designed to investigate small area changes ex¬

plicitly. Airway Model 2 (Part A) was used, with the "mouth" area restricted
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to 5.7cm2, and the model terminated in a 16mm tube. Acoustic measurements

of the peak "pharyngeal" area were made with and without the insertion of
small Plasticene "lesions" in the pharyngeal expansion. The "lesions" were ei¬
ther 20mm or 10mm long, with constant cross sectional areas ranging from 0.15
to 2.51cm2. These areas were determined directly by laying transverse sections of
the "lesions" on graph paper, arid counting the number of 1mm squares covered.
The uncertainty in these direct measurements was estimated as ±0.03cm2.

Acoustically, the cross sectional areas of the "lesions" were estimated by

subtracting the area measured with the "lesion" present in the model from the

corresponding area with the "lesion" removed. The uncertainty in each of these
measurements is expected to be no greater than ±0.08cm2 as usual, and they
combine in a root mean square sense to give an uncertainty of approximately
±0.1 lcm2 in the estimated lesion areas. 30 measurements were made for each

"lesion". The results are summarized in Table 8.2 and shown graphically in

Figure 8.8. No correlation was found between direct area estimates and the dif-

20mm lesions 10mm lesions

Id. Acoustic area Direct estimate Id. Acoustic area Direct estimate

1 0.34 0.45 8 0.03 0.15

2 0.81 0.75 9 0.34 0.28

3 1.18 1.04 10 0.36 0.33

4 1.43 1.24 11 0.34 0.54

5 1.80 1.83 12 0.71 0.80

6 1.87 1.93 13 0.30 0.29

7 2.44 2.51 14 0.24 0.17

Table 8.2: Acoustic and direct estimates of the areas (in cm2)
of small Plasticene "lesions" inserted in the "pharynx" of Airway

Model 2.

ference between acoustic and direct estimates. There was no significant difference
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between the results for 20mm "lesions" and those for 10mm "lesions", which is

perhaps slightly surprising when one considers that the axial resolution limit is

expected to be approximately 10mm. In the next section, this is investigated fur¬
ther. The experiments with Plasticene "lesions" confirm that the reflectometer is

capable of reliably distinguishing area differences down to approximately 0.2cm2.

Acoustic-direct area (sq cm)
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It was stated earlier that the axial resolution is expected to be about one quarter

of the shortest wavelength used. With significant pulse energy up to 10kHz,
the resolution should be of the order of 10mm. To determine the actual figure,
a 16mm tube was coupled to the reflectometer, and lengths of Plasticene strip

were introduced into the tube to restrict its cross sectional area. All the strips

were cut from the same bar of Plasticene, which had a nominal cross section of

12 x 4mm. The actual cross sectional area of the bar was measured by a water

Direct area estimate (sq cm)

(20mm lesions) t (10mm lesions)

Figure 8.8: Plot of the area data of Table 8.2.

8.5 Axial resolution
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displacement method, and determined to be 0.6cm2. Strips with lengths ranging

from 70mm down to 5mm were used.

The ideal area profile taken along the tube would show an area of 2.0cm2

(being the area of the tube), with a reduction to 1.4cm2 for the length of the
Plasticene strip. In practice, the reconstructed ends of the strip appear sloped
rather than abrupt, with the area changes taking place over 15-20mm (Fig¬
ure 8.9). This is because the corresponding reflectance peaks are left broadened
by the imperfect deconvolution, rather than being perfectly resolved as ideal

impulses. As a result, for strip lengths less than 20-25mm the true minimum

0.7

2
30mm

02

50mm

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Actual length (mm)

10mm
2

50mm

Figure 8.9: Determination of axial resolution. Left; reflectances and
area profiles for area constrictions 50, 30 and 10mm long. Right;

plot of estimated areas versus actual length of the constrictions.

cross sectional area of 1.4cm2 is not reached. The resolution of area disconti¬

nuities is thus slightly worse than the theoretical prediction, probably because
of the imperfect deconvolution rather than the intrinsic physical limitation of
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wavelength.

8.6 Cast of a human airway

To obtain some idea of the shape of a real airway, a plastic polymer was in¬

jected into the nose, mouth and upper airways of a human cadaver. The plastic

was allowed to harden, and the surrounding tissue dissected away. It was found

necessary to separate the nasal part of the resulting "positive" cast from the
remainder. The oral and pharyngeal parts were joined with a common longi¬
tudinal axis, the oropharyngeal junction being thereby straightened out. The
oral and pharyngeal parts of the simplified cast were then immersed in Silastic

plastic resin, and the resin left to set. The Silastic was cut and peeled apart to

allow removal of the cast, leaving the required model of the cadaver airway in the
Silastic. Air leaks between the cut surfaces were carefully sealed with silicone

rubber compound. The cadaver model was coupled to the reflectometer by a

short 16mm ID tube, and acoustic measurements made (Figure 8.10).
For comparison with the acoustic measurements, transverse images of the

cadaver model were taken with X-ray computed tomography (CT). The image

planes were at 5mm spacing, and Region of Interest (ROl) software was used
to estimate the airway area in each image. From the data, an area profile was

drawn at the same scale as for the acoustic estimate.

The two profiles are seen to be in reasonable agreement in the pharygeal

region (the second peak), except for a relative caudal shift of 20 to 30mm in the
acoustic data. This may be due to the lack of axial resolution in the acoustic

technique, tending to "low pass filter" area measurements'. The mouth shape
was highly complex, and it was unclear from the CT images just how much
cross-sectional area would actually be "seen" by the acoustic pulses. Figure 8.10

suggests that the acoustic paths do not include all the fine detail visible on the CT

images. Acoustically, the mouth is underestimated by 40% compared with the
CT area determination; this is too great a discrepancy to explain simply in terms

3An alternative explanation is that it is some effect of cross mode propagation in the mouth
- see Section 8.1.2
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of acoustic reflection (AR; solid line) and

X-ray CT (CT; dashed line) area estimates of a human airway cast.

of poor spatial resolution. Fortunately, our interest is primarily in pharyngeal

dimensions, and accurate determination of oral sizes is not important.

8.7 Airway measurements

Although subjects cannot breathe when connected to the simple reflectometer,
it is nevertheless possible to demonstrate the feasibility of the technique during

breath-holding. Figure 8.11 shows a typical result. The large oral area is clearly

seen, as is the area minimum in the oropharyngeal region (100mm from the

incisors), and the pharyngeal peak at 130mm.
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0 100 200mm

Figure 8.11: Airway area estimation during breath holding.

8.8 Performance

The reflectometer can measure lest objects with an accuracy of typically ±10%,
and a reproducibility of ±2%. These figures apply to rigid, cylindrical test objects

up to 300mm long, and allow the detection of area differences as small as 0.2cm2.
The simple reflectometer is not really suitable for clinical use, as it requires

subjects to hold their breath. In the next chapter, we describe an improved
reflectometer which allows free breathing.



Chapter 9

Reflectometers for clinical use

The simple reflectometer described so far is "closed", in that there is no provision

for breathing, and subjects have to hold their breath whilst airway measurements

are made. Breath-holding is not only uncomfortable and impractical for anything
other than short-term measurements, but it almost certainly changes the shape
of the airway.

In this chapter, reflectometers that allow free breathing will be described,

together with methods for making real-time airway measurements at specific

points of the respiratory cycle.

9.1 Free breathing

None of the reflectometers described in the literature allows free breathing. Fred-

berg's equipment, for example [Fredberg et al 1980, Brooks et al 1984], requires
the subject to rebreathe from a spirometer through 2m of 16mm diameter tub¬

ing. The resulting dead space of 400cm3 is similar to the tidal volume of normal

breathing, and consequently very little gaseous exchange can take place in the

subject's lungs. With no mechanism for carbon dioxide (CO2) removal, measure¬

ment sessions have to be short.

In order to extend measurements beyond a few seconds, it is necessary for the

118
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subject to breathe freely from a supply of fresh gas, and to remove the expired

gas. As will be seen, the respiratory requirements of small dead space and low
flow resistance conflict with the need to maintain simple acoustic geometry to

avoid spurious reflections.

9.1.1 Reflectometer with side arms

Figure 9.1 shows the development of the simple rcflectometer to allow free breath¬

ing from the atmosphere. Starting with the closed reflectometer at (a), we first

t

Figure 9.1: Conceptual development of the simple reflectometer to

allow simultaneous breathing and airway measurement, (a) Orig¬
inal reflectometer; (b) with breathing hole; (c) addition of a side
arm; (d) addition of a second side arm.

make a breathing hole in the tube wall near the mouthpiece, as shown at (b).
This certainly fulfills the respiratory requirements, but makes airway measure¬

ments impossible. Acoustically, the hole appears as an open termination to the
source tube, and area reconstructions beyond the hole give an indeterminately

large value.
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The addition of a side arm as shown in (c) limits the acoustic area increase
to that of the side arm's cross sectional area for its length Lsa. By choosing
this length to be greater than that of the airway under investigation, useful
results could be achieved. The airway area is given by the difference between
the reconstructed area profile and the (known) cross sectional area of the side
arm. However, the respiratory dead space of the arm (for example 100cm3 for a

50cm length of 10mm tubing) may influence breathing and airway dimensions.

Attempting to minimize the dead space by reducing the bore of the side arm

increases its flow resistance, and will also influence breathing.

Figure 9.1(d) shows the addition of a second side arm, and the fitting of

one-way valves to the ends of both side arms. The valves ensure that air flows

across the central junction, with fresh air coming in one way, and expired air

being removed the other. The dead space is now reduced to the small volume
between the junction and the mouthpiece. Acoustically, the airway area is found
from the difference between the reconstructed area profile and the combined cross

sectional area of the two side arms. By making both side arms longer than the

airway, reflections ofr the valves do not reach the microphone during the critical

recording period.

Implementation The simple reflectometer was modified to include side arms

as described above. The 4-way junction was machined from aluminium, with
care being taken to match its internal diameters to those of the source tube and

side arms, to minimize spurious reflections. The side arms were made from the
same 16mm tubing as the source tube, and were each 550mm long. They were

terminated in standard one-way valves (Ambu type 20-1-11) as used in anaes¬

thetic breathing circuits. The distance between the junction and the mouthpiece
was 100mm, introducing a dead space of 20cm3.

Initial validation was carried out with the mouthpiece removed, and test

objects coupled instead. When the test object is simply a piece of 16mm bore

tubing, the reconstructed area profile should show an increase from the 2cm2
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of the source tube to 6cm2, this being the combined cross sectional area of the

two side arms and the object. Figure 9.2 shows an actual (Ware-Aki) area

reconstruction under these circumstances. Evidently, there are small mismatches

a

0. l/div

—V

b

Figure 9.2: The side arm rejlectometer used Lo measure the cross

sectional area of a length of 16mm tubing, (a) The reflectance; (b)
area reconstruction. The true area profile is shown in dashed line.

in the junction piece, which cause the area perturbations immediately after the

expansion to 6cm2, but they arc not very significant. More serious was the poor

reproducibility of the final area estimates, which ranged from 6cm2 to 7cm2.

Reproducibility was studied using Airway Model 2 (Part B) as the object.
The reconstructed area beyond the junction will be 4cm2 greater than the true

area profile of the object, because of the effect of the side arms. This can be seen

in Figure 9.3(a), which shows one of the better results obtained. Reproducibility,
however, was disappointing. Figure 9.3(b) shows 50 consecutive measurements.

Variability was quantified for the "pharyngeal" (second) peak of the model. A
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Figure 9.3: Measurement of Airway Model 2 with the side arm

reflectometer. (a) A good result; (b) variability of 50 consecutive
measurements. (Note the different scales).

comparison was made with the simple reflectometer, with and without signal av¬

eraging (of 10 measurements) and with two types of offset correction. Automatic
offset correction was calculated from the deconvolved reflectance in the region be¬
tween the microphone and the junction. Alternatively, fixed offset correction was

used, with the value being selected empirically to give optimum reconstructed
areas. The area variabilities are presented in Table 9.1. Several observations can

be made from the data-

1. Averaging over 10 measurements with the other conditions being held con¬

stant reduces the variability by a factor of 1.5 to almost 4. From standard

signal averaging theory, we would expect an improvement of y/lO times.

2. Using a fixed offset, optimized for the particular reflectometer arrangement,

yields results that have less than half the variability of measurements made
with automatic offset correction.
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Number Simple Side arm

averaged auto fixed auto fixed

1 0.06 0.03 0.36 0.15

10 0.04 0.01 0.10 0.04

Table 9.1: Variability of area reconstruction: standard, deviations

(in cm2) of groups of 50 determinations of Airway Model 2 made

using different reflectometers and offset correction methods. Each
determination is either a single measurement or the average of 10

consecutive measurements.

3. Measurements made with the side arm system are between two and six

times more variable than the corresponding measurements made with the

simple reflectometer.

We cannot justify the use of signal averaging when making airway measure¬

ments, so the minimum variability attainable with the side arm reflectometer is

±0.15cm2 (single measurement, fixed offset). This is twice as large as the worst

results with the simple reflectometer, and four times the typical value.

Modifying the i-eflcctometer in this way to allow breathing has seriously com¬

promised the reproducibility of measurements. The reason is not hard to find,
and is related to the discussion of acoustic energy and branching in Sections 3.5

and 3.6. The pressure pulse from the source encounters a three-fold area increase

at the side arm junction, giving an amplitude reflection coefficient of -1/2. The
coefficients of energy transmission into each of the side arms and into the ob¬

ject itself are all equal to 1/4. That is, of the available acoustic energy, only
one quarter enters the object. The reflected signal from the object splits in a

similar fashion as it traverses the junction on its return journey. Only one quar¬

ter of its energy passes back into the source tube where it is recorded by the

microphone. Overall, only one sixteenth of the original pulse energy provides in¬
formation about the object. The signal to noise ratio will therefore be four times
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worse than with the simple reflectometer, and our results generally confirm this.

Having previously taken care to design a reflectometer system with a high

signal to noise ratio, it seems a pity to accept such a drop in performance. An

alternative breathing arrangement is necessary.

9.1.2 Reflectometer with a respiratory valve

To return the performance to its former level, we must dispense with the side

arms. Let us reconsider the reflectometer shown in Figure 9.1(b). The problem
with this arrangement is that the breathing hole appears open to the acoustic

pulses, and little information is obtainable about the object. A suitable solu¬

tion might be to fit a valve over the hole, closing it for a short period as each
measurement is made. Admittedly, free breathing would then be momentarily

interrupted, but it should be possible to limit valve closure to a small fraction of
the respiratory cycle.

Two variants of respiratory valve were evaluated; the first with a simple

"piston" valve, and the second with a more elaborate "shutter" valve. In both

cases the valves were operated by an electromagnetic solenoid. The two systems

are described below.

Piston valve A short aluminium tube was fitted in between the microphone
and the mouthpiece. The tube had a breathing hole of 12mm diameter cut in
the side, and the edges of the hole were coated with silicone rubber. The valve
face consisted of a circular rubber pad, attached to the spindle of a solenoid

(Figure 9.4(a)). Normally, a spring pulls the pad away from the hole, allowing

subject breathing. When the solenoid is activated, the pad is pushed against the

hole, sealing it and re-establishing the simple reflectometer geometry necessary

for area measurements. The solenoid is driven by a MOSFET power transis¬

tor, which is in turn controlled by a logic level from the custom interface card.
Careful adjustment was necessary to ensure that the valve face normally pulls
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Figure 9.4: A "piston" valve to allow breathing during measurement
sessions, (a) construction of the valve; (b) timing diagram.

sufficiently clear of the hole, and yet seals properly against the hole when acoustic
measurements are made.

There is a minimum time for which the valve must remain closed, determined

not by the actual acoustic measurement time (10ms), but by the need to ensure

that pressure disturbances set up by the valve closure have decayed away (Fig¬
ure 9.4(b)). As the piston valve closes, it pushes air ahead of it, some of which
enters the reflectometer where it could degrade the acoustic measurements. Typ¬

ically, the disturbance had an initial amplitude of 600mVpp, falling to the noise
level of 5-10mVpp over 100ms. Added to this is the time for the valve to actually
close (20ms), so that a delay of at least 120ms is necessary between activating
the solenoid and making the measurement. Synchronizing measurements to the

computer's timer interrupts (as described in Section 7.6.2), means that the valve
is actually closed for between 100 and 150ms, a length of time which should not

significantly affect breathing.

Accuracy and reproducibility of test object measurements with the piston

SPRING

SOLENOID

RUBBER PAB

WAVE TUBE MOUTHPIECE
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valve reflcctometer (Figure 9.5) were comparable with the simple reflectometer

provided that adequate delay (greater than 150ms) was allowed between valve
closure and acoustic excitation. As the delay is reduced below 100ms, variability

Figure 9.5: The piston valve reflectometer used to measure Airway
Model 2, parts B and C.

begins to increase as measurements are made on the tail of the valve pressure dis¬
turbance. It was found that closure of the valve jars the reflectometer sideways.

Although this is quite acceptable for the measurement of test objects, prelimi¬

nary trials with a mouthpiece and human volunteers showed that the action is

somewhat uncomfortable.

Shutter valve To reduce the mechanical jarring, an improved valve was de¬

signed, in which the closing action is tangential (rather than radial) to the reflect¬
ometer tube. This "shutter" valve is shown in Figure 9.6. The valve body again
consists of an aluminium tube fitted between the microphone and the mouth¬

piece. A Teflon slide piece moves across the top of the valve body. Slots in the

body and the slide piece are aligned to form a breathing route. When an area

measurement is to be made, a solenoid moves the slide piece so that the slots are

offset relative to one another. A return spring re-aligns the slots afterwards.

AREA (CHI2)
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4 _

2

5cm/div
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Figure 9.6: Construction of an improved "shutter" valve. The shut¬
ter slides in the direction indicated by the arrows.

To reduce further the mechanical jolt imparted to the reflectometer when

the valve closes, a more sophisticated solenoid drive was devised. The solenoid

is initially driven hard to start the slide piece moving, and then the drive is

reduced to minimize the impact when the stop is reached at the end of travel.

The resulting operation is gentler and quieter than the original piston valve,

although for best results it was found that the delay between activation and
acoustic measurement should be about the same.

This rellectometer arrangement gave satisfactory results with test objects,
and the valve closure was acceptable to volunteers, and so it was rebuilt in a

more permanent form. A typical airway result is shown in Figure 9.7.

9.2 Reducing the analysis time

It was stated in Section 8.1.3 that the time taken for a complete measurement

and reconstruction cycle is approximately 5 seconds1. This time is for frequency-

domain deconvolution (using 256-point FFTs) and Ware-Aki reconstruction over

*An approximate measurement can be made in 1 second.
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Figure 9.7: Typical airway result with the shutter valve reflecto-
meter. The small area expansion between Icm and 5cm is due to

the mouthpiece. The position of the subject's incisors coincides with
the 5cm mark.

80 data points, using single precision floating-point arithmetic and a maths co¬

processor on a lOMIIz computer system. Moving to a 16MHz computer (Dell

316SX) reduced this time to 3s, of which approximately 2s is accounted for by
the deconvolution.

Using iterative time domain deconvolution instead (as described in Appendix B,
Section B.2.3), the computationally demanding step is the convolution of the in¬
cident pulse shape with the latest estimate of the reflectance, for comparison with
the actual reflection signal. Generally, this convolution requires N2 multiplica¬

tions, where N is the length of the data sequences, but this figure can be reduced
in practice. For example, the incident pulse shape used in the present work has
a significant amplitude for only 30 data points, and the reflection signal of inter¬

est lasts only about 150 data points. The remaining 30x150 convolution takes

approximately 400ms, and the complete dcconvolution (5 iterations) requires 2s.
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Using either method of deconvolution, the complete cycle time is thus ap¬

proximately 3s. This would be acceptable for clinical work, but can hardly be
termed "real time". It is significantly longer than the fundamental limits set by
the acoustic measurement time itself (10ms) and the valve closure time (100ms).

No further reduction in processing time seemed possible by software methods,
so two hardware solutions were evaluated; the first being a commercially available

general purpose Digital Signal Processing (DSP) card, and the second a custom
DSP card specifically designed to carry out (de)convolution.

9.2.1 Commercial DSP card

A commercial DSP card (Vector 32C; Surrey Medical Imaging Systems) was

acquired at a cost of approximately £2000, and fitted in an expansion slot in the

computer. The card is based on the AT&T DSP32C floating point processor,

and comes with a library of subroutines that can be called from Turbo Pascal.

The subroutines are written in the processor's own code, and provide very rapid

ways of carrying out vector operations on data arrays; that is, each element of the
data array is manipulated in the same way. Data is downloaded from the main

program to the card, and the results are read back after computation. Among the
subroutines available are Fast Fourier Transforms which allow frequency domain

deconvolution to be carried out in less than 200ms. However, the nature of the

Ware-Aki algorithm docs not permit such a spectacular increase in speed. The
data points comprising the reflectance have to be treated separately, with the

polynomials F and G (Section 3.3) being updated in between calculating each
new area point.

With the board installed, the time for a complete measurement, analysis and

display cycle is slightly over 1 second, which is sufficiently fast for "real time"
work.
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9.2.2 Custom (de)convolution card

The high cost of commercial general purpose DSP cards (£2000 for the example

studied) prompted a search for suitable alternatives.
For specific applications, more restricted hardware is sometimes available at

much lower cost. This is the case with time domain dcconvolution, for which

integrated circuit DSP filters can form the necessary convolution2 at each iter¬
ation. The device selected for evaluation was the Inmos IMSA100. This device

is structured as a 32-stage filter, with the filter weights being loaded into a set

of coefficient registers, and the signal data being loaded sample by sample into
an input register. The resulting multiplied and accumulated filter output is read
from an output register. The device appears as a set of memory locations, and
no programming is necessary. The IMSA100 was installed on a prototype card

together with suitable control circuitry (Appendix D), and fitted in the computer.

The card cost approximately £200 to complete, and its performance is com¬

parable to the far more expensive commercial DSP card. It allows a 5-iteration

time domain deconvolution to be carried out in 200ms, with a complete mea¬

surement and area reconstruction cycle taking approximately 1 second. Again,
no great speed improvement was possible with the Ware-Aki algorithm.

9.3 Synchronization of airway measurements

Given that airway measurements can be made in real time, and during essentially

normal breathing, it will be clinically valuable to make the measurements at

specific parts of the respiratory cycle. Synchronization of measurements with

respiration will enable, for example, investigation of airway dimensions as lung
volume changes.

To monitor respiration non-invasively, we measure the pressure pmPc devel¬

oped in the mouthpiece by the air flowing through the resistance RresP of the

2Mathcrnatically, filtering and convolution arc identical.
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breathing slots. We can write-

Pmpc — QRresp

where Q is the airflow. This is simply a form of Ohm's law. We assume that the
resistance is independent of flow, and is the same for inspiration and expiration.
The pressure is then linearly related to the flow, and can be used to determine

respiratory phase.

The pressure at the mouthpiece end of the valve body was sensed by a dif¬
ferential transducer (Scnsym SCX05DN) connected via a length of 3mm bore

plastic tubing. The other side of the transducer diaphragm was open to the

atmosphere. The small cross sectional area (0.07cm2) of the connecting tube
did not affect acoustic measurements. The transducer was connected to a dif¬

ferential amplifier (gain nominally 20000, frequency response DC to 3Hz), with
the gain adjusted to give an ouptut of 4V/cmH20 (40mV/Pa). The sensitiv¬

ity could be reduced to lV/cmH20 (lOmV/Pa) for monitoring deep breathing.

Figure 9.8(a) shows a typical pressure signal. When breathing normally through
the mouthpiece and open valve, the negative pressure developed on inspiration is

approximately 0.5cmH2O (50Pa), with a similar positive pressure on expiration.
There is superimposed "noise" of about one tenth of this amplitude, which is

absent during breath-holding. It is probably due to turbulent airflow.

Circuitry was devised to track the maximum and minimum pressure ampli¬

tudes, with triggering occurring as the instantaneous pressure passes a threshold
level set in between the extremes. The output of the trigger circuitry is connected
to the computer's interface card, and initiates an acoustic measurement.

Figure 9.8(b) shows the pressure waveform when airway measurements are

made at the beginning of expiration. Closure of the valve momentarily increases

Rresp to a high value so that pressure "spikes" are produced. Similarly, Fig¬
ure 9.8(c) shows the spikes associated with measurement during inspiration. The
acoustic impulse itself is not discernible on these traces, because its frequency

content is blocked by the low pass filtering of the transducer amplifier.
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Figure 9.8: (a) The pressure waveform developed at the mouthpiece

during normal breathing, and when area measurements are made
at the beginning of expiration (b) or inspiration (c). Note different
scales for (a). Pressure units are cml12 O (lcmH20=l00Pa). I-

inspiration: E-expiration.

The fully developed clinical reflectometer is shown in Figure 9.9. Airway
measurements made at specific parts of the respiratory cycle are discussed in the
next chapter.
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VWE TUBE
CV RV AIRVAY

Figure 9.9: The fully developed clinical reflectometer system. CV-
calibration valve; RV-respiratory valve; PT-pressure transducer.



Chapter 10

Preliminary trials with human

volunteers

Having described the development of an acoustic reflectometer suitable for clin¬
ical use, we will now present some preliminary volunteer measurements. These

pre-clinical trials are intended to assess the feasibility of the technique. Unless
otherwise stated, measurements were carried out on healthy volunteers having
no history of airway disease other than the common cold.

Figure 10.1 is a simplified diagram of the anatomy of the upper airways. The
nasal cavities open via the nasopharynx into the oropharynx. The oropharynx
is continuous forwards with the oral cavity, and downwards to the hypopharynx.
The epiglottis is attached to the anterior wall of the airway, forming the margin
between oropharynx and hypopharynx. The hypopharynx terminates at the
vocal cords in the glottal region. The roof of the mouth is made up of the hard

palate, extending posteriorly into the soft palate which acts as a moveable "flap".
The combined oropharynx and hypopharynx are sometimes collectively referred
to as the pharynx.

134
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Figure 10.1: Simplified anatomy of the upper airway, seen in a mid¬
line sagittal view. Soft palate raised (dotted line); lowered (dashed
line).

10.1 Effect of soft palate

Figure 10.2 shows midline sagittal sections of a subject's head and neck, imaged
with Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) with the subject breathing through the
nose (left), and through a mouthpiece (right). During normal nasal breathing,
the nasopharynx communicates with the pharynx to allow the passage of air to

and from the lungs. The rear of the soft palate rests on the back of the tongue,

closing off the oral cavity from the pharynx. Clearly, airway measurements can¬

not be made through the mouth under these circumstances, and Figure 10.3

(dotted line) shows how the reconstructed area falls to zero at the back of the
mouth.

When the subject breathes through a mouthpiece (Figure 10.2 (right)), the
soft palate rises and contacts the posterior wall of the nasopharynx. The oral

cavity then communicates with the pharynx, and the nasopharynx is closed off.
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Figure 10.2: Midline sagittal MRI images of a subject breathing

through the nose (left), and through the mouth (right).

Under these conditions, satisfactory airway measurements can be made by the
oral route. Figure 10.3 (solid line) shows the corresponding area reconstruction.
Unless otherwise indicated, all airway measurements have been made with the

subjects breathing orally. Naive subjects are instructed to breathe as if through
a snorkel, or to imagine they are inflating a balloon. A return to nasal breathing
is immediately apparent from the real-time display of the area profile.

An intermediate mode of breathing is possible, in which the soft palate lies

in between the two extreme positions. This corresponds to "mixed" nasal and

oral breathing, and leads to false area measurements (Figure 10.3 (dashed line))
because the acoustic pulse splits at the back of the mouth, entering both the

pharynx and the nasopharynx. The cross sectional areas of the two routes appear

combined, and cannot be separated. This condition is not always easy to detect,
but the acoustic pulses may be heard emerging through the subject's nose.
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Figure 10.3: Acoustically measured airway areas for a subject

breathing through the nose (dotted line), through the mouth (solid

line), and in an intermediate "mixed" mode (dashed line).

10.2 Identification of features

Several methods are available to help identify anatomic features in the airway

area profiles, a labelled example of which is given in Figure 10.4. Consciously

moving the soft palate, as discussed above, shows that the large peak sometimes

extending to over 10cm2 is indeed the mouth. This is readily confirmed by

pressing on the floor of the mouth, thereby reducing the size of the peak. The
first (small) peak of 3cm2 in this example is caused by not fully pushing the

mouthpiece onto the reflectometer.

Knowing the position of the incisors and the distance scale allows a direct

comparison with the sagittal MRI image of Figure 10.2(right), from which the
approximate position of the oropharynx, hypopharynx and vocal cords can be
determined. During acoustic measurements it is possible to have the subject
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Figure 10.4: An airway area profile with anatomic features iden¬

tified. I-incisors; OP-oropharynx; HP-hypopharynx; VC-vocal
cords. The dotted lines indicate the standard deviation limits of

10 measurements.

consciously move the vocal cords as if about to speak (Figure 10.5), and their

closing confirms that (acoustically) the cords appear to be IT-18cm from the
incisors.

10.2.1 Interpretation of the North American literature

There are several publications relating to the acoustic reflectometer developed in
Boston by Fredberg and colleagues [Fredberg et al 1980] and used in Toronto by
Hoffstein and colleagues [Rivlin et al 1984, Bradley et al 1986, Brown et al 1987].
In most of this literature, subjects use custom moulded mouthpieces designed
to fill the anterior part of the oral cavity. Confusingly, the authors refer to all
the airway beyond the mouthpiece as "pharynx". This incorrect definition thus
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Figure 10.5: Consecutive airway area measurements made whilst

closing the vocal cords.

includes part of the oral cavity in addition to the oropharynx and hypopharynx,
and this should be borne in mind when reading the literature. In particular, two

resultant peculiarities permeate the publications;-

1. No mouth is shown in their airway profiles.

2. Peak "pharyngeal" areas as great as 8cm2 are shown.

Evidently, the "pharyngeal" areas actually refer to the posterior part of the oral

cavity. Consequently, little reliance can be placed on the associated discussions
of "pharyngeal" size and compliance.

Readily available commercial mouthpieces of two types were used in the present

work. Both types have a circular section that fits over the end of the reflecto-

meter, but otherwise they are quite different. The first type (Ohmeda) extends
about 30mm into the subject's mouth, where it has an elliptical section of 32mm

10.3 Effect of mouthpiece
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by 8mm (Figure 10.6 (left)). The second mouthpiece is a "SCUBA" type (Ambu)

(Figure 10.6 (right)), similar to that used by [Rubinstein ct al 1987]. Its flange

(85 x 40mm) fits between the teeth and lips, and the subject bites gently on the
two tabs. Figure 10.7 shows airway profiles of a subject measured using the two

Figure 10.6: The two mouthpieces used during trials. Left-Ohmeda

type; right-Ambu SCUBA type.

different mouthpieces. With the Ohmeda mouthpiece (a), the mouth appears

larger and extends further back, without a sharp oropharyngeal minimum. This

probably occurs because the mouthpiece forces the teeth apart, and extends well

into the mouth. The gag reflex holds the tongue and soft palate clear of the

mouthpiece. Pushing the mouthpiece a further 20mm into the mouth might be

expected to reduce the oral cavity area by bypassing the cheek spaces, but in
fact the gag reflex actually increases the observed areas beyond the mouthpiece.
This probably occurs with the bulky custom mouthpieces used by previous re¬

searchers.

The mouth and oral cavity are able to assume a more natural posture with
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a b

Figure 10.7: Airway areas measured with (a) Ohmeda mouthpiece,
and (b) Ambu "SCUBA" type mouthpiece.

the Ambu SCUBA mouthpiece (Figure 10.7(b)), because it does not protrude
behind the teeth. Once inserted correctly, the SCUBA mouthpiece forms a more

effective seal at the mouth.

Judging from Figure 10.7, airway comparisons should be made with the same

type of mouthpiece if meaningful results are to be obtained. [Rubinstein et al 1987]
did not find a significant difference between using custom moulded and SCUBA

mouthpieces to estimate mean pharyngeal dimensions in a group of 10 sub¬

jects. However, individual subject data are not presented, and the entire air¬

way between the end of the mouthpiece and the glottis is averaged to produce a

"pharynygeal" cross sectional area.

10.4 Reproducibility

The within-run reproducibility (mean ± standard deviation for ten measure¬

ments) for one subject is indicated in Figure 10.4. The standard deviation of

pharyngeal measurements is seen to be approximately 0.2cm2 at the oropharyn¬

geal minimum (2cm2) and 0.5cm2 at the hypopharyngeal maximum of 4.1cm2.
These figures give a coefficient of variation (CV) of approximately 10%, identical
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to that reported by [Brooks et al 1984],

Day-to-day reproducibility was studied in four subjects on each of twenty-one

days, with measurements being made at the same time (early afternoon) each
day. SCUBA type mouthpieces were used for this study, and measurements were

made at the beginning of inspiration. Figure 10.8 shows the results. Coefficients

10 15

DISTANCE (CM)

ctom Mctlonal wmm (cm3)

co-«fftcl«nt of variation (H)

5 10 15 20 25

DISTANCE (CM)

Figure 10.8: Day-to-day reproducibility of airway measurements in

four subjects over 21 days. Curves: mean ± standard deviation;

histograms: coefficient of variation.

of variation were typically 10%-20%, depending on the airway segment. The

greatest variation usually occurred in the oropharyngeal region, and was probably
due to movement of the soft palate and the tongue base, rather than an artefact of
the measurement technique. The variation in hypopharyngeal area was typically

10%-15%.

These variabilities are acceptable in a clinical physiological technique, and
are comparable to those reported by [Brooks et al 1984].
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10.5 Comparison with MRI
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As discussed in Chapter 1, X-ray CT and MRI are the only techniques capable of

making airway measurements for comparison with acoustic area measurements.
Not wishing to expose normal volunteers to ionizing radiation, CT was ruled out.

Acoustic reflection estimates of airway areas have not previously been compared
with MRI measurements, and acoustic estimates of pharyngeal areas have not

previously been validated against any technique [Hoffstein and Fredberg 1991].

10.5.1 Preliminary experiment

In a preliminary experiment, a subject's airway was measured with acoustic re-

flectometry and then with MRI. In both cases, the subject was lying supine and

breathing quietly through an Ohmeda mouthpiece. A Siemens 1 Tesla Mag-
netom was used with a "neck" coil to produce images which were everywhere

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the airway, with 10mm spacing and
3mm slice thickness. 18 images covered the airway from the lips to the vocal

cords. Selected images shown in Figure 10.9 are; (a) a coronal section through
the mid oral cavity, showing sinuses and nasal cavities above the hard palate;

(b) an oblique section through the oropharynx, just behind the tongue; (c) a

transverse section through the pharynx showing the tip of the epiglottis; and (d)
a transverse section at the level of the vocal cords.

Airway cross sectional areas were estimated manually from hard copies of the
MRI images, with repeated determinations revealing an uncertainty of ±25%. An
area profile was drawn for comparison with the acoustic profile (Figure 10.10).
There is reasonable overall agreement between the acoustic and MRI data, with
the limited resolution of the acoustic technique tending to broaden features. The

acoustically large area at the rear of the oral cavity may be caused by the acoustic

pulse finding alternative paths around the mouthpiece, which then appear "added
to" the true area. The acoustic positions of the hypopharynx and vocal cords are

shifted 20-30mm caudally relative to the MRI data, and are not as well defined.
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Figure 10.9: Selected MRI images, taken perpendicular to the air¬

way axis, (a) oral cavity; (b) oropharynx; (c) tip of epiglottis; (d)
vocal cords.

Figure 10.10: Comparison of acoustic (solid line) and MRI (dashed

line) airway measurements.

The estimates of the hypopharvngeal area maximum agree well, with 2.9cm2
from the acoustic measurement and 3.2cm2 from MRI.
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10.5.2 Full study
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In an extended study, 11 normal volunteers were measured acoustically and then
with MRI. SCUBA type mouthpieces were used, with the subjects again lying

supine and breathing quietly. 20 contiguous coronal slices 5mm thick covered the

airway from the lips to the posterior wall of the pharynx. A Tl-weiglited collec¬
tion with one acquisition was used, and image analysis was carried out using the

"Analyze" package (Mayo Foundation, Rochester, NY). Areas in the mouth were

taken directly from the coronal images, whilst for pharyngeal measurements the
data was reconstructed to give images perpendicular to a line joining the uvula
and the midpoint of the vocal cords. In all images, the pixel size was 1.09mm

square. Areas were determined from "regions of interest" grown automatically
from seedpoints positioned by the operator. Despite the level of automation,
data analysis was time consuming (taking typically 1 hour per subject) and the

resulting area measurements were highly dependent on the thresholds used. Area
uncertainties up to ±50% were not uncommon. [D'Urzo ct al 1988] reported co¬

efficients of variation in the range 5-33% for repeated estimates of glottal areas

from CT images, so our figure is not excessive.

The mean distance from the incisors to the vocal cords for all 12 subjects stud¬
ied (these 11, plus the one from the preliminary MRI experiment) was 147±15mm

by MRI, and 180±Ilmm acoustically. The difference was best accounted for by

an "offset" of 30-35mm occurring in the mouth, rather than by a scaling correc¬

tion.

When acoustic and MRI area traces were aligned at the vocal cords, it was

apparent that acoustic measurement tended to smooth the area changes along
*

the airway (Figure 10.11). Thus the oropharyngeal and glottal areas were gener¬

ally overestimated compared with MRI, and the hypopharyngeal maximum was

underestimated. Multiplying the deconvolved reflection by an empirical factor
of 1.3 improved the lit, presumably by compensating for airway losses. Greater

*The apparent, area changes in the MRI data probably contain a high percentage of esti¬
mation noise.
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Figure 10.11: Acoustic (solid line) and MRI (dashed line) estimates

of the airway area of a subject, aligned at the vocal cords. OP-

oropharynx; IlP-liypopharynx; VC-vocal cords; distances measured

from the incisors.

factors caused the area reconstructions to become unstable and physically mean¬

ingless. A statistical analysis of the results was carried out by identifying the

oropharynx, hypopharynx and glottis on the MRI traces. The mean cross sec¬

tional areas of lem segments of the airway were calculated for both the MRI and
the acoustic profiles for each subject. Additionally, the total pharyngeal volume

(from oropharynx to vocal cords) was calculated for both sets of measurements.
Individual measurements showed discrepancies of typically 20% to 50% between
the corresponding MRI and acoustic estimates. The mean results for the 10 sub¬

jects for whom a full analysis was possible1 arc given in Table 10.1, together
with the significance (p) values for the differences between corresponding MR.I
and acoustic reflcctometry (AR) estimates. The "smoothing" clTect of acoustic
measurement is apparent from the table, particularly in the 30% underestimation

*A dental pin caused extensive MRI image artefacts for one subject.
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oropharynx hypopharynx glottis volume

MRI 0.9±0.5 2.G±0.9 1.1±0.4 I4.9±6.0

AR 1.0±0.3 1.6±0.6 1.3±0.3 13.2±2.7

MRI-All -0.04±0.42 0.92±1.18 -0.22±0.36 1.6±5.8

V 0.77 0.04 0.09 0.40

Table 10.1: Means and standard deviations of airway areas (in cm2)
and pharyngeal volumes (in cm3), estimated by MRI and acoustic

rcflcctometry (All) : paired l-tcst, n=10.

of hypopharyngeal areas. This is the only measure which is significantly differ¬
ent (in the statistical sense) between the MR! and acoustic estimates. MRI and
acoustic estimates of oropharyngeal and glottal areas agree within 20% and 30%

respectively, and are not significantly different. The MRI and acoustic estimates
of total pharyngeal volumes agree very well (within 6%), since integrating over

the whole airway removes the effect of smoothing.

Although many would regard MRI as the "Cold Standard" for airway mea¬

surement, the problems of determining Regions Of Interest areas are substantial,
even when the process is partially automated. A lower bound can be set on the
area uncertainties by considering the image pixels defining the airway wall (Fig¬
ure 10.12). The wall passes through approximately 2irr/Ax perimeter pixels,
each of area Ax2, where r is the radius of the airway and Ax is the length of the

pixel side. Since we cannot tell what proportion of these pixels lies inside the

airway, the irreducible area uncertainty is

, 1 2xr± — x —— x Ax = ±7rrAx
2 Ax

compared with an actual area of A — irr2, ie a proportional uncertainty of ±Ax/r
or ±Ax/yjA/7T. With a pixel side length of 1.09mm, this expression evaluates
to ±19% for A — 1cm2 and ±14% for A = 2cm2. This uncertainty is inherent in
the discrete nature of the image, and would apply even if the contrast between

the airway and the surrounding tissue were infinite.
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Figure 10.12: The intrinsic uncertainly in area estimation caused

by the pixel size.

To estimate the actual repeatability of image analysis, the MRI data of 6

subjects were analysed twice by the same observer, and 3 subjects were also

analysed by an independent observer. Mean intra-observer variabilities ranged
from 9% to 64%, whilst mean inter-observer differences ranged from 38% to

68%. These figures are somewhat greater than the 0% to 33% reported by

[Rodenstein et al 1990], and may be due in part to our use of reconstructed
images.

It is interesting to note that the spatial smoothing of acoustic measurements

has its counterpart in the temporal smoothing of MRI measurements. The imag¬

ing time of several minutes inevitably means that the data is averaged over many

complete breaths, and therefore includes all phases of respiration. It is important
that the subject remains still for this time, ideally without swallowing. With the
acoustic technique, on the other hand, it is possible to make several measure¬

ments within a single breath, allowing the investigation of airway size with lung

volume, and with little inconvenience to the subject.
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10.6 Effect of posture
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10.6.1 Head position

The effect of head position was studied in a seated subject breathing quietly

through an Ohmeda mouthpiece. Measurements were made at various times

throughout one day, with the subject's head and neck either in a comfortable
neutral (null) position, hyperextended, or hyperflexed. Measurements were syn¬

chronized with respiration, and made either at the start of inspiration or at the
start of expiration. Typical results are shown in Figure 10.13. Table 10.2 sum-

0 10 20 30 cm
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Figure 10.13: The effect of head position on airway measurements

made at the start of inspiration.

marizes the mean values of the oropharyngeal minimum and hypopharyngeal

maximum areas for all the experiments. The extended and flexed measurements

are compared with the neutral measurements, and the statistical significance

(p) values given. From this limited study, it can be seen that the airway areas
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OP P IIP P

INSP

extended 2.9±0.9 0.01 4.9T1.2 0.01

neutral 1.4T0.2 - 2.7±0.(i -

flexed 1.2±0.2 0.23 3.0±0.2 0.31

EXP

extended 2.9T1.0 0.04 4.6T1.3 0.23

neutral 1.8T0.6 - 3.8T1.0 -

flexed 1.1T0.2 0.01 3.6T0.2 0.58

Table 10.2: Means and standard deviations (in cm2) of oropharyn¬

geal minimum (OP) and hypopliaryngeal maximum (IIP) areas for
various head, positions and two phases of respiration. The signifi¬
cance (p) values refer to differences from the corresponding neutral
result.

measured with the head in the hypcrextended position are generally significantly

greater than in the neutral position. The area differences between neutral and

liypcrflexed head positions are not normally significant. These findings were

confirmed in a trial of 15 normal volunteers. We conclude that hyperextension
of the head and neck causes a significant increase in pharyngeal area, whereas

hypcrflexion does not cause a significant change. This differs from the results
of [Rubinstein et al 1987] (but see the discussion in Section 10.2.1 regarding the
incorrect definition of "pharynx" used in the literature) in that they found no

significant change with hyperextension, and a significant decrease with hyper-
flexion.

We found that modest angles (±20°) of head extension and flexion had no

significant effect on pharyngeal areas, so the measurement technique does not

require careful control of head position provided that the subject is in a comfort¬

able, fairly neutral posture.
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10.6.2 Seated versus supine

Clinically, it is important to investigate the behaviour of the pharynx when the

subject is lying supine. 15 normal volunteers had airway measurements made
when seated and when supine, at each of three different lung volumes-

Functional Residual Capacity (FRC) The lung volume after normal expi¬
ration. Measurements were made at the start of the next inspiration.

Totcil Lung Capacity (TLC) The lung volume after maximal inspiration. Mea¬
surements were made at the start of the next expiration.

Residual Volume (RV) The lung volume after maximal expiration. Measure¬
ments were made at the start of the next inspiration.

Ohmeda mouthpieces were used in this trial. The mean data for the 15 subjects is

presented in Table 10.3, which compares seated and supine measurements of the

oropharyngeal minimum and hypopllaryngeal maximum areas for the three lung
volumes. At TLC and RV, pharyngeal areas are seen to be significantly smaller

Seated Supine P

FRC OP 1.2T1.0 0.8T1.0 0.28

HP 1.9T1.6 1.4T1.3 0.36

TLC OP 2.2T1.5 1.0T0.9 0.01

IIP 3.1T1.8 1.4T1.4 0.01

RV OP 1.7T1.1 0.7T0.7 0.01

HP 2.5T1.9 l.Oil.l 0.01

Table 10.3: Means and standard deviations (in cm2) of oropharyn¬

geal minimum (OP) and hypopharyngeal maximum (HP) areas for
15 subjects at three lung volumes. The significance (p) values refer
to differences between seated and supine measurements.
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in a supine position than when seated. The differences are not significant at

FRC.

10.7 Effect of respiratory phase

The effect of respiratory phase on airway measurements was studied explicitly in

a study of 9 volunteers. Subjects were seated with the head in a neutral position,

and breathed quietly through an Ohmeda mouthpiece. The respiratory pressure

developed in the mouthpiece was used to trigger measurements at either the start

of inspiration or the start of expiration. The results, summarized in Table 10.4,

show that no significant differences were found between areas measured during

Inspiration Expiration P

OP

IIP

1.9±0.5

3.8T1.0

1.8T0.4

3.9T0.9

0.64

0.83

Table 10.4: Means and standard deviations (in cm2) of oropha-

ryngeal minimum (OP) and hypopharyngeal maximum (IIP) areas

for 9 subjects. The significance (p) values refer to the differences
between measurements on inspiration and expiration.

inspiration and expiration. The pressures developed in the mouthpiece for this

quiet breathing were usually about ±0.2cmII2O (20Pa), with spikes of up to

±2cmH20 (200Pa) during valve closure.

Very deep breathing in one subject did reveal significant area differences
with respiratory phase. When breathing hard between TLC and RV, mouth¬

piece respiratory pressures of 2-3cmlI20 (200-300Pa) were generated, with valve
closure peaks of ±8cmH20 (800Pa). Averaged over 11 breaths, the oropharyn¬

geal minimum area was 1.3±0.2cin2 on deep inspiration, and 1.9±0.3cm2 on deep

expiration (p<0.001). The corresponding figures for the hypopharyngeal maxi¬
mum were 2.5±0.3cm2 on deep inspiration, and 3.3±0.5cm2 on deep expiration
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(p<0.001). These 30% changes in pharyngeal areas are similar to those reported
by [Brown et al 1986] during slow expirations from TLC to RV in normal sub¬

jects, but the usual comments apply regarding their definition of pharynx.
In our experiments it is impossible to be sure that the apparent changes in

pharyngeal area arc strictly related to lung volume. It may be that the respira¬

tory "intention" pressure (developed when the valve closes) acts on the compli¬
ant airway walls. This might cause distension during expiration, when a positive

pressure of up to 8cmII20 (SOOPa) is obtained in the airway. Similarly, during

inspiration, the negative intention pressure may reduce the pharyngeal area re¬

gardless of lung volume. [Brown et al 1985] attempted to measure pharyngeal

compliance in snorers by having them perform isovolume manoeuvres against a

distally occluded airway. Expiratory manoeuvres producing airway pressures of

lOcmIRO (lOOOPa) resulted in a 36% increase in "pharyngeal" area in a group of
7 subjects. Inspiratory manoeuvres producing pressures of -lOcmLRO (lOOOPa)
resulted in a 20% decrease.

These aspects could be studied further by comparing forced and slow breath¬

ing between TLC and RV. It might then be possible to separate the effects of

lung volume dependence and pharyngeal compliance. Lung volume could be
monitored by means of a low dead-space, integrating flowmeter fitted over the

respiratory valve.

10.8 Sleep apnoea patients

The reflectometer has been used successfully with a number of patients having

sleep apnoea and related disorders. It is too early to draw any conclusions from

the results so far, since proper age-, weight- and sex-matched trials are necessary.

As an example of patient data, Figure 10.14 shows the change in hypopharyngeal
size resulting from change of posture in a child with suspected sleep apnoea.

The peak pharyngeal area when seated (3.4±0.1cm2) falls to (2.2±0.1cm2) when

supine, both measurements being made at ERG. This highly significant change
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(pCO.OOOl) may indicate an unstable pharynx with a tendency to occlusion.

3 AREA (cm2)

b AREA (cm2)

Figure 10.14: Airway measurements made (a) in the seated posi¬
tion and (b) in the supine position. The subject was a child with

suspected sleep apnoea. Note the highly significant reduction in hy-

popharyngeal area on lying down.

10.9 Nasal measurements

In principle, acoustic reflectometry can be applied to any air-filled cavity. Hilberg
and colleagues [Hilberg et al 1989, Grymer et al 1989] used the equipment devel¬
oped by Jackson [Jackson et al 1977] to estimate nasal size in normal volunteers
and in patients with septal deviation. They measured through one nostril at
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a. time, with the contralateral nostril open, and were able to demonstrate rea¬

sonable correlation (r = 0.94) with X-ray computed tomagraphic (CT) scans.

Although the nasal canities are highly convoluted and the propagation of acous¬

tic impulses is unlikely to be strictly one-dimensional, it thus appears possible
to estimate nasal cavity dimensions acoustically. The technique is referred to as

acoustic rhinometry.

10.9.1 Pharyngeal estimation through the nose

Pharyngeal measurements made through the nose, if feasible, might enable air¬

way monitoring during sleep, which would be of great interest in the study of

sleep apnoea.

A fundamental difficulty with trying to interpret the area profiles beyond the
nasal cavities arises because of the 3-way junction where the two nasal cavities

meet the nasopharynx. This is in addition to the oropharyngeal junction con¬

trolled by the soft palate. Other than by introducing packing material, there is
no way of simplifying the geometry at the back of the nose, and measurements
of the pharyngeal region must be regarded with some suspicion. Despite this,

[Elbrpnd el al 1991] were able to demonstrate some correlation (r = 0.71) be¬
tween actual and acoustically determined volumes of adenoidal tissue removed
from a group of 20 children.

In the present work, the feasibility of pharyngeal measurement by the nasal
route was investigated as follows. Subjects were coupled to the reflectometer,
one nostril at a time, with the contralateral nostril either open or pressed closed.

They were asked to breathe either nasally or orally whilst acoustic measurements

were made. Left-right differences in nasal cavity areas were clearly demonstrated.

However, breathing mode and contralateral nostril termination had no significant
effect on the later part of the area profiles, as would be expected if the nasophar¬

ynx were being measured properly. The most likely explanation is that severe
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attenuation and dispersion of the acoustic pulse occurs in the convoluted, mucus-

lined nasal cavities, so that little information is received from beyond them.

When one subject was administered xylometazoline decongestant to clear the

nose, breathing mode and contralateral nostril termination did affect the area

profiles (Figure 10.15). During nasal breathing, the nasopharynx communicates

Figure 10.15: Acoustic measurements made through the right nostril

following administration of decongestant. The subject is breathing

orally (Or) or nasally (Na), with the left nostril open (0) or closed

(C).

with the oropharynx, and so the airway area measured through the nose should
include the oropharynx. When breathing orally, however, the soft palate closes
off the nasopharynx so that the oropharynx is not "seen" through the nose.

The area profiles of Figure 10.15 correctly show smaller areas for oral breathing
than for nasal breathing. Some of the acoustic pulse energy inevitably enters

the contralateral nasal cavity, and will escape through the nostril if open. This
should appear on the profiles as a large area increase at the open nostril. Closing
the contralateral nostril should remove this large increase. Figure 10.15 indeed
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shows smaller areas when the contralateral nostril is closed rather than open,

but the differences are not as marked as might be expected.

Apart from these general trends, the precise shape of the nasal airway profiles
cannot be readily explained by the anatomy of the nose and nasopharynx. It did
not prove possible to associate "pharyngeal" measurements made nasally with
the more reliable measurements made orally.

10.9.2 Nasal physiology

To demonstrate that changes in nasal areas are readily measured, a subject prone

to mild hayfever was studied on a dry summer day. Normal antihistamine treat¬

ment was withdrawn 24 hours prior to the study. Acoustic measurements of

the nose were made in the morning when the subject had been indoors for sev¬

eral hours. Without Ethics Committee approval (but having obtained informed

consent), the subject was then taken outdoors and exposed to hedgerow pol¬
lens until hayfever symptoms were fully developed. Further nasal measurements

were made at this time, and at 15, 35 and 50 minutes following administration of

xylometazoline decongestant drops. Ten measurements (using an approximate
reconstruction method) were made through the left and right nostrils at each

time, and the averaged results normalized to their initial values. Figure 10.16
shows (lie averaged area profiles through the left nostril, whilst normalized area,

measurements at 50mm from the nostrils are given in Table 10.5.

In interpreting the data, it should be borne in mind that the standard devia¬
tion of the measurements amounted to 5-10% of the initial (resting) values. The
19% reduction in mean nasal area accompanying hayfever symptoms is therefore

highly significant. 15 minutes after treatment with decongestant drops, the nasal
area has returned to it.s original value. The maximum relief from symptoms was

felt soon afterwards, and by 35 minutes the nasal area was slightly larger than its
initial value (106%). 50 minutes after treatment, the mean nasal area is slightly
less than the initial value, although the decrease is not statistically significant.
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Figure 10.16: Estimated area profiles of the left nasal cavity, mea¬

sured at rest (R), with hayfever symptoms (II), and at 15, 35 and
50 minutes following treatment with decongestant.

Left Right Mean

Resting 100% 100% 100%

Hayfever 73% 88% 81%

15mins 100% 100% 100%

35mins 100% 112% 106%

50mins 91% 100% 96%

Table 10.5: Estimated area of the nasal cavities at 50mm from the

nostrils, measured at rest, with hayfever, and at 15, 35 and 50 min¬

utes following treatment with decongestant. The areas are expressed
as percentages of their resting values, and are the averages of groups

of ten measurements.

This study shows that acoustic rhinometry could be a valuable technique in
the rapid, non-invasive assessment of nasal physiology.
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10.10 Measurements on anaesthetized subjects

Airway narrowing leading to reduced ventilation is a serious risk during anaes¬

thesia. The effect of head extension in anaesthetized subjects has been shown

by lateral radiographs [Morikawa et al 19G1], and acoustic reflectornetry might
be useful in investigating this common problem.

The effect of head position on airway size was studied in supine subjects
before and immediately after anaesthesia was induced using intravenous propo-

fol. Ambu SCUBA type mouthpieces were used to ensure a good acoustic seal
even when subjects were unconscious. Breathing is usually by the oral route in

anaesthetized subjects, as can be demonstrated by the absence of airflow at the
nostrils. Dramatic increases in pharyngeal dimensions were observed in many

subjects when the head and neck were extended. Figure 10.17 shows an exam¬

ple in which the oropharyngeal minimum area increases from 0.8cm2 to 1.8cm2

AREA (cm2)

6 J

NULL
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2

4 _
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Figure 10.17: Airway areas measured, in an anaesthetized subject,
unth the head and neck in the null position (solid line), and extended

(dashed line).

on extension. There is a corresponding increase from 1.3cm2 to 4.4cm2 in the
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hypopharyngeal maximum area.

Acoustic reflectomctry used as a monitor of airway patency during anaes¬

thesia might be able to give advance warning of impending hypoxia, and hence
reduce the risk of brain damage.



Chapter 11

Acoustic reflectometry with an

arbitrarily short source tube

The research objectives stated in Chapter 1 have been met. Another innovation

made during the course of development was the use of a short source tube.

We have so far used a source tube of sufficient length Lsm + Lmo to enable

temporal separation of the incident pulse from the reflected waveform, as dis¬
cussed iu Chapter 7. In this chapter, we will show how suitable signal processing
allows the source tube to be made arbitrarily short. The analysis of this situation
has not previously appeared in the literature [Marshall 1992b].

11.1 Non-reflecting source

As discussed in Section 7.2, the source tube is conventionally made longer than
the object so that that part of the object's reflection function sufficient for area

reconstruction can be recorded before any multiple reflections arrive at the mi¬

crophone. This is a way of simulating a non-rcjlecting source. As we have seen,

it is then relatively straightforward to deconvolve the measured reflection with
the original pulse shape to obtain the object's reflectance function and hence the
area profile.

161
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Whilst the need for a source tube that is longer than the object is acceptable in
the present application, it may become inconvenient in others. In a study of brass
musical instruments, Watson [Watson 1989, Watson and Bowsher 1988] had to
use a source tube consisting of several metres of plastic hose in order to record
the complete reflection response of trombones and trumpets. Attenuation of
the acoustic pulses, particularly of the higli-frecpiency components, is inevitable
under such circumstances, and measurement accuracy is degraded. It is pertinent
to ask whether there is an alternative method.

In electrical transmission line rcflectometcrs, source reflections arc readily
avoided. The electrical source is matched, to the transmission line by making
its internal impedance equal to that of the line; typically 500 [Oliver 1964,

Harpham 1990]. Energy travelling back towards the source is absorbed without
further reflection, and the source thus appears non-reflecting. Unfortunately, no

practical acoustical matched source is available, although some form of active
cancellation is a possibility.

11.2 Multiple reflections and dereverberation

If the source tube of an acoustic reflcctometcr is made shorter than the object

length, multiple reflections obscure the required object reflection response. This
is a reverberation problem. Methods exist for performing dereverberation (sep¬
arating overlapping signals and reflections) under certain specialized conditions.
We will briefly discuss the two best known examples of derevcrbcration, and
show that they arc not readily applicable to acoustic reflcctometry.

11.2.1 Echo cancellation

In communication channels, multiple reflections (echoes) are frequently encoun¬

tered, and it is usually required to eliminate the echoes, leaving the original
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signal. Often, the echoes are simply delayed and attenuated versions of the orig¬
inal signal, and are represented by ct6(l — r), where r is the delay and a is the
attenuation. In the cepstral1 domain C(l), they appear as delta functions at

multiples of the delay time, and are readily identified and removed provided that
the cepstrum of the signal S is shorter than the delay time (Figure 11.1(a)).
Performing the inverse cepstral transform then yields the original signal with the

a

C(t)

2T 4T

T 3T

C(t)

S h h® h

f\.. , ,

T 2T 3t 4T

Figure 11.1: Dereverberation ill the cepstral domain C(t). (a) A

signal with an echo at time t appears with a series of delta fmictions
at multiples of the delay time, (b) Multiple convolutions (®) of an

echo function h(t) at successive multiples of the delay lime.

echo cancelled [Hassab 1978, Randall and Idee 1981]. This method is still appli¬
cable if the echo function is of the form ah(l — r), where h(l) is some impulse

response causing the echo to be a distorted version of the original. In the cepstral

domain, the function h(t) appears at time r, the function h(l) convolved with
itself (h(l)®h(l)) at time 2r, and so on, the echo function becoming progressively

'The cepstrum of a signal is defined as the inverse Fourier transform of the complex loga¬
rithm of the Fourier transform of the signal.
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more convolved with itself at multiples of the delay time (Figure 11.1(b)).
In reflectometry, however, we must recover the function itself, since it

contains the information required to reconstruct the object area. For cepstral
dereverberation to work, it is then necessary that both the signal eepstrum

S and h{l) be shorter than the delay time r, so that separation is possible

[Randall and llec 1981]. However, it is under precisely these conditions that we

could simply record the acoustic reflection directly, as described above for a non-

reflecting source. Cepstral dereverberation is thus seen to offer no advantages
for acoustic reflectometry, and does not enable us to use a short source tube.

11.2.2 Marine seismology

Mention should be made here of another important class of dereverberation prob¬
lems. In marine seismology, multiple reflections between the seabed and the sur¬

face (with round-trip delay r) obscure the scismogram of the layers underlying
the seabed. In this case, the problem is greatly simplified by the nature of the
reflections. There is a large impedance mismatch between air and water, so that
the surface reflection coefficient is approximately —1. Similarly, the reflection
coefficient at the seabed can be characterized by a constant k, because of the

large mismatch there. As a result, the multiple reflections have a particularly

simple form, and if is shown in standard texts [Robinson et al 1986] how a filter
such as (1 + kzT)~2 can perform dereverberation in the ^-domain. In the acoustic
rcflcctometcr case, we cannot make any such assumptions, and there is no simple
filter that can be applied.

11.3 General reflectometry analysis

We now analyse the acoustic rcflectometer from first principles, and develop
a method for making measurements when the source tube is arbitrarily short.

Figure 11.2 shows the geometry of the acoustic reflection technique, together
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with the important dimensions. We restate below the definitions of Lsm and

SOURCE

rs(t)
OBJECT

Figure 11.2: An acoustic rcflectornelcr showing Ihe features relevant
to the present analysis. See text for definitions.

Lmo, and make some new definitions—

Lsm The source to microphone distance, with two-way travel time T2 — 2IjSm/c,
where c is the velocity of sound.

Lmo The microphone to object distance, with two-way travel time Tj = 2Z/mo/c.

f(t) The pressure pulse waveform produced by the source, which has a Fourier
transform of F(u>). We define t = 0 to be the time at which the incident
pulse first reaches the microphone.

rs(t) The source reflection response, with a Fourier transform of Rs{uj). For a

given geometry, this term may be taken to include the effects of attenuation
over the distance Lsm.

rQ(t) The required object reflectance function (input impulse response), with a

Fourier transform of R0(ui).

The signal m{t) observed at the microphone consists of the incident pulse

travelling to the right, followed (after the microphone-object round trip delay

Ti) by the first reflection from the object. This latter is given by the object
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reflectance convolved with the incident pulse. Further components in the ob¬

served signal consist of alternate reflections ofF the source and the object, and
the composite signal is given by the infinite scries—

m{l) = f(l) + f(L) <g> r0(L) ® 6(t - Ti) + /(/) 0 rQ(l) ® rs(t) ® 6(L - (7\ + T2))

+/(/-) <8> r0(l) ® rs(t) <g> r0(t) <g> 6(1 - (27\ + T2))

+M ® r0(t) <g> rs(t) ® ro(0 ® ra(l) <g> £(£ - (27\ + 2T2))

+ ••• (11.1)

where, as usual, the symbol ® denotes convolution. We have implicitly assumed
that the microphone has an ideal response. In practice, all signals will be dis¬
torted in the same way by its response, which thus cancels out. To proceed with
the analysis, we transform to the frequency domain. The time delays 6(1 — r) be¬
come phase factors exp(—ju>r), the convolutions are replaced by multiplications,
and Equation 11.1 reduces to—

M(u) = F(u) + cxp(—jujr[\)F(uj)R0(uj) + exp(—ju>(Ti + T2))F(u>)R0(u>)R.(u)

+ exp(—jcu(27j + T2))F(u)Rl(u)Rs(u)
+ exp(-iw(2T1 + 2T2))F(u)R20(u)R2s(u)
+ (11.2)

which can be written as—

OO

M(u) = F(lo) [1 + R0 exp(—ju;7\)] [cxp(-ju;(7'i + T2))R0(u>)Rs(u)]k (11.3)
k=0

which sums to—

1 ' l-R»(w)R,(u,)exp(-jw(r,+T2)) 1 >
In conventional rcflcctometry, as described in previous chapters, the source

is positioned far away from the microphone and object by using a long source

tube. The source then appears non-reflecting for objects shorter than the tube
and we can write Rs(u) = 0. With this condition, Equation 11.4 reduces to—

M(lo) - F(u>) [1 + R0(lo) exp(—jcjT[)] (11.5)
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During calibration of this simple rcflcctometer, wc measured f(t) by fitting a

reflector at the microphone position. During measurements, f(l) was then sub¬
tracted from the observed signal ?».(/) to leave the reflection term f(t) ® r0(l) ®

6(1 — T\). This was then deconvolved to yield the required reflectance r0(l).
We are interested now in the case of a short source tube, when Rs(u) ^ 0, and

we have to use the full form of Equation 11.4. We can define the object to begin
at the microphone, so that X\ and 1\ arc both zero. Making this substitution,
and rearranging, we obtain the frequency domain expression for the reflectance—

R = M{bj)~II1 61^ ; F(u>) + M(u)R1 '
To evaluate the reflectance, we thus need to know both the spectrum of the in¬
cident pulse F(u>) and the source reflection response Rs(lu), together with the
distance x2. We will now describe a two-stage calibration procedure for estimat¬

ing these functions.
The incident pressure pulse f(L) is readily measured by fitting a long ex¬

tension tube in place of the object under test (Figure 11.3(a)). Provided that
the extension tube is acoustically longer than the pulse duration, the reflections
from the far end of flic tube can be discarded without loss of information. This

is equivalent to Equation 11.4 with both Rs and R0 equal to zero. Measurement

of the propagation delay between excitation of the loudspeaker and arrival of the

pulse at the microphone determines T2. Transformation to the frequency domain

yields E(u>).
In the second stage of calibration, the extension tube is replaced by a reflect¬

ing plug or cap at the microphone position (Figure 11.3(b)). If the plug has a

reflection response of Rc(u>), then analogy with Equation 11.4 shows that the

(frequency domain) signal observed at the microphone will be—

MIA RA1' + rn 717tjca/(cu) . (11.7 j1 - Rc(UJ)Rs(u>) exp(—jul2)

Rearranging, wc obtain an estimate of the source reflection response—

R f \ _ MCal(u)) - F(u) [1 + Rc(io)] . .s[UJ)~ Mcal(u)Rc(u) cxp(-juT2) 1
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a

f(t)

I
rs(t) mca)(t)

Figure 11.3: Calibration of a refleclomeler with an arbitrarily short
source tube, (a) Use of an extension tube allows the source pressure

waveform f(t) to be determined, (b) Closing the tube with an ideal

rejlcctor at the microphone position allows determination of the
source reflection function rs[t).

For a rigid plug, wc may assume that Rc is independent of frequency, and equal
to unity. Calculation of the source reflection response is then simplified to—

R (lo) = MCai{u) — 2F (cj)s V / l\A f \ ( ' rV ^ V /MCai[oj)exp(-juT2)

where all the quantities on the right arc known. Finally, the object is replaced,
and measurement commences, using Equation 11.6 to evaluate the object's re¬

flectance.

To arrive at these results, it is necessary to sum all the multiple reflections,

so that we can write Equation 11.4 as the sum of an infinite series. This poses a

problem, since (theoretically) the reverberations continue indefinitely. In prac¬

tice, it is sufficient to record the signals until the reverberation has decayed
below the noise level. This extended recording time is the price paid for using a

physically short source tube.
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11.4 Experiments with a short reflectometer

The simple rcflcctometer of Chapter 7 was modified to have a source tube con¬

sisting of 30mm of 16mm bore "Tygothane" plastic tubing (Figure 11.4). The

SLIDE VALVE

LOUDSPEAKER

PULSE
GENERATOR

Figure 11.4: Practical implementation of a short acoustic rcflecto-
meter. The loudspeaker coupler and source tube are together 95mm

long.

source loudspeaker (Loudspeaker 13, as usual) was acoustically coupled to the
source tube and driven by 10V, 25ps rectangular electrical pulses. The cone of
the loudspeaker lay approximately 65mm behind the mouth of the coupler, so

that the effective overall length of the reflectometer was 95mm. A slide valve,

positioned immediately beyond the microphone, allowed the source tube to be

closed for calibration purposes. Pressure records were 1024 samples (25.6 ms)

long, and calculations were carried out iising 1024-point Fast Fourier Transforms.

Calibration Calibration of the reflectometcr consisted of the two stages de¬
scribed in Section 11.3. Firstly, a lm long extension tube was coupled to the
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source tube, the loudspeaker excited by the electrical pulse, and the microphone

signal recorded. It was known a priori that the loudspeaker impulse response

(ie the source waveform) lasted less than the round-trip travel time of the exten¬

sion tube (approximately 6ms), and so the source waveform could be determined
unambiguously by zeroing all data points beyond 6ms, thus avoiding multiple
reflections from the open end of the extension tube.

lu the second stage of calibration, the extension tube was removed, and the
source tube closed by the slide valve. The loudspeaker was excited as before,
and the microphone signal rncai(L) recorded. Alcai(u>) and the source reflection
function Rs(uj) were calculated.

Test objects Various parts of Airway Model 2 (Section 8.1.2) were used to
validate the rcflcctometer theory presented above, and they were connected to

the reflcctometer by a 60mm length of tubing.

11.5 Results with the short reflectometer

Figure 11.5(a) shows the source waveform /(£) measured during the first stage of
the calibration process. It is simply the impulse response of Loudspeaker B when
fitted with this particular coupler, and is seen to last approximately 3ms. Its

frequency domain representation |.F(u;)|, shown in Figure 11.5(b), reveals peaks
around 1kHz and 3kIIz. Figure 11.6(a) shows the reverberant waveform mcai(t)
observed when the slide valve is closed. Approximately 20 reverberations arc

discernible before the signal decays to the noise level, taking approximately 12ms.
The signal is transformed to the frequency domain, and the spectrum \Mcai(u>)\,
shown in Figure 11.6(b), is seen to be modulated with a periodicity of l.Skllz.
This corresponds to the 560/is delay of the 95mm reflectometer length. The
source reflection function Rs{u) (Figure 11.7) is calculated using Equation 11.9.
It is evident from Figure 11.7 that determination of Rs(uo) is not perfect, since

unphysical values (greater than unity) occur at frequencies above 5kIIz.
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a
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Figure 11.5: (a) The source pressure waveform f(t) observed when
an extension tube is fitted to the reflectomeler, and (b) its spectral
content | /^(w) |.

Figures 11.8 to 11.11 show specimen results with the test objects. In Fig¬
ure 11.8(a) is the microphone signal observed when Airway Model 2, Part B is
measured. In this case, the reverberations have effectively died away within the

measurement period. Figures 11.8(b) and (c) show the intermediate frequency
domain quantities |M(cu)| and |/ff0(tu)|. Notice that several "spikes" of amplitude

greater than unity appear in the latter. Transforming back to the time domain,
we obtain the reflectance r0(t) in Figure 11.8(d). The first part of this trace is
expanded in Figure 11.9(a), and the corresponding area, reconstructed by the
Ware-Aki algorithm, is shown in solid line in Figure 11.9(b). The true area profile
is shown superimposed in dashed line. Apart from the incorrect area expansion

seen in the early part of the trace (at 5cm, in the connecting tube), the object's
area profile is estimated very well (to within a few %). It should be remembered
that the object (at 30cm) is three times longer than the reflectometer.

Figure 11.10 shows the corresponding reflectance and reconstructed area pro¬

files for the "pharyngeal" (4cm2) part of the same object. We see that the con-
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a

Figure 11.6: (a) The reverberant, waveform rncai{t) observed when
the source tube is closed at the microphone position, and (b) its

spectral content |Mca/(u;)|. The periodicity of 1.8kHz corresponds to
the 560ps delay of the 95mm reflectometer length.

Figure 11.7: The source reflection response |/2s(tu)| as calculated

using Equation 11.9.

necting lube is belter estimated, but the area maximum is not so well defined,

being 10% underestimated.
As a final example, Figure 11.11 shows measurement of Airway Model 2,

Part C (having a constriction of 0.9cm2), with its far end closed. The area of the
constriction itself is well estimated, but there is an "overshoot" of nearly 50% at

the beginning of the object.
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Figure 11.8: Measurement of Airway Model 2, Part B. (a) The

microphone signal m(t), with (h) its spectrum | M(oj) |. (c) The
calculated |7?0(u;)|, and (d) after transformation to the time domain

reflectance r0(t).

11.6 Discussion

The results confirm that the theory is correct, and that it can be used to imple¬
ment a novel acoustic reflectometcr having a source tube shorter than the object

being measured. The calibration is a simple, two-step procedure, requiring only
an extension tube and an end reflector.

As always, the lack of low frequency source energy leads to problems with
the sensitive reconstruction algorithm. This is probably the cause of the in¬
correct estimation of the connecting tube area at the beginning of the trace in

Figures 11.9(b), and of the overshoot in Figure 11.11(b). It was found neces¬

sary to bandlimit the calculated reflectance to reduce high frequency noise. A

cosine-shaped low pass filter with a response falling to zero at 15kIIz was used.
Residual noise can be seen in the reflectance trace of Figure 11.8(d).
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Figure 11.9: (a) The first section of the reflectance shown in Fig¬
ure 11.8, expanded, and (b) used to reconstruct the object's cross

sectional area. The true area profile is shown in dashed line.

Inspection of Figure 11.6(a) reveals that successive multiple reflections be¬
come more and more smoothed, indicating that dispersion is occurring. This
non-ideal behaviour has not been taken into account in the simple theory pre¬

sented here.

We have already commented on the errors in the determination of Rs(oj),
which show up as unphysical values (greater than unity) in certain frequency

ranges in Figure 11.7. In calculating Rs(u>), we made the assumption of perfect
reflection at the slide valve, which cannot be realized in practice. However, no

improvement resulted from trying (frequency-independent) values of Rc in the

range 0.8 to 1.0 in Equation 11.8. Perhaps a third calibration step could be
devised to measure accurately the reflection characteristics of the slide valve. It

might also be worth recording the signals for more than the present 1024 samples.

Spikes with magnitudes greater than unity appear in the calculated frequency
domain reflectance |/?0(tn)| (Figure 11.8), and these are also spurious.
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Figure 11.10: (a) The expanded reflectance function and (b) the
reconstructed area profile of a test object consisting of an expansion
to fern2, with the far end open. The true area profile is shown in
dashed line.

Notwithstanding the shortcomings discussed here, reasonable results can be
achieved with the novel "short" reflectometer, although neither accuracy nor

precision was as good as with the conventional reflcctometer.
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Figure 11.11: (a) The expanded reflectance function and (b) the
reconstructed area profile of Airway Model 2, Part C, with the far
end closed. The true area profile is shown in dashed line.



Chapter 12

Summary and conclusions

The objectives of the research programme have been achieved, with the develop¬
ment and evaluation of an acoustic reflectometer suitable for clinical use.

Although the principle of reflectometry is elegantly simple, the successful

implementation of a practical reflectometer has required careful attention to

many theoretical and engineering aspects. In particular, the geometry, signal
to noise ratio and numerical processing methods required special consideration.

12.1 Features

In the final implementation, the reflectometer is based on a standard microcom¬

puter fitted with a custom high speed analogue interface card. The innovations
made include-

1. Portability, achieved by using short-duration pulses and a flexible source

tube:

2. Subject breathing during measurement sessions, made possible by using a

respiratory valve which closes momentarily when an acoustic measurement

is made. Measurements can be synchronized with respiration:

177
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3. Real-time display of airway areas, which is made possible by using cither

approximate algorithms or additional signal processing hardware, as de¬
scribed in Section 12.2.

The rellectometer is simple to use, and allows collection of scientific data, in

routine clinical use.

12.2 Signal processing

A comparative survey of reconstruction methods showed that "complete" meth¬
ods (as exemplified by the Ware-Aki algorithm) are fundamentally slow, requiring
of the order of N2 arithmetic operations. Three approximate methods of order

N were compared, and found to be adequate for smoothly tapered objects and
for estimates of non-monotonic objects, but not really satisfactory for accurate

reconstruction of airway area profiles.

Two methods of producing short duration acoustic impulses have been devel¬

oped; one suitable for resonant transducers (the "step" method) and the other
a more general method for use with arbitrary transducers. The latter method
is employed in the reflectometer, with Gaussian pulses of FYV1IM lOO^s being

readily obtained by suitable driving of commercially available electromagnetic

loudspeakers. Piezoelectric loudspeakers were found unsuitable due to their lack
of low frequency response.

The Gaussian impulses can be used with approximate area reconstruction

algorithms to produce a rapid, real-time display of airway areas with the standard

microcomputer and software alone. To obtain higher accuracy, it is necessary

to deconvolve the reflected waveforms with the pulse shape, a process which is

computationally intensive. Deconvolution may be carried out in either the time

or the frequency domain; they are mathematically equivalent and no significant
differences were found between the two methods. The real-time display of areas

is enhanced by the use of additional computer hardware. Two alternatives were
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evaluated; a standard commercial DSP card, and a custom built convolution
card. The performance of the two systems was almost identical, with a complete
measurement and display cycle taking approximately 1 second.

A full analysis of reflectometry led to the development of a novel reflectometer

having a source tube shorter than the object to be measured. Results with test

objects were reasonable, but were not considered good enough to justify building
a clinical version.

12.3 Performance

Once the clinical reflectometer has been calibrated, negligible drift occurs over

periods of several hours. The intrinsic in vitro reproducibility with test objects
is ±2%, with accuracies better than ±10% for the objects studied. Area changes
of the order of ±0.2cm2 can be detected with confidence.

A wide variety of trials with human volunteers has investigated the effects
of breathing mode, posture and respiration. Day to day reproducibility is ±10-

20%. The apparatus has been used successfully with sleep apnoea patients and
with anaesthetized subjects in preliminary clinical trials. The technique is well
tolerated by volunteers and patients.

Acoustic estimates of pharyngeal dimensions made through the mouth are

in reasonable agreement with those obtained from MRI images. Limited axial
resolution and losses cause the acoustic measurements to be smoothed compared
with Mill measurements. In a group of 9 normal volunteers, mean acoustic

oropharyngeal and glottal areas were overestimated by 20-30% whilst hypopha-

ryngeal areas were underestimated by 30%. Acoustic and MRI estimates of total

pharyngeal volumes agreed within 6%. These accuracies are comparable with
those found in the tracheal and glottal studies of [Hoffstein and Zamel 1984] and

[D'Urzo et al 1988]. The present performance has been achieved without using

lle/02 gas.
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12.4 Further work
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Further work might include the development of a more compact respiratory valve
and the inclusion of an integrating flowmeter to record lung volume changes.
Clinical trials now in progress will seek to correlate acoustic airway measurements

with other clinical indicators, lor example the number and severity of apnoeic

episodes during sleep.
A thorough investigation of airway wall characteristics might lead to theo¬

retically justifiable attenuation correction factors, rather than the empirical cor¬

rection presently used. However, it is questionable whether the elTort involved
would be worthwhile in view of the satisfactory results so far achieved.

Acoustic reflectometry may prove useful in the investigation of anterior nasal

geometry, but the prospects of making pharyngeal measurements through the
nose currently appear poor.



Appendix A

Units of pressure

Several systems of pressure units are encountered in a multi-disciplinary research

project such as this, and it is worth explaining their inter-relationships to avoid
confusion.

In general physics, the SI unit of pressure is the Pascal (Pa), the name now

given to the Newton per square metre (N/m2).
Sound pressure levels (SPL) arc frequently given in decibels (dB) above a

reference value prej of 2 x 10-5Pa, where SPL=20 log(p/pre/) dB. prej is derived
from the "threshold of hearing" for normal subjects.

Microphone sensitivities are often quoted in terms of decibels below IV per

microbar, where 1 bar is the standard atmospheric pressure of approximately
105Pa. The microphone used in this work (a Knowles type BL1785) has a sen¬

sitivity of 70dB below lV/pbar, and thus generates a signal of 312pV for an

incident pressure of 1 //bar. This is equivalent to 3.12mV per Pascal.

To complicate matters still further, respiratory physiologists are accustomed
to quoting pressures in terms of centimetres of water (cm II20). This dates back
to the time when a simple water manometer was used to measure pressures.

Taking the density of water to be 1000kg/m3 and the acceleration due to gravity
to be approximately 10m/s2 leads to the relation 1cm II2O—lOOPa.

Table A.l summarizes the relationships between these four systems of units.
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No apologies are offered for using the various systems as seems most conve¬

nient in the particular context, but equivalents are given where appropriate.

Quantity Pa SPL(dB) //Bar cm H20

lPa 1 94 10 0.01

120dB SPL 20 120 200 0.20

1//Bar 0.1 74 1 0.001

lcmH20 100 134 1000 1

Table A. 1: Pressure equivalents in different systems of units.



Appendix B

Convolution and deconvolution

B.l Introduction

Convolution, and the inverse process of deconvolution, are important concepts in

signal processing, and are used throughout the present work. In this appendix,
an overview of the essential mathematics is given, for both the time and the

frequency domains. The principles apply to any convolution situation, but the
notation refers specifically to the formation and subsequent analysis of the reflec¬
tion signal rri(l) observed when an object with reflectance r0(l) is excited with
an acoustic pulse /(/), as shown in Figure B.l.

B.2 The time domain

B.2.1 Convolution

The reflected signal is given by the convolution of the incident pulse f(t) and the

object's reflectance r0(l), and is defined mathematically as

where the symbol ® denotes convolution, and (j> is the variable of integration.

Convolution can be thought of as a "distorting" or "smearing" process, as we

(B.l)
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Figure B.l: The concept of convolution: When an object of intrinsic

reflectance rQ(t) is excited by a pulse f(l), the observed reflection

rn(t) is a smeared version of rQ (if

cannot observe the true reflectance, but only a version m(t) which has been
distorted by the probing signal f(t). We have implicitly assumed that we can

observe the pressure waveforms accurately. In practice, the pressure transducer

will itself have some response which introduces a further distortion. However,
this affects all the waveforms in the same way, and so cancels out in any analysis.

For a sampled data system, let r0(t) consist of A samples and f(t) consist of B

samples. The convolution m(t) then consists of N samples, where N > A + B — 1.

r0(t) and f(t) are padded with zeroes to the same length N to avoid 'wrap¬
around' errors, and the summation limits of ±00 arc replaced by 0 and N — 1.

This discrete convolution is given by—

N-1

m(t) = ro{i)f(t ~ i) (B.2)
;=o

where I — (0, 1, • • •, /V — 1). In matrix notation, we can write rh — fr^, where m
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and r0 arc column vectors and f is the N * N matrix—

( f0 f— l f—2 ■■■

./1 fo f-l f—N+2

f'2 fl fo ' ' ' f-N+3

\ In-i Jn-2 Jn-3 ■ • • fo
The functions arc all periodic (with period N), so that we can replace /,■ with

fi+N wherever i < 0. Hence f can be written as—

f is a. circulant matrix, in which each row is a circularly shifted version of the

preceding row, and the first row is a similarly shifted version of the last row.

Becasue of this high level of redundancy, only N distinct values are needed to

specify all N2 elements of the array.

B.2.2 Direct (unconstrained) deconvolution

Given the observed vector m and a knowledge of the distorting function /, the

objective of deconvolution is to determine the coefficients 7"0(i) which describe the

underlying response E0. Using Equation B.2 directly, and expanding the matrix

notation, we have—

where the summations run from i — 0 to i = / only, because / and ra are not

defined for negative time. (This is equivalent to replacing f(—i) by 0.) From

Equations B.3, B.4, etc., we have—

y .[n~\ fN—2 //v-3 • • • fo J

m(0) = r„(0)/(0)

m(l) = ro(0)/(l) + ro(l)/(0)

(B.3)

(B.4)
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ro(0)
m(0)

ro(l)

m
m( 1) — Iy(0)/(1)

/(O)
e£c • • •

In general, this set of equations is unstable because /(0) ~ 0. Starting "later"
in the function / to avoid this problem leads to a poor deconvolution because of
flic discarded information [Dcane 1986]. In matrix terms, direct deconvolution
is represented by rQ = f-1m, and the inversion of f to form f-1 is fraught with
difficulties. There arc two approaches available to overcome these problems—

(i) an iterative approximation method which is discussed in the next section.

(ii) Wiener filtering, for which a frequency domain method is dicusscd in sec¬

tion B.3.3.

Direct deconvolution in the time domain would require inversion of a matrix

of dimension N2, which generally takes a time of order N3. This is reduced to

nearer N2 because of the special properties of the circulant matrix.

B.2.3 Iterative deconvolution

[van Cittert 1931] suggested an iterative approximation method to overcome the

problems of direct dcconvolution in the time domain, and his work has been
described and extended by others [Schafer ef al 1981, Webb 1988]. The observed
m is taken as an initial estimate ro0 of the required reflectance, and improved
estimates are given by—

This "van Cittert's" algorithm improves the previous estimate by adding a pro¬

portion A (0 < A < 1) to the difference between the observed function m and the

fok+l = rok + <M''« ~ (/ ® rok)} (B.5)
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estimated output / ® rok. van Cittert used A = 1, but this often gives unstable

results, and values in the range 0.1 to 0.5 arc more successful. [Jansson 1970]
used A = K/f(0), but adapted the value of the constant K during the sequence

of iterations. The squared error term
N-1

c2 = y^(m, - (/ ® rok)i)2 (B.6)
t=0

can be used to monitor convergence. Schafer [Schafer et al 1981] generalizes van

Cittert's algorithm to—

roA.+1 = Cfok + A[m - (/ ® Crok)] (B.7)

where C is a constrainI to suit the physical circumstances. It is a way of using
whatever a priori knowledge we may have regarding rQ. For example, in many

image-processing applications, the positivity constraint can be used, because the

image intensity cannot be a negative quantity. Similarly, the function may be
known to exist over only a certain region, in which case the finite support con¬

straint can be used. Thus, at each iteration, negative values of the estimate rok

are set equal to zero (positivity), and rok is also set to zero outside the limits of
measurement (finite support). [Schafer et al 1981] produce some very attractive

7-ray spectra using these constraints. One suspects that this application was

carefully chosen, as fairly "aggressive" deconvolution can locate and separate

adjacent spectral peaks very well.

Unfortunately, we cannot use the positivity constraint in the present appli¬

cation, since the reflectance rQ may equally well be negative or positive.
Each iteration of van Cittert's method requires the calculation of a convolu¬

tion f ®r0k which involves N2 multiplications (Equation B.2). Multiplication by
the parameter A and addition to the previous estimate involves of the order of
N further operations. The conservative estimate N2 is somewhat reduced to N

times the length of the shorter of the two data sequences / and r0 (the remaining
data points being identically zero), but the convolution remains fundamentally
of order TV2.
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B.3 The frequency domain

B.3.1 Convolution and the convolution theorem

Certain results are more easily derived in the frequency domain, which we now

consider. It is shown in standard textbooks [Brigham 1988] that convolution in
one domain is equivalent to multiplication in the other domain (the convolution

theorem), and this result is widely used to simplify the mathematics. A function
is converted from the time domain to the frequency domain by using the Fourier

transform operator IF, and back again using the inverse Fourier transform F~1. It
is conventional to use uppercase notation in the frequency domain (and lowercase
for the time domain), so that the Fourier transform of m[t) is given by—

T(m(0) - M(u)

The transformed quantity M(u) is complex, ie it has both real and imaginary

parts, although frequency information is often displayed as the modulus |Af(u;)|.
The convolution theorem is

m(t) = f(l) ® r0(t) (B.8)

Af(u) = F(u)R0(uj) (B.9)

B.3.2 Direct (unconstrained) deconvolution

Equation B.9 leads to the direct, frequency-domain deconvolution for the reflect¬
ance R0{eo)—

(B.10)

For obvious reasons, 1/F(oj) is referred to as an inverse filter. For the sampled
data case, lo takes on discrete values iu>s/N, where ujs is the sampling frequency,
N is the number of samples, and i = 0,1,2, • • • , N — 1. The deconvolved function

R0(u>) must be converted back to the time-domain using the inverse Fourier
transform. As with direct deconvolution in the time-domain, serious problems
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are encountered in evaluating Equation B.10. Typically, the function F(oj) has
zeroes causing the calculaton to "explode", and errors in the measurement of

m(t) (and hence M(u)) cause instabilities, so that direct dcconvolution is not

possible.

B.3.3 Wiener filtering

For stable deconvolution in the frequency domain, the inverse filter must be
constrained so that less weight is attached to the "noisy" parts of the data. We

begin by writing the convolution relation for the acoustic reflection problem in
a form that explicitly includes the effect of measurement noise ??,(/,)—

rn(i) = f(l)®r0(t) + n(l) (B.ll)

M(u) = F(uj)R0(U) + N(u) (B.12)

Instead of the simple inverse filter 1 /F(uj), we propose a restoration filter f/(tu),
which produces an estimate R0(u)) of R0(uo) given by

R0 = IIM = N{FR0 + N) (B.13)

where we have dropped the explicit frequency dependence from the notation.
We wish to minimize (in a least mean squares sense) the error between the true

reflectance R0 and our estimate R,0, ie

N-1

c2 = J2A-Ro? (B.14)
i=0

The summation is over all N coefficients of the restoration filter II. Minimizing
this expression with respect to each of the coefficients, and using Equation B.12,
we obtain

" =

TP*

(B. 16)FF* + NN*/R0R*0
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where F*, N* and R* (denoting complex conjugates) are introduced to rationalize
the expression. Ilence the estimated reflectance is

We can write this last result in terms of 4>n and (j>R0, the spectral powers of the
noise and reflectance respectively—

Equation B.18 describes a Wiener filter, which represents the best estimate we

can make of the reflectance in the presence of measurement noise. can be
estimated from averaging noisy spectra in the absence of any reflections (eg by

attaching a long extension tube to eliminate end reflections in the time frame

studied). <f)R0 is rather more difficult to estimate: strictly speaking we need
to know R0 before we can use it to estimate /i0! By averaging the spectra of

many noisy reflected signals (</W) and subtracting the noise spectrum, we obtain

|FRa\2, which has to serve as an estimate of (f>R0 unless we have some a priori

knowledge or can "remove" the noise. The action of the Wiener filter is to

approximate the ideal inverse filter when the signaknoise ratio is large (<f>R0
4>n)i and to tend to zero when the converse is true. It turns out that in many

practical situations, the ratio no^ critical, and it is in fact possible to

use an empirical constant k in its place [Gonzalez and Wintz 1977, Webb 1988].
The filter is then more accurately known as a constrained deconvolution filter,

taking the form—

Frequency domain deconvolution requires Fourier transformation of the data

sequences / and m (each of length N), the division itself (Equation B.19) for each
of the N values of frequency, and finally, an inverse transformation of the result.
The straightforward Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) (and its inverse) each
involve of the order of N2 multiplications, and are the time-consuming steps in

this approach. [Cooley and Tukey 19C5] developed a "Fast Fourier Transform"

(B -17)

(B.18)

(B.19)
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(FFT) algorithm which reduces this to order N log2 N, thus allowing a substan¬
tial increase in processing speed for typical values N = 256 or 512.

B.4 Relationship between direct and indirect

methods

B.4.1 van Cittert's (time domain) method

Returning to van Cittert's iterative deconvolution (Equation B.5), we have

r0o(t) = m(t)

r0k+1(0 = rok(t) + \[m(l) - (f(t) ® rok(t))]

In the frequency domain this is-

Roo(u) = M(u)

Rok+i{u) = Rok{u) + A[M(u) — F(uj)Rok(uj)]

Dropping the explicit indication of frequency-dependence, and evaluating the
hrst few iterates, we have-

it0 = M

Rol = M[l + A(1 — F1)]

Ro2 = M[1 + A(1 — F) + A(1 — F)(l — XE)]

Ro3 = M[ 1 + A(1 - F) + A(1 - ^)(1 - AF) + A(1 - F)( 1 - AF)(1 - AF)]

Generally, the nth estimate R0n consists of the n + 1 terms-

lion = M[ 1 + A(1 - F) + A(1 - F)( 1 - AF) H h A(1 — F)(l - AF)"_1]
71 — 1

= M[1 + A(1-F)£(1-AF)']
i=0

= y[l - (1 - F)(l - Af)»]
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With A = 1, this reduces to -

Ron = f [1 - (1 - C)n+,1 (U.20)
([Webb 1988] incorrectly gives this as R0n = ^[1 — (1 — F)n]). F is normalized
so that at all frequencies 0 < F < 1, and as n —> oo,

M
Ron:n-+oo =» "^(l - $) (B.21)

where 8 <C 1. Ilence, by increasing the number of iterations, we can approach

arbitrarily close to the ideal direct (unconstrained) deconvolution, stopping the

process when the noise begins to dominate.

B.4.2 (Frequency domain) Wiener deconvolution

The simplified Wiener filter method of deconvolution (Equation B.19) can be
written as

which is of the same form as Equation B.21, thus showing the equivalence of the
time domain and frequency domain approaches.



Appendix C

Software listings

The reflect,ometer control software is written in Turbo Pascal, and altogether

comprises approximately 3000 lines of source code. Only the more important

programs are listed here.

acref: This is the main high level program which calls routines from several

"libraries"—Page 194.

analogue: A library of routines for accessing the high speed analogue interface

card—Page 200.

FFT256: A library of Fast Fourier Transform routines, used for frequency do¬
main deconvolution—Page 202.

A100: Low level routines for controlling the Inmos 1MSA100 custom DSP card
used for time domain deconvolution—Page 203.
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prnqr^w acrrf (plotter, data_file);

I Developed from 23rd August 1990 version of'CI.INIMB'. )
I Intended an an al1-purpose program for development work. j
I Usee custom high-speed analoque Interface card, and 256 data points. )
( Choice of deconvolutlon and reconstruction methods. )
I ••• NB Sot up 6ourco tube dimensions in 'constants' section. ••• )

( 21st June 1991 1
I October 1990 : proqram modified to run on Dell 316SX )
I 'float_type' is declared in FFT256 as either 'real' or 'single'. )
I Incorporate 1KH0S A100 routines, June 1991. )

uses Dos, Crt, Graph, analogue, TFT256, printer, plotHPGL, A100, timeutil;

n_points - 256;
order - «;

rho - i.j;
c - 340;

delta_R " o.ooi;

source_dia . 16;
Lsm - 1175;
Lmo - 55;

max_area - 50;
mi n._area - 0.3;

drive_amp - 3000;
scrcen„x - 909;

screen..y - 0.84;
area.shift - 0;

(density of air)
(speed of sound in air)
(estimated error in reflectance data)

(source tube diameter in mm)
(source to microphone distance i MIN 975mm)

(microphone to object distance i MIN 50mm)
(stop reconstruction sooner if area > 50 sq cm)
( or < 0.3 sq cm)
(sets drive waveform amplitude!
Iscreon scaling 11130 for PS/2, 909 for Doll)

<:1 for PS/2, 0.84 for Dell)

pressure_pulse
spectrum
calI bration
total_error, temp, k
graph„drlver, qraph._modo
counter, lnx2,rec_index,shift
product, beta, adj
captlon.comm
Pi lename
ansl, ans2, anal, ans4, ansS
command, area_strlng
data_f1le
temp_int, tenp2, high, low
v_slze, v_pos, zoom
maqn
sweeps
n_swceps
tlme_l, tlme_2, tlme_3
I. r, WA_r, WA_G
mln _Z
drive_lenqth, alignment, max_p<
error, old_error, alpha, max
quiescent, correctlon_factor
pulse_enerqy, tall_omplltude
offset_l, offset_2
pulse amplItude, inc..amp
cal_peak. pos, lnc_peak_pos
sync„flag
mouse

old_vec_lC
ioerr, dlsk_err

Key_has_bcen_prnasod
mln_d1 stance, max_dlstance
area_meas
pulse
Dirlnro
T_strings
T_info
T_polnter
conv_length
result

complex_arrayj
complex_array ;
complex_arrayi

: float_typej
integer;

: Integer;
float_type;

: string;
string;
strlnq;
string;

: text;
inteqer;
integer;
integer;
Integer;
Inteqer;
string;
ARRAY10..1 BO) of float_type;
float_type;
Integer;
float_type;
float_type;
float_type;
float_type;
float_type;
Inteqer;
Doolean;
registers;
pointer;
Boolean;

for 'synchronize' )

Boolean;
Integer;
array)0..52] of float_type;
Integer;
SearchRec;
array(1..30J of strlnq;
array)1..30,1..2J of word;
Inteqer;
inteqer;
array(0..400) of integer;

(variables associated with analoque interface card)
ad_data, chan_data, dac_array ; integer_array;
clock_rate, n_sample_points i longlnt;

function caps(l_c_string : string) t string;

(converts a string into Upper Case characters)
var 1 : Integer;

chl ; char;
U_c_Strlng ; string;

begin
U_c_Strlng:-";
FOR i;- 1 TO LENGTH(l_c_atrlng) DO
begin

chli-l_c_string( i);
U_C_String:-U_C_Strlng ♦ UpCase(chl);

end;
caps:-U_C_Str1ng;

end; (caps)

(•

procedure Gaussian;
(set up desired Gaussian pulse shape)

const T - 3;
var G_index

alpha

begin

; Integer;
» float_type;

( FWHM - 25T rs at 40kHz sampling)

FOR G_lndexs- 0 TO n_polnts DO
bog in

alpha (G_lndex-n_points/2)/T;
IF (alpha > 5) OR (alpha < -5) THEN
desired_pulse(G_lndex,0J s-0

Et.SE

desired_puise(G_lndex,0):-EXP(-2*SQR(alpha));
end;

end; (Gaussian)

I

procedure initialise;

var init_index, inlt_indox2, a ; Integer;

FOR inlt_lndex2i-0 TO 1 DO
begin

pressure_pulse(lnit_index,init_lndex2) j- 0;
reflectance(lnlt_index,lnlt_lndex2);- 0;
spectrumfinit_lndex,Inlt_index2);- 0;
desired_pulse(init_index,lnlt_lndex2 JI- 0;

ond;

(set up deslrod pulse shape)Gaussian;

F I- 'RESEARCH';

ki-o.oi; (constant in denominator of pulse deconvolutlon division)
n_sweepst«lo; (target number of aweeps for calibration)
quiescenti-0;

mln_distancei- 9 ♦ TRUNC(Lmo/4.340.5);)
mi n_d1stance«-18;
max_distancei- 120; (MAX 180 data points)

SetLinestyle(sol1 dl.n, 0. NormWldth);
GetlntVec($lc,old_vec_lc); (for use in procedure synchronize)

(prepare analogue Interface card)
lnit_analogue_lnterface;
n_samp)e_points:-500;
cTock_rate1-40000;
set_sampllng_clock(clock_rate);

(500 samples)
(40kHz collection)

end; (Initialise)

procedure atlmulato_drlver;

begin
load..DAC_buf fer(n_sample_polntn,dac—array);
ana 1ogue_output(n.sample_points);
REPEAT
UNTIL finished;

(» r)

(used for screen)

(Instantaneous number of sweeps)
(target number of sweeps)

procedure reset_driver;

var

1 i integer;
begin

n_aample_polnts1-2;
TOR iI —0 TO 2 DO

begin
dac_array(1) i-20484THUNC(drive_.a*p#quleacant);

end;
load_DAC_buffer(n_sample_points,dac_array);
ana 1ogue_output(n_sample_points);
REPEAT
UNTIL finished;

end; (reset_drivar)

procedure sketch(var

begin

waveform t complex_array;
amplitude I integer;

position i Inteqer;
graph_label t string);

t Integer;
; longint;

■10,0J)))»MoveTo(0,TRUNC(positlon-( screen_y•amplitude*w
1 i-l;
WHILE (1 < max distance)

( AND (waveform!1,0) > -100)) DO
begin

xi- TRUNC(screen_x*(i/n_points));
yi- TRUNCfposltion-(screen_y*amplitude*waveform(1,0)));
IT (X > 639) THEN Xt-639; IF (X < 0) THEN XI-0;
IF (y > 479) THEN yi-479I IF (y < 0) THEN y:-0;
LlneTo(x.y);
li-i+i;

end;
0utTextXY(450,position.5,graph_label);

end; (sketch)

I *

procedure spectral_sketch(var waveform » complex_array;
amplitude I Integer;

position I inteqer;
graph.label < string);

i« span I integer;

begin
MoveTo(0,TRUNC(positlon-(amplitude*waveform(127,0))));
rOR it- 128 TO 192 DO
begin

LineTo(TRUNC(600*((i—127)/64)),
TRUNC(position-(amplitude*waveform(i,0 J)));

end;
OutTextXY(450,position*5,graph_label);

end; (spectral_sketch)

procedure sketch_line(var

begin
MoveTo(0,posit ion);
LineTo(600,position);

end; (sketch_line)

position I Integer);

procedure time_axls;

var tlx i integer;

begin
TOR lnlt_index:- 0 TO n_points DO

begin
MoveTo(0,475);
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LineTo(600,475);
FOR tixx- -5 TO 5 DO
begin

HovoTo(3004TRUHC(40*600*(tix/n_polnts) ),475);
LineTo(3004TRUNC(40*600*(tlx/n_points)),465);

end:
OutToxtXY(500,450,'500us/dlv')f

end; |tijne_axis)

I *

procedure distanco_axis(var zero_dlst : integer);

var 1, xO
temp

t integer?
x float_type;

begin
temp:-l1.9*screen_x/n_points;
xO:-TRUNC(*ero_dlBt*(scroen_x/n_points));
MoveTo(xO,475)X
LineTo(600,475);
FOR i X- 0 TO 8 DO

begin
MoveTo(X0+THUNC(temp*I),4 7 5);
LineTo(x0+THUNC(temp*i),465);

end;
OutTextXY(xo,4 50,'0');
OutTextXY(X04TRUNC(2*temp),450,'10');
OutTextXY(x04TRUNC(4*temp),450,'20');
OutTextXY(X04TRUNC(6*temp),450,'JO');
OutTextXY( x04TRUNC( 8*tei»p) ,450, '40' ) ;
OutTextXY(x04TRl)NC< 9*temp) #450, 'cm') j

(diatance.axis)

I

procedure freq_axis;

var fix X Integer;

begin
MoveTo(9,10);
I,i neTo( 609 ,10) ;
FOR fix:- 0 TO 10 DO

begin
MoveTo{94TRUNC(60*fix),10);
LineTo(94TRUNC(60*fix),30);

end;
OutTextXY(500, 40,' lkllz/div');

end; (freq_axia)

I

procedure aroa_scale(var posn x integer);

begin
MoveTo(O.posn);
l.lneTo(0,poan-700);
TOR I X — 1 TO 3 DO

begin
MoveTo(0,poan-TRUNC(65*scrren_yM));
LineTo(10,posn-TRUMC(65*8creen_y*l));

end;
| OutTextXY(10,posn-THUNC(220*screen_y),'2Bq.cm/div');)
end; |area_scale)

* *

proccduro rof_scale(var posn x Integer);

begin
MoveTo(0,ponn470);
Ll neTo{0,posn-70);
FOR I:—a TO 2 DO

begin
MoveTof 0, posn-TRUNC(30* I));
Li neTo(10,pon n-THUNC (30*1));

end;
OutTextXY(0,posn-80,'0.1/div' );

end; |ref_scale)

I •

procedure error_scale(var posn

bog in

intogor);

HovoTo(0,ponn); LlnoTo(0,posn-70);
MoveTo(0,po*n-30); LlneTo(10,posn-30);
MoveTo(0,posn-60); LineTo(10,pnsn-60);
OutTextXY(0,posn-80,'loot per div');

end; (orror_scale)

I

procedure record_T(B x string);

begin
OetTime(Hour, Mlnute,Second,Seel00);
T_Rtrlngs(T_pointer)x-sj
T_info(T_pointer,1)x-Second;
T_lnfo(T_pointer, 2 j x-Secloo;
T_polnter:»T_pointer4l;

end; (record_T)

procedure dlsplay_T;

var 1 I integer;

begin
writeln; writeln; writeln;
FOR IX- 1 TO T_polnter-l DO
bog in

wrlteln(T_strings(I),'
end;
writeln;

end; (display_T)

',T_lnfo|1,1), ,T_info|1,2));

procedure impulse_response;

(record impulse response of drive transducer.)

var

inx, I, J X Integer;

(collect pressure wnveforM)
n_sampla_pointn x- 400;
analogue_input(n_Banple_polnts);
REPEAT
UNTIL finished;
retrieve_ADC_data(n_samplo_points);

(take new sweep and add to running total)
FOR Ii-O TO n_polnta-l DO
begin

■ pressure_pul8e(I,0):-prensure_pulse(1,0]
♦ new_data(I4((Lsm - B00) DIV 5)J/2048;

end;

end; (inpulse_responBe)
*

procedur* averago_lmpulse;

var 1 x Integer;
(calculate and draw the averaged impulse response)

begin
FOR Ij-0 TO n_points-l DO
begin

presBUre_pulse(I,0]:-preosure_pulse[I,0)/«weeps;
end;

FOR IX- 150 TO 200 DO
pressure_pulBe[l,o]x-(200-l)/50 • pressure_pulse(1,0);

tor IX- 201 to n_points-l do
pressure_pulse(1,0)x-0;

time_axle;
OutTextXY(500,0,F);

v_siiex-100x v_poax-120; caption! —'IMPULSE RESPONSE';
sketch(pressure_pulse,v_slze,v_po8,caption);
eke tch_line(v_pos);

(average_impulse)

procedure pulse_deconvolution;

(calculate drive waveforia)

shift, i, d_index, x, Y x Integer;
DO, 01, denoia x float_type;

NO, Nl, N2, N3 x float.type;
(denominator)

(numerator)

begin
transfors(desired.pulBe);

transform(pressure_pulse);
for xx-0 TO n_points-l txj
ref1actancelX,0Jl-SURT(SQR(pressure_pulse(X,0 J)

4S0R(pressure_pul8e(X,1)));
v_slzex-15; v_posx-190; caption!-'SPECTRUM';
spectral_sketch(reflectance,v_site,v_pos,caption);
eketch_lino(v_pos);

freg_axiaj

IF (ansl-'V ) OR (ansl-'y' ) THEN
begin

Y_slzex-400; Y_posx-1000; plot_labels-'SPECTRUM•;
spectral_plot(r«flectance,Y_aixe,Y_po8,plot_label);
plot_line(Y_pos);
plot_freq_axia;

end;

(deconvolutlon division)
TOR d_indexx-0 to n_pointe-l do
begin

D0!-pressure_pulse(d_lndex,0)*pressure_pulse(d_index,0);
D1t-pressure,puls«(d_lndex,lJ*preseure_pulseldlindex,lJ;
denonx-DO 4 D1 4- k;
NOi-dealred_pulse|d_index,0)*pressure_pulse|d_index,0);
Nl:-daalred_pul*e(d_lndnx,1)*pressure_pul»e(d_lndex,1j;
N2x-desired_pulse|d_index,1j*preesure_pulse|d_index,0);
N3 x-deslred_pulsejd_lndex,0)*preBsure_pulse(d_indax,l);
ref1ectance|d_indnx,0)x-(N04N1)/(2*denom);
ref lectance (d_lx>dox, 1J l-(N2-N3)/(2*denom);

end;

lnverse_transform(reflectance);

(align drive waveform using 'calibration' as a temporary store)
shiftx-22B;
FOR ix-o to n_points-ehift-l do
begin

calibration)i,0)x-reflectance(i4shift,0 J;
end;
FOR 1i-n_points-shift to n_points-l do
begin

calibration!i,0)x-reflectance!i-(n_points-shift),0];
end;
for 1j-o to n_pointe-l do
begin

reflectance!i,0)x-callbration|1,0)j
end;

(smooth truncation of drive waveform)
drlve_length:-Box
tail_amplitudex-0;
FOR 1x-drive_length4i TO drive_length420 DO
tail_amplitudex-tail.amplitude4reflectanca(1,0]/20;

FOR Ix-drive_length-50 TO drive_length DO
reflectance!1,0] x- tail_amplitude

♦ (drive_length-l)/50 • (reflectancej1,0J-tail_amplitude);

FOR temp2 x- drlve_length4l to n_polnts-l do
reflectance!temp2,0) x- tail_amplitude;

quiescent:-ref1ectance(2,0);
FOR 1X-0 TO 1 DO

reflectance(l,0)x-qulescent;

v_slzex-100; v_poex-240; caption:-'DRlVE WAVEFORM';
sketch(reflectanco,v_Bixe,v_pos,caption);
sketch_line(v_pos);
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(pulse.deconvolution)

procedure collect.responso;
(record actual responae to drive waveform.)

begin
(collect pressure waveform)
n_sample_points Z- 255;
analogue_input(n_sample.polnta);
repeat
OUT 11, f inlnhed;
rnlense.Bolonoid.lI
retrieve_ADC_data (n_.Ra»pl e_po i nts)»
(now take appropriate data points and align them)
FOR I:-0 TO n_points-l DO
begin

pressure_pulso( I,0]:-pressuro_pulne| 1,0]
♦ new_data(!♦((Lam -1100) D1V 5)J/204Bj

end»

end; (collect_reaponao)

procedure averago.roRponsej

var inx, 1, J I integer;

begin
for i:-0 to n_polnta-l do
begin

preRnure_pulse(I,0):-pr«ssure_pulRel1,0J/nweeps;
prosnure.pulsel1,1Ji-0;

end;

FOR IZ- 150 TO 200 DO

pressure_pulse|1,0J<-(200-1)/50 * presaure_pulsel1,0J;

FOR 1Z- 201 TO n_pointR-l DO
pressure_pulse(1,0 J z-o;

(now draw the recorded waveform)
v_s|jez-loo; v_pos:-330; captionz-'ACTUAb OUTPUT';
sketch(pressure_pulse,v_slze,v.poa,caption);
sketch_line(v.pos);

(shift and save the actual output as the calibration data)
FOR 1z-0 TO n_polnta-l DO
begin

calibration(I,0)z-pressure_pulse(140,0);
calibratlonjl,l|i*o;
pressure_pulse(1,1)i-0;

end;

pulse.energyt-0; pulae_anplitude:-o; cal_peak_pos:-0;
TOR 11-5 TO 15 DO

begin

pulno_enerqy:-pulsa_enerqy 4 calIbratlon[I,0);
IF (calibration!1,0} > pulse.amplitudo) THEN
begin

puI se_ar»pl 1 tude z- calibration! 1,0);
cal_peak_posi-I;

end;

OutTextXY(150,340,'peak pos '4lntToStr(cal_peak_pos));
OutT«xtXY( 150, 355, ' Peak amp »4PealToStr(pulse_ampl itude) ) ;
OutTextXY(150,370,'Energy '4RealToStr(pulse_energy));

transform(prcssure_pulse);

FOR 11-0 TO n_polnts-l DO
bog in

spectrum(1,0):-pressure_puls«( 1,0);
spectrum!1,1]:-presRuro_pulsel1,1);
reflectance!1,0 J ;-SQRT(SQR(presRure__pulse| 1,0))

4SQR(pressure_pulse(1,1)));
end;

(display modulus of frequencies; ie spectrum)
v_r1zoj-20; v_pos:-420; captionz-'spectruh';
spectral_Rketch(reflectance,v_alie,v_pos,caption);
sketch_line(v_pos);

(average_response)

presBure_pulse(I4inc_peak_pos-cal_peak_pos,0);
end;

end ELS I!
IF (lnc_peak_pos < cal_peak_pos) THEN
begin

1:- n_polnts4{inc_peak_pos-cal-peak_pos);
REPEAT

pressure.pulse!I,0) i-
pressure_pu1 so(I4lnc_p«ak_poa-cal_peak_poa,0 J;

Ii-l-l;
UNTIL. 1 - (cal_peak_poo-inc_peak_pos);

end;

(separate Incident from reflected wave)
old_error:-1000; alphat-2.1;
(now optimise 'alpha')
REPEAT

errori-0;
for 1i-0 to 22 do

begin
error;-error ♦

SQR(pressuro_pulse(i,0) - calibration!1,0)/alpha);
end;
IF (error < old_error) THEN old.errori- error;
alphaz-alpha-0.01;

UNTIL error > old.error;
alphat-alpha 4 0.01;

for 1z-o to n_polnts-l do
begin

(ret lection)
prensure_pulse(i,0)i-pressure_pulsa(i,o)-calibratlon(i,0)/alpha;
(Incident)
desired_pulBe(1,0)I-calibratlon(i,0)/alpha;

end;

SetViewPort(370,40,639,110,ClipOn);
ClearVlewPort;
KetViewPort(0,0,GetMaxX,GotHaxY,ClIpOn);
OutTextXY(3B0,95,'alpha ; '4lntToStr(THUNC(100*alpha)));
OutTextXY(380,65,'Pos » »4intToStr(TRUNC(lnc_peak_poa)));
OutTextXY(380,50,'Amp t »4RealToStr(inc_amp));
OutTextXY(380,B0,'error : '4RealToStr(error));

end; (scparate.echo)

I •

procedure set_up_^A100_coeffs;

var i,a z integer;

begin
for 11-0 TO 31 DO

begin '«
port(Aioo.address)i-coeff[1);
as-TRtlNC( 12R*calibratlon| 1,0));
port(A100_wrl te.hi ) i-III (a);
port(A100_write_lo)i-LO(a);

end;
ond; (set_up_A100_coef(s)

I

procedure convolve(var f,h,g i complex.array);

(Time-domain discrete convolution of '(• with 'h' ; result is 'g'. )
(Used by procedure 'van.Clttert' for iterative doconvolution. )
var

if J# ■# shift t integer;

begin •
conv_length;-l30;
TOR 1i-o TO conv_length DO
begin

q(1,0)1-0;
FOR m:-0 TO 50 DO

begin
ji-i-m; IF (1 < o) then )t-)4conv_length;
g(i,0)i-g(i,0] ♦ f(m,0)*h(J,o];

end;
end;

ahiftt-10;
FOR i«-0 TO conv_l«ngth-shlft DO
g(1,0] z —g(l4shift,0);
FOR iz-conv_length4l-shift TO n_polnts-l DO
gli,0)t-o;

end; (convolve)

(raw echo is in 'pressure.pulse', and must be separated)
(from the incident pulse in 'calibration')

var 1 « Integer;
I float_typejerror, old.error

( 'averago' the echo)
FOR iz-0 TO n_points-l DO
begin

pressure.pulseJ1,0) z-pressure_pulse(1,oj/sweeps;
pressuro.pulse!1,1J:-0;

end;

lnc_peak_posz-o: inc.ampz-0;
FOR~IZ-4 TO 15 DO
begin

IF (presaure_pulsell,0) > inc.amp) THEN
bog in

inc.ampt-pressure.pulse!1,0 J;
inc.peak.pos >-I;

end;
end;

(align with calibration waveform)
IF (Inc_j>cak_pos > cal_peak_pos) THEN
begin

FOR I:-0 TO n_polnts-(inc_peak_po8-cal_peak_pos) DO
begin

pressure.pu1se(I,0)i-

procedure read_A100_data(I i integer);

type
byterec - record

bl,b2,b3,b4 I byte;
end;

var

data.out : longint;

begin

data.outi-0;

port(A100_address):-DOH;
byterec(data.out).b4:-port(A100_read_hl);
byterec(data.out).b3i-port(A100_read_lo);

port|AlOO.addrens)z-DOL;
byterec(data.out).b2:-port(A100_r«ad_hl);
byterec(data.out).bl:-port!A100_read_loJ;

result!i)z-data.out;

end; (read_A100_data)

I

procedure A100_convolve(var f,g ; complex.array);

(convolve 'f with the pulse shape ('calibration'), and store result in 'g')

const
conv^length - 160;
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i,j, data_in, shift ; integer; end;
end (no deconvolutlon)

ran y.-o to n_polnts-l do
91j,0);-0;

(flush AIOO)
I port| A100_address J ;-DIR;

port|Al00_write_hiji-Soo;
FOR j:-0 TO 31 DO
portlAiOO_writo_lo):-$oo;)

tor j:-0 to conv_length do
begin

portIA100_address) s-DIR;
riata_ln:-TRUNC(1000*f( 1.0));
port|Aloo_wrlto_hl)»-l(I(data.ln);
|»orti Al00_wr ltn_lo) :-LO(data_ln);
read_A100_data(J);

end;

FOR J;-o TO conv_lenqth DO
g(j,0);-rosult(jJ/1000;

ahlft:-10;
FOR l;-0 TO conv_length-shlft DO
g(l,o);-g|1 + shlft,0);
FOR 1 ;-conv_longth+l-shift TO n_points-l DO
9l1,0):-0;

end; (A100_convolvo)

procedure van_Clttert(var a.b.c ; complex_array);

(time-domain, iterative doconvolution of function 'a' with function 'b'.)
(place roault in 'c'.)

lambda-0.3;

ir

iteration,j.k
equared_error
tenp. error

integer;
rioat_type;
complex_array;

begin
Iteration:-!;
FOR j:-0 TO 180(n_points-l) DO
begin

c(j,0)j-a|j,0);
end;

iteration:*];
REPEAT

A100_convolvo(c,temp)|

aquarod_error:*0;
FOR i:-0 TO 160(n_points-l) DO
begin

error|j,0):-a(j.o J-tempi 1.0(/alpha;
clJ.0)i-c(j.oj ♦ lambda*error(j,0j;

end;
iteration:-iteration+l;

UNTIL (iteration > 5);

( outTextXY(0,440,'Presa ENTER to continue');
readIn;
ClearVlewport;)

(van_Cittert)

procedure deconvolva_echo;

(The echo la in 'pressure_pulsa', and muat be deconvolved. )
(The deconvolving function in in 'apectrum' (Frequency domain) I
( and in 'calibration' (time domain). )
(The (tlmo domain) reault la to be placed in 'fllter_output'. )

const
k2 * 0.5; (Froqunncy-domain doconvolution constant)

i> d_index, X, Y, )
DO, Dl, dnnom

NO. Nl, N2, H3
dead_zonn_limit, ahift

correctlon_f actor
gamma

Integer;
tloat_type;
float_type;
integer;
float_typn;
float_type;

(denominator|
(numerator)

begin
IF (deconv_method *2) THEN (F-domain)
begin

record_T('forward transform');
tranaform(preaaure_pulae);

(now porform deconvolution division)
record_T('deconvolutlon division');
FOR d_index:*0 TO n_pointa-l DO
begin

DO;-spectrum(d_lndax,0)•spectrum!d_lndex,0);
Dli-sp«etrum(d_lndex,l)*apectrum[d_lndex,1 J;
denom:-D0 ♦ Dl ♦ kit
NO;-presaure_pulse(d_lndex,0)•spectrum[d_lndex,0);
Nl:-prassure_pulseid_lndnx,1)*spectrum[d_lndex,1);
N2:-pressure_pulseJd_lndex,1)*spectrum[d_index,0);
N3:-pressure_pulsnid_indox.0)•spectrumld_index,1J;
reflectanee|d_index,0):-alpha*(N0+NI)/denom;
reflectance[d_index,1J:-alpha*(N2-N3)/denom;

end;

(transform back to time domain)
record_T('Inverse transform');
inverae.transform(reflectance);

(F-domaln)

ELSE IF (deconv_mothod - 1) THEN

begin
for I:-0 to n_polnta-l do
begin

(non-deconvolution)

begin (time domain)
read_time; start_tlme;-tlme;
van_Clttertf preasure_pulse,calibration,reflectance);
read_timo; stop_time;-time;

end; (tine domain|

IF (deconv_method - 2) THEN
(align object response with echo waveform)

begin (f-domaln method; ahift left)
record_T('aligning');
nhlfti-120;
FOR Ii-O TO n_polnts-shift-1 DO
begin

deaired_pulse(1,0)t*reflectance(i+shlft,0};
end;
FOR 1:-n_polnta-ahift to n_pointa-l do
begin

desired_pulse(1,0)i-reflectance(i-(n_points-shlft) ,0);
end;
for 1s-0 to n_polnta-l do
begin

reflectance(i,0)i-desired_pulse(1,0);
end;

end; (shifting of F-deconvolved reflectance)

(remove offset)

for i;-o TO n_polnta-l DO
begin

reflectance(1,0):-reflectance(1,0) - offset_l;
end;

(correct for attenuation)
record_T('attan correction');
FOR li-O 1X3 nax_dlstance DO
begin

correction_factor I- adj*exp(c*beta*I/(clock_rate));
reflectance(I,oJ;— reflectance(l,0) • correctlon_factorI

end;

v„si*e:-300; v_pos:-120; caption;-'REFLECTANCE';
sketch(reflectance,v_slxe,v_pos,caption);
aketch_llne(v_pos);

end;

I"

procedure HA;

var

(deconvolve_echo)

I.J I Integer;
numerator_functlon ; float.type;

Leg in

(Hare-Akl polynomials)

(area in sq cm)

TOR H-0 TO max.distance DO
begin

WA..FIIJI-0; WA.GJ l):-0;
end;

HA_F(mln_distance)s-l;
WA.GImln.distance J;-r(mln_dlstance J;

I:-min_diatance+l;
(main loop to propagate the reconstruction along the test object)
REPEAT

product;-product*(l-SQR(r(1-1)));
numerator_function;-0;
FOR .1 :-min_distance TO 1-1 DO
begin

nunerator.function;-numerator_functIon
♦ HA_F(JJ*reflectance(I+mln_dlatance-J,0];

end;

r!I):-numerator_functlon/product;
area(1*1,0)t-area(l,o]*(l-r[l))/(l+r(I]);

(now apply rocuraion relations to polynomials)
J;-Il
WHILE J > min_distance DO
begin

WA_G(J);-r(I)*WA_F(J) ♦ HA_G(J-1);
WA_r(J)i-WA_r(JJ ♦ r[IJ*WA_G(J-1);
Ji-J-l;

end;
WA_F(min_distance);-l; HA_G(min_distance);-r(I];

Xt-I+1;
UNTIL (1 > max_distance-1)

OR (area(l-l,0) < min_area) OR (area(l-l,0) > max_area);

procedure Primaries;

var

1, J t integer;
runnlng_error : float.type;

begin
1;-min_distance*l;
(main loop to propagate the reconstruction)
REPEAT

product:-product*(l-SOR(r(1-1)));
r( I );-reflectance(1,0)/product;
area|1+1,0):-area(1,0)*(l-r(l))/(l+r(l));
It-I+l;

UNTIL (1 > max_distance-1)
OR (area(l-l,o) < min.area) OR (area(I-l,0) > max.area);

(Primaries)

. .jflectance11,0):-pressure_pulse(i,0)*alpha/pulse_energy;
reflectance!i,l);-0;

end;

!••• *****

procedure Uncorr.prlmarles;
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: intcyor;

bey in
i :-nin_distance*l;
(main loop to propagate the reconstruction alony the test object)
REPEAT

r(I) :-rnflectance]1#0)r
area) l-»l,o] :-area(I,0)*(l-r(IJ)/(14r(IJ)S
lfl+ll

UNTIL (1 > max_dlatanee-1)
OR (area(I-l,0) < min_area) OR (area(X-l,0) > max_area);

(Uncorr_pr1maries)

procedure Xnteyral_i«othod>

var

I, J
S

bey in

t Integer;
: Iloat_type;

1:-min_dletanco4l I S:-0;
(main loop to propnyate the reconstruction)
REPEAT

S:- S ♦ reflectance] 1,0);
reflectance]1,1 ):-S;
area(141,o JI-area]nin_distance,0]•(1-S)/(1 + S)I
I:-X4l;

UNTIL (1 > max_dlstance-l)
OK (area(l-l,0j < min.area) OR (area(l-l,0] > max_area);

(Integral_method)

proccduro reconstruct;

(take the object's impulse response (stored in "f11ter_output") and use it..)
|..to perform reconstruction of area with distance.)

var

I. '

X,

bey in

Integer;
integer;

(initial parameters)
r[min_disLance]:-reflectanco(min_dlstance,0];

(first reflection coefficient)
area(nln_dlstance,0) :-Pl#SQR(source_dla )/400;
area | min_«liatanoe* I ,0 J :»area] ml n„d I stance ,0 )

* (1-rImin_dlstance J)/(1 + r(mln_dlstance J);;

TOM It

begin
0 TO nin_distance DO

area( i,o):- area]min_dlstance,0];
areaj1,1j:« 0;
deslred_pulse(1,0J «-0;

end;
for li-nin_dlstanc«»2 TO n_points-l DO
begin

area]1,0) :--l00;
area]1.1):-o;
dosired_pulse(1,0 J:-0;

end;
FOR I:-min_distance42 TO i»ax_distanco DO
begin

r(1) :-0;
end;

product:-l;

record_T('off to do HA');
CASE roc_method of
It WAS
2: Primaries;
3: Uncorr_primerles;
4; Integra).method;
end; (CASE)

record_T('back from HA');

CASE deconv_»othod of
1 t OutTextXY(330,0,'Non-deconvolutlon');
2 t OutToxtXY(350,0,'P-domain deconvolutlon*);
3 : OutTcxtXY(350,0,'t-domaln deconvolution')S
end; (CASE)

(optionally convert back to impedances)
FOR 1t-0 TO 128 DO

area(l,o]:-4/(0.995*area(1,0));)

v._size:-32; v_pont-420;
CASE rec_mothod of

l: caption:-'ware-Akl';
2t captlon:-'Prinaries';
3: captlon:-'Uncorr. prims.';
41 caption:*'Intoyral';

end: (CASE)
sketch_line(v_pos);

(shift area trace to display later information)
FOR l:»o TO max_dlstance-area_shlft DO
area 11,0):-area(I4area_shilt,0J;

sketch(area,v_sIze,v_pos.caption);
dlntanca_axiB(nin_dlstance);
area_scale(v_pos);

(reconstruct)

*

procedure list_areas;

var 1 : integer;

bog in
wrlteln; writeln;
TOR IS —0 TO 128 DO

begin
IF (1 MOD 8-0) THEN wrlteln;
write(ares(1,0):7:4,' ');

end;
wrlteln('Press ENTER to quit');
readln;

procedure print_areas;

begin
area_mcas(pulse):*area( A2,0);
vrlte(lst,' ',nrea_meas[pulse):4:2.' ');
IF ((pulse 01V 10) * (pulse/10)) THEN writelnf1st);

end; (print_areas)

procedure statistics;

var

i : integer;
moan, std_dev i float_typo;

wrlteln(lst);
mean:-0; std..dev:-0;
FOR lt-1 TO 50 DO

begin
moans-moan 4 aroa_meas|iJ/50;

end;
vriteln(1st,' Mean - ',mean:4:2);

FOR i:-l TO 50 DO

begin
std_dov:-std_dev 4 (SQR(mean-aroa_meas(i))/50);

end;
std_dev:-SQRT(std_dov);
wrlteln(1st,'Std Dev - ',std_dev:4:2);
wrltein(lst);

(statistics)

procoduro sync_lnterrupt_handlcr;

interrupt;

begin
SetIntVec(SlC,old_vec_lC);
sync_flag:-TRUE;

end; (sync_interrupt_handler)

I

procedure synchronize;

(Wait for system timer 'tick' to ensure that we are not interrupted)

begin
sync_flag:-FALSE;
Ret;ntVec($1C,6sync_lnterrupt_handler);
REPEAT
UNTIL (sync_flag);

end; (synchronize)

I * * *

{«••** MAIN PROGRAM «•»•)

begin

graph_driver:-VGA; qraph_niode:-2;
InltGraph(graph_driver,graph_mode,'C:\PASCAL');

initialise;

FOR tempi :- 0 TO n_points-l DO
begin

dac_array(tempiJ:-2048;
end;
dac_array]3):-4095;

(set up lnpulse)

(for tweeter driver)
(with preamp at 4/-12V and gain-3.5)

(dummy stimulation to clear Interface card)
n_sanpln_points:-5;
atlmulate_drlver; (with a spike)
impuIns..response; (collect impulse response)
delay(ioo);

FOR temp2:-0 TO n_points-l DO
begin

pressure_pulne(temp2,0):-0;
pressure_pulse(temp2,1J:-0;

end;
sweeps:-o;

RetFi11Style]SolidFi11,12);
Bar(0,0,300,60); SetColor(0);
OutTextXY(40,10,'Close calibration valve.');
OutTnxtXY(40,35,'Press ENTER when ready');
readln; Setcolor(15);
ClearVlewPort;

REPEAT
n_sample_points:-5;
synchronize;
stlmulate_driver;
impu1se_response;
sweeps:-swceps4l;
delay(100);

UNTIL (sweeps >- 10) (OR Keypressed);
average_impulse; (calculate averaged Impulse response),
pulse.deconvolution; (estimate drive waveform to..)

(..produce desired pulse)

(sot up drive waveform for DMA output)
TOR tcmp2 :- 0 TO (n_points-l) DO
begin *

dac_array(temp2 ) :- 20484TRUNC(drlve_amp*reflectance]temp2,0));
IF 7dac_array(temp2) > 4095) THEN dac_array|temp2) :- 4095;
IF (dac_array]tempi) < o) THEN dac.array]temp2j :- 0;

end;

FOR temp2:-o TO n_points-l DO
begin

pressure_pulse]temp2,0):-0;
pressure.pulsojtemp2,l]:-0;

end;
Bweeps:-0;

(with a spike)
(collect impulse response)



reset_drIvor;
delay?300);
REPEAT

n_snnple_polnts:-drive_length;
synchronl ze;
stlmulate_driver; (with the estimated drive waveform)
collect_response;
sweeps:-sweeps+l;
reset_driver; (ready for next sweep)
delay(150);

UNTIL (sweeps >- 10) IOR (KeyPressed));
( roloase_solenoid_2;)

averaga_response; (display actual response and its spectrun)

Bar(1 BO,35,550,75); SetColor(0);
OutTextXY(200,50,'Open valve and press ENTER to continue');
REPEAT UNTIL KeyPressed;
chl-ReadKoy;
IF (ch-'e') OR (ch-'E') THEN exit;
SotColor(15);
ClearViowPort;

lnit„Aloo;
set_up_A100_coeffa;

REPEAT (UNTIL '0' for Quit)
deconv_i»ethod;-3; (1-nono: 2-Freq; 3-time |
reo_methodt-l; (1-WA; 2-rrlm; 3-UP; 4-lntegral method)
offsot_li-40.003; adj»-0.B0; betai-0.3;

REPEAT

reset_driver; delay(ioo);
REPEAT

T_polnter:-l;
TOR tempis-0 TO n_pointa-l DO
begin

presBure_pulse[tempi,0): — 0 j
end;
sweepsj-o;
REPEAT

wait_for_trIgger;
oporate_solcnoid_l; (it is released during 'collect_responso')
tic 1 ay(120); (wait for pressure disturbance to decay)
n_sanple_points:-drIva_lcngth;
synchronize;
stimulate_driver;
collect_response;
sweeps:-sweepstlt
reset_drIver;

( delay(lOO); ) (delay required here when signal averaging)
UNTIL (sweeps >- 1);

separate_ocho;
deconvo1vo^echo;
reconstruct;

SetViewPort(140,180,220,220,CllpOn); (clear offset from screen,)
ClearVlewPort; (leaving area skotch )
SetViewPort(0,0,GntHaxX,GoLMaxY,CI 1pOn)»

OutTextXY(140,180,'of fset-'+IntToStr(TRUNC(1000000*Of fset_l)));
Setcolor(o); Bar(o,o,200,40);
outTextXY(30,20,'Proas <P> to Pause');
SetColor(15);
UNTIL KeyPressed;
chs-RcadKey;

SetViewPort(0,0,300,10,C1ipon);
ClearVlewPort;
SetVlewPort(0,0.GetMaxX,GetMaxY,CllpOn);
SotColor(O); Bar(0,0,330,60);
OutTextXY(20,20,'Press <R> to Resume');
OutTextXY(20,30,'Press <C> to Clear screen and resume');
OutTextXY(20,40,'Press <D> to Draw (plot) latest area');
SetCo)or(15);
REPEAT

REPEAT UNTIL KeyPressed;
chi-ReadKey;

UNTIL ch IN (»e','E','c'.'C','r','R','d','D
IF (ch - 'e') OR (ch - 'E') THEN exit;
IF (ch - 'c') OR (ch - 'C') THEN clearViewPort;
IF (ch - 'r') OR (ch - 'R') THEN
begin

SetViewPort(0,0,340,60,CllpOn);
ClearViowPort;
SetViewPort(0,0,GetNaxX,GetHaxY,CllpOn);

end;
IF (ch-'k') THEN begin ad j;-ad-J-f0.01 ;ClearVlewPort;end;
IF (ch-'l*) THEN begin adjt-ad^-O.OliClearViawPortiend;
IF (ch-'a'j THEN begin beta:-beta*0.02;clearVlewPort;and;
IF (eh-'b') THEN begin beta:-beta-0.02;clearVlewPort;end;
IF (ch-'+'j THEN begin offset_l:-offset_l+0.001;ClearViewPort;end;
IF (ch-'-') THEN begin offset_li-offset_l-0.001;ClearVlewPort;end;

UNTIL (ch - 'd') OR (ch - 'D');

ClenrVlewport;
deconv_methods-3; (1-none; 2-Freq; 3-tlme |
rec_methods-l; (1-WA; 2-Prlm; 3-UP; 4-lntegral method)
offset_l :-+0.003; adji-0.80; beta:-0.3;

deconvo1ve_echo;
reconstruct;
v_slzes-32; v_pos:-420;

CASE rec_method of
l: captlons-'Ware-AkI';
21 captlonj-'Prlmarlos';
3; captlon:-'Uncorr. prims.';
4: captlont-'lntegral';

end; (CASE)
sketch_line(v_pos);
sketch(area,v_slze,v_pos.caption);
distance_axis(mIn_dlstance);
area_scale(v_pos);

v_size:-300; v_pos:-120; caption:-'REFLECTANCE';
sketch(reflectance,v_slzo,v_pos,caption);
sketch_llne(v_pos);
ref_sca1e(v_pos);

OutTextXY( 100, 300, 'of fset-'.4IntToStr(TRUNC( 1000000»of fset_l)));

plot^osuIts (mln_d 1 stance);

SetColor(O); Bar(370.250,630,310);
OutTextXY(400,270,'R(osume) or Q(ult)?');
REPEAT UNTIL KeyPressed; ch:-ReadKey;
SetColor(15);
ClcarViewPort;

UNTIL (Ch - 'q') OR (ch - 'Q');

CloseGraph;

end. (acref)
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I Software for custom high-speed analogue interface curd )
( Uses 1RQ5 to signal completion of analogue input/output transfers.
( Also drives two solenoids via PP1 port C lines )

( 19th August 1991 )

interface

uses Dob, Crt;

const
base-$300;
countnrO - base; countcrl - basetl; counter^ - baso»2;
counter_control ~ base+3:
portA - base+4; portB - base+5; portC - base+6;
port„control - baso+7;

type
integor_array - ARRAYJ 0..1024 J of integer;

noid_l;

rinished
new_data
dummy
dummy_ch

: Boolean;
: lnteqer_array;
i integer_array;
t char;

(controlled by Interrupts)
(used to retrieve now ADC data)
(used to Initialise interface)

procedure inlt_analogue_lnt«rfac«;

procedure sst_sampllng_clock(sample_rnte i longint);

procedure load_DAC_buffer(N_sanples : longint;
value : integer_array);

procedure analogue_output(N_aanples i longint);

procedure annloqua_lnput(N_namplea j longint);

procedure analoque_lo(n_in, n_out t longint);

procedure retrlove_ADC_data(N_Bamples t longint);

procedure operate_solenold_l;
procedure release_solenold_l;
procedure operate^solenold_2;
procedure release_solenold_2;

procedure walt_for_trlgger;

(

implementation

var

old_vec I pointer;

begin
port($30CJ«-$FF; (dummy access clears flip-flop)

procedure operate_solenold_2;

begin
port($310Jl-$FF; (dummy access sets flip-flop)

procedure release..solenoid_2;

begin
port($314);-$FF; (dummy access clears flip-flop)

end;

procedure walt_for_trigger;

(wait for trigger from respiratory pressure circuitry)

var

(clear latch)

in_data I byte;

begin
port($31C)»-$FF;
REPEAT

In_datn:-port|$3)B) AND $01;
UNT1I. (ln_data - $01) OR KeyPressed; (wait for trigger)

( IF (KeyPressed) THEN dummy_chJ-ReadKey;)

end; (walt_for_triggor)

procedure set_*ampling_clock(sample_rate « longint);

(sample clock rate la derived from lOMMzt (AT-bus B20 'clock' in PS/2) )
( and crystal oscillator in Dell version.)
begin

port(counter_control];-$36; (counterO to produce square wave,)
(load low then hlqh byte)

port|counterO)«-TRUNCf10000000/sample_rate) MOO 256; (low byte)
port(counterO)i-TRUNC(l0000000/sample_rate) 01V 256; (high byte)

end; (set_sanpllng_clock)

procedure enable_irq(IRQ J byte);

var

mask : byte;

procedure load_DAC_buffor(N_samples i lonqlnt;
value « lnteger_array);

(load OAC output buffor RAM (r

begin
mask !» (NOT (1 shl IRQ)) AND $TF;
port($21)»-port($21) AND mask;

end; (enable_irq)

I"

procedure dlsable_lrq(IRQ ; byte);

var

mask byte;

begin
mask j- (1 shl IRO);
portI$21);-port|$21) OR mask;

end; (disable_irq)
*

procedure lRQ5_interrupt_handler;

interrupt;

begin
dJ nahl e_lrq(5);
SatIntVec(13,old_vec);
finished j-TRIIF.;
port($020)t-$20;

end; (lRQ5_lnterrupt.J»andlor)
*

procedure inlt_analogue_lnterface;

(restore old 1KQ5 vector)

(end of interrupt)

i : integer;
rate, N : longint;

dlsable_irq(5)t
port(port_control):-$92; (ports A and n are Inputs, port C is output)
CetIntVec7l3,old_vcc); Isave IRQ5 vector)

release_solanoid_l;
release_solenold_2;

N:-20: ratej-ioooo;
set_sampl1ng_clock(rate);
FOR~l:-0 TO 25 DO
dummy( 1 )1-204 8;
load_DAC_bufferfN,dummy);
analogue_lnput(N);
ana 1oque_output(N);
REPEAT
UNTIL finished;

(inlt_analogue_lnterface)

(dummy operations... )
I... to set counter outputs high )

procedure operate_solenold_l;

begin
port($308):-$FF; (dummy access sets flip-flop)

begin
(make portB temporarily an output)
(PC2 low to disable output)
(PCI hiqh)
(PCO hlqh to reset address counter)
(PC0 low again)

port[port_control):-$90;
port(port_control);-$04 ;
portjport_control):-$03;
port j port_control);-$01;
portjport_controlj:-$00;
1 :-o;
REPEAT

port(portD) t-value( 1 ) D1V 256; (hiqh byte)
portjport_control)i*$02; (take PCI low.... )
portjport_controlJi-$03; (..and back high to increment address)
portjportB)i-value(i) MOD 256; (low byte)
portjport_control);-$02; (take PCI low.... )
portjport_controlJ:-$03; (..and back high to increment address)
i»-l+l;

UNTIL (i > 1000) OR (1 > N.samples);
port(port_control);-$92; (portB is an input again)

(load_DAC_buffer)

procedure analogue_output(N_samples t longint);

(high-speed analogue output of samples preloaded in DAC buffer RAM)

begin
(PC2 low to disable output)
(PCI hiqh)
(PCO high to reset address counter)
(PC0 low aqaln)
(counter2 to count samples)

port(port_control)t-$04;
port j port_control)«-$oj;
portj port_controlj:-$oi;
portj port_controlj:-$oo;
portjcounter_control) :-$B0;
portjcounter2)s-(N_samples-l) MOD 256;
portjcounter2jt-(N_samples-l) DIV 256;
finlshed:-PALRE;
SotlntVec(13,?IHQ5_interrupt_handler);
enable_irq(5);
port(port_control)i-$05; (PC2 high to enable output)

end; (analogue_output)

I

procedure analogua_lnput(N_samples t longint);

( high-speed acquisition into ADC buffer RAM, at preset sampling speed)

var

dummy » byte;

begin
port(port_control);-$0C; (PC6 low to disable sampling)
portjport_controlj«-$0B; (PC5 high)
portjport_control);-$09; (PC4 high to reset address counter)
portjport_control)i-$08/ (PC4 low again)
port(counter_control):-$70; (counterl to count samples)
portjcounter1 ) :-(N_namples-l) MOD 256;
portjcounterl ) :-(H_sanples-l) DIV 256;
finished:-FALSE;
SetlntVecf13,fIRQ5_lnterrupt_handler);
enable_irq(5);
port(port_control):-$0d; (PC6 high to enable sampling)



and/ I analoyun_input)

procadura analoguo_io(n_in, n_out : longint)/

( SlMultannmm high-npood analogue input and output. )
I Output samples have boon preloaded by 'Joml_DAC_h«Ifor'. )
( input samoplos will bo road by 'rotriova_AOC_dota'. )

bag in
(prepare for output!
port|port_controlJ»-$04/ (PCS low to disable output)
port(port_controlJ:-Sod; (PCI high)
port|port_controlJ:-$01/ f »*C0 high to reset address countor)
portjport .control)i-Soo; (PCO low again)
port)counLrr_control ):-$l>0: (counter! to count sanplas|
portJ counter! I i»(n_out-l) mod sr»6/
port)counter!J:-(n_out-l) 01V S56/

(prepare for input)
port!port_control|i»$oc/ (PCft low to disoblo sanpllngl
port(port_control |««»$oi)/ |PC!> high)
port! port_control J i-S0*>/ |I*C4 high to renat addrasa countor)
port| port..control I :-$08: IICI low again)
port|counter„control)j-$70/ (counterl to count samples)
portjcountorl | :»(n_in-l) MOD Sf»f»/
port)counterlJ:-(n_in-l) 01V 156/

finlnheds-KAL^K;
r.etlntVec( 13,6lH05_interrupt_handler) /
onable..lrq(5):
l»ort| port_control)i"$05/ (PCS high to enable output)
port)port_control):-$ou; (PC6 high to enable input saspling)

end/ (analogue_io)

I

procadura rotriove_ADC_data(N_samplcs t longint)/

( Mead newly-ncguirod ADC data from buffer MAM Into the array 'naw_data'. )
( Array values are from -2048 (-10V) to +2047 (410V) |

var

I, w i integer/
high, low t byte; ,

begin
port( port_control ) t**S0li/ (PCS high)
port)port_control):-$07/ (PC4 high to reset address countor)
port| port_control) (PC4 low again)
I J-O/
Mbl'tAT

POM w:-l TO 10 DO (short delay!)
begin
nnrl;
hlgh:-port(portA)/
portfport_control )i*$OA/ (take PC5 low |
port|port_controlJ:-$0U; (.. and back high to incremont address)
low:»port)portA);
port) port_control) :»$0A/ (take l»cs low )
port) port_control J :-$0ll/ (.. and back high to Incremont addross)
new. data)i)/-l6*high ♦ THUNC(low/16) - 2048/
i:«i41/

UNTIL (i > N_ nnmplos) OM (i > 1000)/
end/ |rotrievo_ADC_data)

I I

(MAIN I'MOCHAM)

l»egin
end.
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unit AI on;

I DSP routincn for INHUS A100 board |
I 11th February 1991 J

interface

const
(hoard nddreenes)
AlOO_ndilrenn ■ SJ40;
A100_write_hi - $344;
Aino_writo._lo - $34iij
AIOO_road_hi - $34C;
A100_read_lo « $3b0;

(Aloo regietern)
SCH - 64; ACH - 66J TCK - 6BJ
DIM - 72; DOb - 741 1X111 - 7b;

i s integer;
cooff t array!o..311 of liytnf
u_cooff l array10..31J of byte;

procedure init_A100;

inploaontation

I

procnJuro lnit_A100j

Iwqln
(not *»CM for Mentor operation, 16hlt cooffn, hank swap off,. I
loutput field |7-30|, normal output, DIM input. )
portl A100_n<l«lre8n J I"8CH/
port)A»oo_wrlte_hl|:-$03»
l»ort| Aloo_write_lo J

I znro all cooffinnta)
11)11 i 1—0 TO 31 DO

boy in
portlA100_aridrnsnJ s-cooff11 J;
port(Aloo_write_hlJi«$oo;
port|Aloo_write_loJt-$oo;
portl Al oo_addroen |:-u_coeff|i );
portlAloo_write—hi)i«$oo;
portiAloo_write„lo j»-$oo;

end;

Irlush Aioo by writing 32 xaroon to the DM)
FOM lj-0 TO J1 DO
begin

port | A1 oo_addrn»n 11 -l) IM:
port(Al00_wrlte_hl|i«$on;
portlAloo_write_loji-$oo;

and;

(clear and rn-nrn the KHHOK output)
portlAioo.addraas|:-ACK;
port|A10o_writo_hi|:-$oo»
port!Aloo_write_loji»$o0;
portlA100_write_hi)i-$no;
port(Aloo_write_lo)j-$oo;

(clear teat ihxIdI
port(A100_addreus|i-TCH?
port|Aloo_wrlte_hiJ »«$oo;
port|A100_write_loJ:-$00;

end; (init_A100|

I I

begin
Foil it-0 TO 31 UU

begin
coeff(i| 32ti;
u_cooff(ij«- i;

end;
end.



Appendix D

Circuit diagrams

A few selected circuit diagrams appear on the following pages.

High speed analogue interface card: Page 205.

Microphone preamplifier: Page 207.

Inmos IMSA100 custom DSP card: Page 208.
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Appendix E

Mechanical drawings of test

objects

Mechanical drawings of selected test objects used in validating the reflectometer

appear 011 the next two pages.

Object A: Page 210.

Object B: Page 210.

Airway Model 2: Page 211.
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Appendix F

Glossary

A number; cross sectional area

Ai cross sectional area

ADC Analogue to Digital Converter

B number

bk backward (upward) travelling wave

bar standard atmospheric pressure of 105Pa

C constraint operator

C,,C2 constants

C(i) cepstral domain

CT X-ray computed tomography

CV coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by mean)

c velocity of sound

cmH20 cm of water pressure

Dk downward (forward) travelling wave

212
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DAC Digital to Analogue Converter

DC Direct Current; "zero frequency"

DFT discrete Fourier transform

DMA Di rect Memory Access

DSP Digital Signal Processing

d(t), D(u) drive waveform

dB decibels (the ratio of px to p2 is expressed as 20 log10(pi/p-2) dB)

E acoustic energy

F Ware-Aki polynomial

T Fourier transfrom operator

J-~v inverse Fourier transform operator

Ft coefficient of zl in Ware-Aki polynomial F

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

FRC functional residual capacity

FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum

f(i.) elements of matrix f

fk forward (downward) travelling wave

f(x,t) generalized function

f(t), F(uj), f source pressure waveform

G Ware-Aki polynomial

g bandwidth



(]{i) inverse filter

g(x, I) generalized function

//*(o>) complex conjugate of II(u)

h(L), //(a;) impulse response; echo response; restoration filter

I incident pressure impulse

ID internal diameter

i imaginary number; index

j imaginary number

K constant

k index; constant; seabed reflection coefficient

L length

Lmo distance between microphone and object

Lsa length of reflectometer side arm

Lsm distance between source and microphone

MRI magnetic resonance imaging

M number

m{i) elements of vector m

rn(t), rh microphone signal

mcai(l), Mcai(u>) microphone signal during calibration

N, n number; ratio

n(f), N(lj) measurement noise
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OTDR Optical Time Domain ileflectometry

P(t), P{u), p(x,l), p(L) acoustic pressure

Po pressure amplitude

Pa Pascal; the SI unit of pressure (N/m2)

p acoustic pressure; statistical significance value

pi incident pressure amplitude

Pmpc mouthpiece pressure

Pr reflected pressure amplitude

pTej "threshold of hearing" reference pressure level, 2 x 10_5Pa

Pt transmitted pressure amplitude

po equilibrium (atmospheric) pressure

Q flow rate

R reflection coefficient

Rc{u}) reflection response of calibration plug

R(z), R(T) reflectance (input impulse response)

Ri terms in the reflectance R(z)

R0{w) estimate of R0(u)

Rresp respiratory resistance

ROI Region of interest

RV residual volume

r correlation coefficient
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r!)t+1, r,- reflection coeflicient between layers i and i + 1

ra(i) elements of vector r0

r0(L), R0(u), r0 reflectance of an object

r0k /rt.h estimate of r0

rs(t), Rs(u>) source reflection function

S cepstrum of signal

Si sum of first i terms of the reflectance

S(t) step response of an object

S(li) integral of reflectance up to time /,,

SI Le Systeme International d'Unites

SPL Sound Pressure Level relative to prcj — 2 X 10-5Pa

T transmission coeflicicnt

T1 MRI relaxation time constant

Ti source-microphone two way travel time

Tz microphone-object two way travel time

TLC total lung capacity

I time

U,i+1? U transmission coeflicient from layer i to i + 1

Uk upward (backward) travelling wave

u particle velocity

V Volts



Vo voltage amplitude

V(t) voltage waveform

W one way travel time in the ^-domain

x the ^-coordinate

Z, Zi acoustic impedance

Zs, Zsi specific acoustic impedance

2 discrete time variable; two way travel time

a constant; damping factor; attenuation coefficient

f3 attenuation coefficient

7 ratio of adiabatic to isothermal specific heats

A error or change in a quantity

two way travel time

8(t) delta function

e error

A constant; wavelength

17 product

p gas density

Po equilibrium gas density

sum

r time constant; period 2tv/uq

4> variable of integration; spectral power
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ui angular frequency

ujo resonant frequency; filter cut-off frequency

los sampling frequency

® convolution operator
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Abstract. Acoustic pulse rcficctomctry is a relatively recent technique which allows the non¬
invasive measurement of human airways. The technique consists of guiding an acoustic impulse
through the subject's mouth and into the airway. Suitable analysis of the resulting reflection
(the 'echo') allows a reconstruction of the area-distance function. The non-invasive nature of the
technique offers significant advantages over the established methods of x-ray ccphalometry and
CT scanning, and makes it very attractive for the investigation of ENT problems and sleep apnoea,
and in the anaesthetic management of patients. This paper describes the theory and limitations
of acoustic rcflectometry, discusses previous work, and suggests some modifcations: it is
currently being implemented clinically.

1. Introduction

There has long been an interest in estimating human airway dimensions in the field of
speech research. Various workers have attempted to correlate upper vocal tract
measurements with the vowel sounds being produced, with the long-term objective being
the synthesis of intelligible speech by appropriate manipulation of models. With the recent
explosive growth in computer technology, physical models have largely been replaced by
mathematical ones, and solid state 'speech synthesisers' are now available commercially.

The early work was carried out in the frequency domain, usually by measuring the input
impedance at the mouth as a function of frequency (Mermelstein 1967, Schroeder 1967,
Paige and Zue 1970, Stansfield and Bogner 1973). By making an assumption about the vocal
tract length, it is possible to use the poles and zeroes (the 'resonances') of the input
impedance to estimate the area function.

Schroeder (1967), for example, shows clearly how the displacement of the resonant
frequencies from a harmonic series can be interpreted in terms of area perturbations about
a uniform tract.

In 1971, Sondhi and co-workers (Sondhi and Gopinath 1971, Sondhi and Resnick 1983)
began using time-domain reflectometry at Bell Telephone Laboratories for the same
purpose. The first mention of physiological application of the technique does not appear
until 1977 when Jackson (Jackson et al 1977) set up a system at Harvard University for the
investigation of excised dog tracheas and lungs.

Later, Fredberg (Fredberg et al 1980) developed the technique for use with human
patients. His equipment is currently used experimentally at Boston Children's Hospital,
and by respiratory clinicians (Hoffstein and Zamel 1984, Hoffstein et al 1987, Rubinstein
et al 1987) in Toronto.

0143-0815/91/020131 + 11 $02.50 © 1991 Institute of Physical Sciences in Medicine 131
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Acoustic reflectometry has also been used at the University of Surrey for the
investigation ofbrass musical instruments (Deane 1986, Watson and Bowsher 1988, Watson
1989).

The principle of the technique is appealingly simple (figure 1). An acoustic impulse is
launched from a source transducer, and passes down a wave tube into the object being
measured. The impulse and the reflection from the object are recorded by a pressure-
sensitive transducer and computer system. Appropriate analysis of the reflected waveform
leads to a reconstruction of the impedance (and hence the area) profile of the object. The
theory is similar to that of the more familiar optical time domain reflectometry (otdr)
technique employed for fault-finding on fibre-optic cables (Barnoski and Jensen 1976).

A
Wave tube

Impulse

Object

Figure X. The principle of acoustic reflectometry.

The clinical attractions of the technique are many. It is non-invasive and intrinsically
safe, with no risk to the patient. Repeated studies are thus possible, unlike the case with
x-ray cephalometry or ct measurements. The equipment is simple to use. It is also cost-
effective, with start-up costs of the order of £1,000 for the acoustic transducers, wavetube
and computer interface card, plus £2,000 for a suitable IBM AT-compatible computer
system. Acoustic reflectometry is equally suitable for use in out-patient clinics and in in¬
patient wards and departments.

In the next section, the derivation of the area reconstruction algorithm is summarised,
and we show that approximate algorithms can be used under certain conditions. These
approximate reconstruction techniques are computationally much less demanding, and
permit real-time measurement of object areas.

2. The theory of acoustic reflectometry

2.1. The forward problem; the reflectance function

The theory of reflections arises naturally in many branches of physics, for example in
seismography, in the study of optical films, and in electrical transmission line theory. Much
of the mathematics used in the present work was originally developed by geophysicists for
use in seismic surveying.

The object being measured is considered as a series of (typically 100 to 200) discrete
cylinders, each having the same length L (figure 2). Since the acoustic impedance Z of a
cylinder is inversely proportional to its cross-sectional area, the object is thus represented
as a series of impedance sections or layers.

The object is terminated at both ends by semi-infinite sections from which there are no
returning reflections. One-dimensional plane-wave propagation is assumed. An acoustic
impulse I incident on the object (figure 3) will be partially reflected and partially
transmitted at each interface between layers. Energy undergoing a single reflection at an
interface before emerging from the object (e.g. ray R0) constitutes a 'primary' reflection,
whilst energy which has reverberated (i.e. undergone multiple reflections) before emerging
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(e.g. most components of ray Rf) constitutes 'secondary' and higher order reflections. The
pressure waveform observed at the mouth of the object consists of a series of returning
impulses spaced apart by the two-way travel time At through a single layer.

Section
123456789 10 11

t~L H

Figure 2. Discrete representation of an object.

Figure 3. Multiple reflections within a series of layers. I is the incident impulse. R0, R„ R2, etc., are successive
terms in the observed reflectance.

An expression for the reflection pattern can be developed using recursive formulae.
Stansfleld and Bogner (1973) present a method which describes clearly the propagation of
the incident impulse and its reflections, but at some cost to the mathematical load. The
equivalent exposition by Ware and Aki (1969) is particularly suited to the reconstruction
problem, and is the method summarised here. They define a 'layer matrix' which relates
the forward and backward travelling waves in one section (layer k) to the forward and
backward travelling waves in the adjacent layer k + 1 (figure 4 and equation (1)). Because
their interest was in the seismological problem, the waves were labelled as 'Downgoing' (D)
and 'Upcoming' (U), and the notation has become established. The layer matrix takes
account of the reflection coefficient rk at the interface, and the travel time through the
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^— u»

Layer k Layer k+1

Figure 4. Forward ('Downgoing') and reverse ('Upcoming') waves in adjacent layers.

layer. The reflection coefficient is defined in the usual way as rk = (Zk + j - Zk)l(Zk + ;
+ Zk), and the transmission coefficient r^is given by tk2 = (1 - rk2). For convenience, we
work in the 2-domain, with the two-way travel time being given by unit delay (z). We let
IV be the one-way travel time, given by W2 = z.

(1)

By multiplying together successive layer matrices, it is possible to relate the first layer (0)
to layer k in the general expression:

"

U(*,2) " 1
1

1

"U(£ + 1,2)"

. D(k,z) _ Wtk Jk 1 ■ D(k + 1,2).

U(0,z)

LD(0,z)J

1

Wk+lU ti
;=o

k+1 F(£,lfe)

G (k,z)

z* + iG(£,l Izj

F(M

U(/e + 1,2)

_D(& + 1,2)
(2)

The notation is kept to manageable proportions by introducing the recursive
polynomials F and G, which are functions of the individual reflection coefficients r, and
the travel time. They are given by:

F(k + 1,2) = F(k,z) + rk+ lzG(k1z)
G(k+ 1,2) = rk + \F{k,z) + zG(k,z) (3)

with F(0,z) = 1 and G(0,2) = r0.
The particular case of interest in pulse reflectometry is that with the following boundary

conditions) (i) the Downgoing wave in the first layer is the incident impulse, with a 2-
transform of unity) (ii) the Upcoming wave in the first layer is the observed reflection, and
under these conditions is termed the 'Reflectance' R(z) (Sondhi and Resnick 1983) or the
'Input Impulse Response' (Watson and Bowsher 1988)j (iii) the Downgoing wave in the
bottom (wth) layer is some (unknown) transmission function, and (iv) there is no Upcoming
wave returning from the terminating half-space. Inserting these boundary values in
equation (2) and rearranging, we obtain an expression for the reflectance function of an
arbitrary object of n layers:

2"+1G(«,l/2)
R(2) =

F{n,z)
(4)
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2.2. The itiverse problem; reconstruction

Using equation (4) to calculate the reflectance produced by a given object is the 'direct' or
'forward' problem, and we will use this later. Ware and Aki continued their exposition by
developing a reconstruction algorithm for the 'inverse' problem encountered when
estimating acoustic impedances from a recorded reflection; that is, given a reflectance
function R, to reconstruct the spatial distribution of impedances (i.e. areas) that must have
caused it. It is important to realise that we have no means of knowing how a given area
is physically made up; reflectometry simply allows us to estimate an equivalent total cross-
sectional area as a function of distance. In the absence of further information, we have to

regard the area as having cylindrical symmetry, although this is obviously not true in the
case of the human airway. Suitable rearrangement of equation (4) and expansion of the
polynomials leads to equations (5), allowing the individual reflection coefficients to be
evaluated in succession;

ro = Ro
r, = Rf 1 - r02) - 1
r2 = (R2 + ror^ORl - r02)(l - r,2)] (5)
etc.

Generally,
k

rk+1 = FjRk+l-j
j-0

where F: is the coefficient of z> in the polynomial F(k,z).
This 'Ware-Aki' algorithm has several interesting features:
(i) To reconstruct N layers, it is necessary and sufficient to record the reflectance

function up to the time that the primary reflection from the interface between layers N and
N + 1 arrives back at the detector. It is not necessary to wait for all the reverberations to
decay to an insignificant level.

(ii) It is a 'marching' algorithm, in that the estimation of more distant impedances
depends on the intervening layers. Hence the accuracy obtainable deteriorates as the
distance increases, particulaly if large impedance discontinuities are encountered.

(iii) Inspection of the steps involved reveals that the number of multiplications required
is of the order of N2 for reconstruction of N layers. Hence the algorithm is
computationally intensive and quite slow to perform.

(iv) Implicit in the reconstrucion is an integrating action along the sampled data points.
This has an important bearing on the type of noise that can be tolerated on the signals.
Whilst the algorithm is fairly immune to short-term bipolar fluctuations, as might be caused
by high frequency random noise on the data, it is very vulnerable to slow drifts and offsets.

2.3. Cross modes and axial resolution

The reflectance theory summarised above assumes that an ideal acoustic impulse (a 6-
function) is incident on the object. In practice, this is neither realisable nor in fact desirable.
The problem with using an extremely broadband pulse is that cross-modes may be excited
in the object, violating the assumption of one-dimensional plane wave propagation. To
avoid cross-modes, the frequency content of the pulse should be tailored to avoid
frequencies whose wavelength is less than twice the maximum diameter of the object. Since

l-i
n(l - r;-2) I
/- o I
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the axial resolution is in turn limited to approximately the wavelength used, the smallest
longitudinal details that can be measured reliably are of the same order of size as the
maximum object diameter. This restricts the resolution to 2 - 3 cm in the human airway
(neglecting for the moment the effect of the mouth), and obviously affects the clinical
usefulness of the technique. This poor resolution may be partly responsible for the slow
uptake of a technique that has so many potential advantages. In section 3, we will discuss
some ways around the resolution problem.

2.4. Approximate reconstruction
With N = 100, the Ware-Aki reconstrucion algorithm takes approximately 2 s to run on
our computer system (a 10 MHz AT-compatible machine, with the algorithm implemented
in Turbo Pascal). The time taken is obviously dependent on the efficiency of the code and
compiler, and is intended here as a guide figure only. Two seconds in between area
reconstructions was considered unacceptably slow for investigation of 'real-time' airway
geometry, and faster, approximate reconstruction methods were sought.

Expansion of the reflectance expression (equation (4)) for the simple case of two
interfaces (n = 1) (figure 5 and equation (6)) clearly shows the primary (R0 and and
the multiple (R2, R-$, etc) reflection terms:

R{1*) = r0z + r,(l - r02)z2 - r0r,2(l - r02)a3 + r02r,3(l - r02)z*. . . .

(R = Ro + R\ + R2 + R-i +

(This is equation (6), the reflectance function for two interfaces.)

Figure 5. Reflections with two interfaces. R0 and Ri are primary reflections, whilst i?2' ^3> etc. are multiple
reflections arising from reverberation within Layer 1.
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Observing that the multiple reflection terms fall off as r0r] leads us to suspect that these
terms may not be significant with some objects, particularly those of a smoothly tapered
'clinical' type. To test this hypothesis, reflectance functions were calculated for various
objects, and the resultant data then 'reconstructed' using the Ware-Aki algorithm and
several approximate methods. Figure 6 shows the results for the case of a simulated object
having impedances in the ratio of 1:2:4 (i.e. area ratios 4:2:1), with discontinuities at the
interfaces. When the reflectance (a) is processed by the full Ware-Aki algorithm, the area
profile is faithfully reproduced (b). When the same reflectance data are processed by an
approximate 'Primaries' algorithm which ignores the multiple reflection terms, the result
is as shown in (c). The third impulse in the reflectance function causes a slight
overestimation (+10%) in the final area. An alternative approximate reconstruction
algorithm (based on Oliver (1964), Wright (1973) and Jones (1975)), which treats the data
in a way that explicitly brings out the integral nature of the analysis, leads to the result
shown in (d). The area reconstructed by this 'Integral' method is correct except for a slight
'undershoot' (-10%) in the transition region.

(a)

0.2
0.1
0.0

-0.1
-0.2

ST 6 -

(b)
2 -

Ware-Aki

(c)
S. 4
CO

I ^

Primaries

(d)

Integral

Distance

Figure 6. Alternative reconstruction algorithms used on the reflectance function of an object having areas in the
ratio 4:2:1. (a) the reflectance, (b) the Warc-Aki area reconstruction, (c) 'Primary reflections only' reconstruction,
and (d) the 'Integral' method. In (b) the reconstructed area is identical with the actual area. In (c) and (J) the actual
area function is shown in dashed line.

Figure 7 shows the same three reconstruction methods applied to an area function
representing a human airway. A 'pharyngeal' expansion to 6.1 cm2 is followed by a 'glottal'
constriction of 0.9 cm2, and a 'trachea' with a constant cross-sectional area of 2.0 cm2. The
reflectance function (a) was calculated by a method based on Stansfield and Bogner (1973).
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The Ware-Aki method (b) reconstructs the area function perfectly, whilst the Primaries
method (c) underestimates the pharyngeal peak by 5% (5.8 instead of 6.1 cm2) and
overestimates the glottal area by 33% (1.2 instead of 0.9 cm2). Beyond the glottis, the
apparent tracheal area returns to 2 cm2 only very slowly. Results with the Integral method
(d) are very similar, except that the pharyngeal peak is this time overestimated by 7% (6.5
instead of 6.1 cm2), and the correct tracheal area is approached more rapidly following the
glottal constriction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(<*)

Distance

Figure 7. Reconstruction of the reflectance function of an object representing the upper airway. Details as for
figure 6.

Since the number of computations for the approximate methods is of order N (rather
than N2 for the complete method), the time-saving is considerable, and results in a
reconstruction time of approximately 100 ms for N = 100, compared with 2 s for the
Ware-Aki method. Figures 6 and 7 suggest that these approximate algorithms may be
acceptable for measurements of supraglottal airway dimensions, and for rapid assessment
of airway patency at lower levels. For accurate measurements, especially sub-glottal ones,
the Ware-Aki algorithm is clearly necessary, and we are currently investigating ways of
making this feasible in true real-time.

3. Airway walls

The theory of reflectometry assumes that the object walls are acoustically rigid relative to
the air, and do not yield to the internal pressure fluctuations. This is not strictly true for
the human airway, whose walls are known to behave dynamically at frequencies below about
1 kHz. The effect is to degrade the reflectance and hence the reconstructed area functions.
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The departure from the actual area will increase with depth because of the 'marching' nature
of the signal processing, and will be most important when either great accuracy, or
measurements of the lower airway are desired.

Sondhi (Sondhi and Resnick 1983) used the theory of viscous and thermal losses in
trying to allow for non-ideal wall behaviour. Fredberg (Fredberg et al 1980, Brooks et al
1984) was interested in airway branching and lung morphology, and so it was important
to maintain accuracy as far as possible. He favoured a direct physical approach to the wall
problem, and originally used two modifications to the straightforward technique. The aim
was to extend the measurement bandwidth so that a greater proportion of the data was

provided by reflections in the 'rigid' wall regime, above 1 kHz. The problem with simply
using higher pulse frequencies is that of exciting cross-modes as discussed in section 2.3.

(i) Recognising that cross modes would theoretically form in the mouth first (as this is
the part of the airway with the greatest diameter), Fredberg initially used custom-moulded
mouthpieces partially to fill the mouth of subjects. Later work by Fredberg, and in Toronto
(Rubinstein et al 1987) replaces these special mouthpieces with simple 'scuba' types, and
the results obtained are very similar. One possible explanation offered for this finding is
that the distance between the cheeks is reduced when using a scuba mouthpiece. It may also
be possible that the mouth area is relatively small anyway, or that cross-mode propagation
is not as significant as expected in degrading measurements of areas beyond the mouth.

(ii) Fredberg's second method of extending the measurement bandwidth is to use a
helium-oxygen (He02) breathing mixture. Because the wave speed is twice that in air, the
bandwidth can be doubled for the same object dimensions. The use of frequencies up to
12 kHz is possible for airway measurements. Unfortunately, there are several distinct
disadvantages with this approach; (a) the use of He02 requires considerably more
complicated and bulky equipment, including valves, cylinders and reservoir bags; (b)
equilibration of the subject takes several minutes, during which time uncomfortable
noseclips must be worn to ensure that air does not enter through the nose and mix with
the He02. In view of the acoustic pulse shape used by Fredberg it is in any case
questionable whether he is actually producing significant excitation at the extended
frequencies. Further comparison of the use of air and He02 with extended frequency is
necessary.

4. Equipment considerations
4.1. Acoustic pulse production
For the production of acoustic pulses, Jackson (Jackson et al 1977) used a spark discharge
generating frequencies up to several kHz. There were problems with stability of amplitude
and frequency content. Other workers (e.g. Fredberg et al 1980, Deane 1986) have used the
natural impulse response of a loudspeaker — that is, the pressure waveform produced when
the device is excited by a short electrical pulse. Such an impulse response typically lasts
2 - 3 ms and contains significant frequency content up to only a few kHz. It is therefore
necessary to deconvolve the recorded echo waveform with the impulse response in order
to estimate the true reflectance, and this deconvolution can itself be quite time-consuming.
In a later paper, we will describe an alternative approach which is applicable in certain
cases.

4.2. Geometry
The simplest acoustic reflectometcr follows the principles described, and is shown in figure
8. A pulsed sound source (e.g. a loudspeaker) is acoustically coupled to one end of a source
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tube, and a pressure-sensitive microphone is mounted in the tube wall near the other end.
The object to be measured is coupled to this end. The overall length of the tube
(Lsm + Lmo) between the source and the mouth of the object must be greater than the
length L0 of the object. This is to prevent multiple reflections off the source returning to
the microphone before all the primary reflections from the object have been recorded.

Microphone
Airway

Microcomputer

Figure 8. Block diagram of a simple 'closed' reflectometer system, showing the important dimensions (see text).

To facilitate a very simple time-domain separation of the incident pulse from the
reflected signal, it is convenient for the incident impulse to have passed the microphone
completely before the first reflection (from the mouth of the object) can reach the
microphone. This demands that Lmo be greater than the spatial length of the pulse, and,
for a typical loudspeaker impulse response of 3 ms, would lead to Lmo being approximately
1 m. This is clearly inconveniently long, and a compromise would be reached by making
Lmo such that the initial peak of the pulse passes before reflections can return. A
subtraction is then used to separate the incident and reflected pressure waveforms.

Note that the reflectometer system of figure 8 is 'closed' in that it does not allow
breathing whilst measurements are in progress. The systems described in the literature
(Brooks et al 1984, Hoffstein et al 1987) allow free breathing in between measurement
sessions. When the subject is coupled to the wavetube to permit acoustic measurement, only
rebreathing from a spirometer (via the 2 m wavetube) is possible. There is no mechanism
for removal of C02. It would be of considerable clinical usefulness if continuous, normal
breathing could be sustained without active subject cooperation, and for prolonged
measurement periods.

5. Summary

The principles of acoustic reflectometry have been described, and the assumptions and
limitations of the technique explained.
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Impedance Reconstruction Methods
for Pulse Reflectometry
Summary
A comparison is made between several algorithms
used for the reconstruction of impedance layers from
reflection measurements. The trade-off between accu¬

racy and computation time is investigated for several
theoretical and experimental cases. For continuous
monotonic impedance changes, approximate meth¬
ods producing reconstruction errors of less than 2%
are some 20 times faster than the "complete" methods,
when 100 sample points are used. The errors increase
to 10% for discontinuous impedance changes. For
highly non-monotonic impedance variations, the cor¬
responding errors are approximately 25%. The re¬
sults are applicable to geophysics, transmission line
analysis, and time domain reflectometry.

Methoden der Impedanzrekonstruktion
fiir die Impuls-Reflektometrie
Zusammenfassung
Verschiedene Algorithmen fiir die Rekonstruktion von

lmpcdanzbelagcn aus Reflexionsmessungen werden mit-
einander verglichen. Es wird fur verschiedene theore-
tische und expcrimcntellc Falle der KompromiB zwischen
Gcnauigkeit und Rechcnzeit untersucht. Fiir monotone

Impedanzanderungen sind Niiherungsmethoden, die mit
einem Rekonstruktionsfehler von weniger als 2% behaf-
tet sind, etwa 20 mal schneller als die „vollstandigen"
Methoden, wenn 100 Abtastpunkte benutzt werden. Fiir
unstetigc Impedanzandcrungen steigen die Fehler auf 10%
an, wahrend sie fur stark nichtmonotone Impedanzande¬
rungen etwa 25% betragen. Die Ergcbnisse konncn auf
die Geophysik, die Untersuchung von Ubertragungslei-
tungen und auf die Zeitdomanen-Reflektometrie ange-
wandt werden.

Methodes de reconstitution d'impedance
pour la reflectometrie en impulsion
Sommaire

On compare plusieurs algorithmes utilises pour reconsti-
tuer rimpedance de couches a partir de mesures de refle¬
xion. On recherche un compromis entre precision et
temps de calcul pour plusieurs cas theoriques et experi-
mentaux. Pour des variations continues monotones de

l'impedance, les methodes approchees produisant une
erreur de reconstitution inferieure a 2% sont vingt fois
plus rapides que les mcthodes «complctes», lorsque Ton
utilise un echantillonnage de cent points. Le taux d'erreur
monte a 10% pour des variations discontinues de l'impe-
dance. Pour les variations fortement non-monotones de

l'impedance, les erreurs correspondantes sont d'environ
25%. Les resultats sont applicables a la geophysiquc,
l'analyse des lignes de transmission et la reflectometrie
dans le domaine temporel.

1. Introduction

The inverse problem of reconstructing a series of
impedance layers from externally measured reflections
arises in a number of fields in physics and engineering.
Most notable are seismological surveying, electrical
transmission line analysis, optical time domain reflec¬
tometry (OTDR) and acoustic pulse reflectometry.

The measurement technique known as pulse reflec¬
tometry consists of sending an impulse into the medi¬
um under investigation, and recording the resultant
reflected energy (the "echo"). Various time-domain re¬
construction algorithms are available for deducing the
impedance layers from the reflections, but a practical.

Received 12 November 1990,
accepted 3 November 1991.
I. Marshall, Department of Medical Physics and Med¬
ical Engineering, Western General Hospital, Edinburgh,
EH4 2XU, United Kingdom.

comparative survey has not been carried out. The
objective of the present work is to compare, both
analytically and experimentally, the performance of
several reconstruction methods, bringing together the
relevant literature with a common notation.

The chief impetus was the desire to investigate the
importance of multiple reflections, since the al¬
gorithms which take full account of them are compu¬

tationally intensive. The author's application is the
measurement of human airways by acoustic pulse re¬

flectometry. To be of clinical use, it is highly desirable
to have a "real-time" display of reconstructed areas.

2. The theory of multiple reflections

2.1. The layered medium

The object under investigation is represented as a se¬
ries of impedance sections or layers, terminated at
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both ends by semiinfinite sections ("half-spaces") from
which there are no returning reflections. Losses are

neglected. One-dimensional plane-wave propagation
at normal incidence is assumed, although the rays are

usually offset in diagrams to improve clarity. Analysis
is made possible be requiring the travel times of all the
layers to be equal. This "Goupillaud" model [1] is
treated in standard geophysics texts [2, 3]. If the sam¬

pling interval is made small enough, the travel-time
restriction has minimal effect on the interpretation of
real data. Berryman and Greene [4] show how integra¬
tion of the reflections over the sampling period elimi¬
nates the problem entirely.

Returning to the Goupillaud model, an impulse I
incident on the object (Fig. 1) will be partially reflected
and partially transmitted at each interface between
layers. Energy undergoing a single reflection at an
interface before emerging from the object (e.g. ray R0)
constitutes a "primary" reflection, whilst energy which
has undergone multiple reflections before emerging
(e.g. most components of ray R3) constitutes "sec¬
ondary" and higher order reflections. The number of
multiply reflected components increases very rapidly
as the number of layers is increased. The waveform
observed in the near half-space (Layer 0) consists of a
series of returning impulses spaced apart by the two-
way travel time (Af) through a single layer.
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Fig. 1. Multiple reflections within a series of layers having
impedances Z,, Z2, Z3, etc. I is the incident impulse, whilst
R0, Rlf etc are successive terms in the observed reflectance.
The thicknesses of the layers are such that the travel times are
all equal, and so the various components of each reflectance
term arrive simultaneously.
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Fig. 2. Forward (D) and reverse (U) travelling waves in adja¬
cent layers.

2.2. The forward problem: the reflectance function

An expression for the reflection pattern can be devel¬
oped using recursive formulae [5, 6]. Ware and Aki [6]
begin by defining a "layer matrix" which relates the
forward and backward travelling waves in two adja¬
cent layers k and k + 1 (Fig. 2 and eq. (1)). Their inter¬
est was in the seismological problem, and they referred
to the forward and backward travelling waves as
downward (D) and upward (U) respectively. The layer
matrix takes account of the reflection coefficient rk at
the interface, and the travel time through a layer. The
reflection coefficient is defined in the usual way as

i~k = {Zk + k — Zk)/(Zk+ x + Zk), where Zk and Zk + k are
the characteristic acoustic impedances of the layers.
The corresponding transmission coefficient tk is given
by tk = (1 — rl). It is convenient to work in the z-do-
main, in which the two-way travel time At is trans¬
formed to z = elraA(. Letting W represent the one-way
travel time (i.e. W2 = z), we obtain ...

U {k, z

D (k, z).

1

WTk
U{k + 1 ),z

KD(k + 1, z)
(1)

By multiplying together successive layer matrices, it
is possible to relate layer 0 to layer k in the general
expression;

1/(0, z)

0(0, z

1

W n f,
i = 0.k

(2)

1 F (k, 1/z)
G(k,z)

zk+1 G (k, 1/z]
F(k,z)

U(k + 1 ,z)>
D(k + 1 ,z)j
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The notation is kept to manageable proportions by
introducing the recursive polynomials F and G, which
are functions of the individual reflection coefficients r;
and the travel time. They are given by;

Generally,

with

F(k + l,z) = F(k,z) + rk+1zG(k,z),
G(k + 1 ,z) = rk+1 F(k,z) + zG(/c,z),

F(0, z) = 1 and G(0, z) = r0.

(3)

R(z) =
G(n, 1/z)

F(n, z)
(4)

Using this relation to calculate the reflectance pro¬
duced by a given object is the "direct" or "forward"
problem. Eq. (4) expresses the reflectance as the ratio
of two polynomials, for which the calculation is feasi¬
ble only in very simple cases. For arbitrary objects,
Stansfield and Bogner's [5] method is more convenient
for calculating the reflectance, but it is not well suited
to the reconstruction problem which we now consider.

3. The inverse problem: reconstruction algorithms

3.1. The Ware-Aki method

Ware and Aki [6] developed a reconstruction al¬
gorithm for the "inverse" problem encountered when
estimating layer impedances from the recorded reflec¬
tance. Suitable rearrangement of eq. (4) and expansion
of the polynomials leads to eq. (5), allowing the indi¬
vidual reflection coefficients to be evaluated in succes¬

sion;

Rn

Ri

R2 + r0r,

(1- rg)(l — rf)

X Fj Rk+l-j
J=o

rk+ I ~ k '

no -u2)
1=0

(5)

The particular case of interest in pulse reflectometry
is that with the wave travelling forwards in the first
layer being an incident impulse, with a z-transform of
unity; the wave travelling backwards in the first layer
is the observed reflection, and under these conditions
is termed the "reflectance" R (z) [7] or the "input im¬
pulse response" [8, 9]; the wave travelling forwards in
the last (nth) layer is some (unknown) transmission
function, and there is no backward-travelling wave

returning from the terminating half-space. Inserting
these conditions in eq. (2) and rearranging, we obtain
an expression for the reflectance function of an object
of n layers;

where Fj is the coefficient of z' in the polynomial
F (k, z).

Having evaluated a reflection coefficient r; from
eq. (5), the Ware-Aki polynomials F and G are updat¬
ed using eq. (3), and the impedance of layer (i + 1) can
be found from;

1 +r,
1 -r,'

(6)

As well as its original seismological application, the
"Ware-Aki" algorithm eq. (5) has been used for the
acoustic reflectometry of human airways [10, 11]. The
algorithm has several interesting features:

(i) To reconstruct N layers, it is necessary and suffi¬
cient to record the reflectance function up to the time
that the primary reflection from the interface between
layers N and IV + 1 arrives back at the detector. It is
not necessary to wait for all the reverberations to
decay to an insignificant level.

(ii) Inspection of the steps involved reveals that the
number of multiplications required is of the order of
3 N2 to determine N reflection coefficients. Hence the

algorithm is computationally intensive and quite slow
to perform.

(iii) The numerator is the convolution of the reflec¬
tance with the Ware-Aki polynomial F. The new term
Ri, appearing for the first time, is multiplied by F0 = 1,
and is readily identified as the primary reflection from
the latest interface reached. All the other terms relate
to the diminishing effect of multiple reflections.

(iv) The denominator is the correction for the com¬
bined transmission losses through all the preceding
layers.

(v) The algorithm completely and correctly deals
with multiple reflections, and will be regarded as the
"Gold Standard" against which alternative methods
will be judged.

3.2. The "Primaries" method

Suppose we ignore completely the multiple reflection
terms, and consider only the primary reflection re¬

turning from each interface. Then the theory of Sec¬
tion 3.1 is greatly simplified, and eq. (5) is replaced by
the approximation

R,
—

• (7)

etc.

i- 1

na
1 = 0

G2)
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Table I. Summary of reconstruction algorithms. Notes: 1. "Complexity" refers to the computational steps only, for determi¬
nation of N reflection coefficients (N impedance values for the Integral method), muls are multiplication or division
operations, and adds are addition or subtraction operations. 2. The times given refer to the author's implementation written
in Turbo Pascal, and running on a 10 MHz AT-compatible computer. They are intended more for comparative purposes than
for absolute timings.

Method Algorithm Complexity Time (ms)

Ware-Aki Y.FjRk+i-j
nA 0(1 -rj)

(eq. (5)) 3 N2 muls + 3 N2 adds 100 + 0.2 N2

Primaries Ri
r'

n (1 - rj)
7 = 0

(eq. (7)) 3 N muls + N adds 60 + 0.2 N

Uncorrected Primaries ri = Ri (eq. (8)) (no computation) 60 + 0.09 N

Integral
Zi 1 + s (t,)
Z0 1 — S (£,)

(eq. (11)) N muls + 3 N adds 80 + 0.2 N

Each term R, in the reflectance corresponds directly
to one reflection coefficient r;, with the appropriate
transmission correction (1 — rj). No convolution is
necessary, and we do not have the Ware-Aki polyno¬
mials to update for each iteration. The remaining
computation is of order N, and consequently this al¬
gorithm runs much more quickly. We will refer to it as
the "Primaries" method.

3.3. The "Uncorrected Primaries" method

We can simplify the Primaries method of Section 3.2
even further, by not correcting for transmission losses.
Then we would quite simply equate the reflectance
terms R, with the reflection coefficients r,-; i.e.

rt« Ri- (8)

We will call this the "Uncorrected Primaries" meth¬
od.

3.4. The "Integral" method

Wright [12] and Jones [13] considered the impulse
response of a region of continuous impedance change.
Jones showed how the time integral of the reflectance
function is equal to an effective cumulative reflection
coefficient rm 0 relating the impedance of the final lay¬
er m with the impedance of the zeroth layer;

oo 7 7

| R(T)dT = —
o Zm + Z0

'
m, 0 • (9)

Although this holds strictly only for small reflection
coefficients (ri <| 1), we can always break down a medi¬
um into sufficiently small steps so that this condition

holds. The integral up to time f; (being the time at
which the primary reflection from the i/i + 1 interface
arrives back) is in general less than the complete inte¬
gral (because of the multiple reflections which con¬
tinue after time t;), but we can make the approxima¬
tion

'■ Zf — Z0jR(T)dT = S(£j):
0 Z; + Zn

(10)

and hence estimate the impedances Zt of successive
layers.

We will refer to this as the Integral method, and the
appropriate reconstruction algorithm is

Z, 1 +S(t,)
Z0 1 -S(tiY

(11)

where S(tj) is the integral appearing in eq. (10). The
computation involved is again of order N for N layers.
Jones [13] has used the integral method for determin¬
ing the impedance of human tissue by an ultrasound
technique.

The notation of eqs. (10) and (11) explicitly brings
out the fact that in a linear system, the time integral of
the impule response (i.e. the reflectance) is equal to the
step response S (f). This relation suggests an alterna¬
tive way of measuring impedance layers; namely by
recording their response to a step function. Such an
excitation is not practical in the acoustic case, but has
been used for the time domain investigation of electri¬
cal transmission lines [14], and for electrical compo¬
nent measurement [15].

Table I summarises the reconstruction algorithms,
giving also their computational complexities and typ¬
ical calculation times.
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4. Numerical and graphical comparisons

Computer programs were written to implement the
different reconstruction algorithms, and they were ap¬
plied to the reflectance functions calculated from
known impedance profiles. Numerical and graphical
results are presented in Tables II, III and IV and
Figs. 3-5.

The following impedance distributions were investi¬
gated:

(i) an impedance that decreases as the reciprocal of
the square of distance x, i.e. Z(x) = Z0(l +ax)~2.
This corresponds to an acoustic cone of increasing
diameter;

(ii) three layers with impedances in the ratio 1:2:4,
i.e. with large discontinuities between them; and

(iii) an object having an impedance minimum fol¬
lowed by an impedance maximum, i.e. a non¬
monotonic change.

In each case, the Ware-Aki reconstruction is to be
regarded as the ideal, against which the other methods
are compared. The impedances are given in arbitrary
units as a function of sample point (time or distance).

4.1. Impedance decreasing as the reciprocal
of distance squared (Fig. 3 and Table II)

It can be shown that an impedance decreasing as
Z(x) = Z0(l + ax)~2 has a reflectance function of
— aexp( — ax) [16], This example was chosen to illus¬
trate how well the approximate methods work when
applied to a continuous, monotonic impedance
change.

Furthermore, if a is much smaller than unity, we can

simplify the reconstruction calculations to bring out
the algebraic similarities and differences between the
various methods.

4.1.1. Ware-Aki method (Fig. 3c)

In the region of impedance change, the reflectance
terms are Rt « a for small a. Successive use of eq. (5)
together with the recursion relations of eqs. (3) yields;

r1 = a,

r2 = a (1 — a2)-1
r3 = [a + a3/(l — a2)](1 - a2)-1 [1 - (a/(l - a2))2]"1,
etc.;

which simplifies further to r; « a for all i.
Applying eq. (6) successively allows us to write the

mth impedance Z,„ in terms of the initial impedance
Z0 and the intervening reflection coefficients r;:

m (\ + r'iz-=2°n(ur,-

® | 0.02
0.01 -

g 0.0 -
-S -001 -

= -0.02J
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Fig. 3. The four reconstruction algorithms applied to the
case of an impedance which decreases as the reciprocal of
distance squared (corresponding to an acoustic cone), a) The
impedance profile, and b) the reflectance function which has
the form — aexp(— ax) in the region of change. The
impedance as reconstructed by c) the Ware-Aki method,
d) the Primaries method, e) the Uncorrected Primaries meth¬
od, and f) the Integral method. The true impedance profile is
shown in dashed line, and the axes are in arbitrary units. See
Table II. The horizontal axis is labelled in terms of the layer
number, I.
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Fig. 4. a) Three layers having impedances in the ratio 1:2:4
have the reflectance shown in b). Reconstruction details as
for Fig. 3. See Table III.
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Table II. Numerical results for an impedance changing as the reciprocal of distance squared; Z = Z0( 1 + ax)2, with a = 0.02.
I is the sampling interval or Layer number. The reflectance function R(I) was calculated using a method based on [5], and
is in fact equal to — aexp( — ax) [16]. The Table gives the Layer impedances (relative to Z0) for the four different reconstruc¬
tion methods, together with the percentage errors (relative to the Ware-Aki (W-A) method) for the approximate methods.
Errors of less than 0.1% are not indicated. The calculated reflection coefficients r, are omitted for clarity. The Ware-Aki
reconstruction matches the original impedance profile exactly (see Fig. 3 and text).

Reflectance Reconstructed impedances and errors

I R(I) Z(I)W-A Z(/)p AZP(%) Z(f)up AZUP (%) Z(I\ AZ,„t(%)

1 -0.020 2.000 2.000 __ 2.000 2.000
2 -0.019 1.923 1.923 — 1.923 — 1.923 -

3 -0.019 1.850 1.850 — 1.850 — 1.850 —

4 -0.019 1.780 1.781 — 1.781 + 0.1 1.780 —

5 -0.018 1.715 1.715 — 1.715 — 1.715 —

6 -0.018 1.654 1.654 + 0.1 1.654 + 0.1 1.653 —

7 -0.018 1.595 1.595 — 1.596 + 0.1 1.594 -0.1
8 -0.017 1.540 1.540 — 1.541 + 0.1 1.538 -0.2
9 -0.017 1.487 1.488 + 0.1 1.489 + 0.2 1.485 -0.2

10 -0.017 1.437 1.439 + 0.2 1.439 + 0.2 1.435 -0.2
11 -0.016 1.389 1.392 + 0.3 1.392 + 0.3 1.387 -0.2
12 -0.016 1.344 1.347 + 0.3 1.348 + 0.4 1.341 -0.3
13 -0.016 1.301 1.305 + 0.4 1.306 + 0.5 1.297 -0.4
14 -0.015 1.260 1.265 + 0.5 1.266 + 0.6 1.255 -0.5
15 -0.015 1.221 1.227 + 0.6 1.228 + 0.7 1.216 -0.5
16 -0.015 1.184 1.190 + 0.6 1.192 + 0.8 1.177 -0.7
17 -0.014 1.149 1.156 + 0.7 1.157 + 0.8 1.141 -0.8
18 -0.014 1.115 1.123 + 0.8 1.124 + 0.9 1.106 -0.9
19 -0.014 1.082 1.091 + 0.9 1.093 + 1.1 1.072 -1.0
20 -0.014 1.051 1.062 + 1.1 1.063 + 1.2 1.040 -1.1
21 0.000 1.021 1.033 + 1.2 1.035 + 1.4 1.009 -1.2

Table III. Numerical results for reconstruction of impedances in the ratio 1:2:4. The reflectance R (I) corresponds to the first
five terms in the expansion of eq. (4) with n = 1 and r0 = rt = 1/3. Other details as for Table II (see Fig. 4 and text).

Reflectance Rccuilsli u^lcd iillpcddDCCS and errors

/ R(I) Z(/)W-A Z(J)P AZP(%) Z(I)UP AZUP(%) Z(I) lnl AZlm(%)

1 0.3333 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
2 0.2963 2.000 2.000 — 2.000 — 2.000 —

3 -0.0329 4.000 4.000 — 3.684 - 7.9 4.400 + 10.0
4 0.0037 4.000 3.680 -8.0 3.449 -13.8 3.959 - 1.0
5 -0.0004 4.000 3.715 -7.1 3.475 -13.1 4.000 —

6 — 4.000 3.711 -7.2 3.472 -13.2 4.000 —

7 — 3.711 4.000 -7.2 3.472 -13.2 4.000 —

which reduces to

which can in turn be expanded as;

Zm/Z0 = 1 + 2 m a + 2 m2 a2
+ (4 m3/3 + 2 m/3) a3 +

4.1.2. Primaries method (Fig. 3d)

Applying eq. (7) to the case of all P, a a give
sive reflection coefficients of;

r i = a,

(13) r2 = a(l-a2)"1,
r2 = a(l - a2)"1 [1 - (a/(l - a2))2]-1,

etc.,

(14)
i.e., and r2 are the same as for the Ware-Aki method,
and thereafter the simplified numerator causes the re¬
flection coefficients to be under-estimated. Again, in

succes- the limit of small a, all the reflection coefficients eval¬
uate to r, = a, and eqs. (13) and (14) apply.
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Table IV. Numerical results for a highly non-monotonic impedance variation (see Fig. 5 and text).

Layer

I Z (I)w-A

Reconstructed impedances and errors

Z(I)P AZP(%) Z(I)UP AZUP(%) z AZInt(%)

1 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
2 1.280 1.282 + 0.1 1.285 + 0.4 1.276 - 0.3
3 0.889 0.903 + 1.6 0.910 + 2.4 0.871 - 2.0
4 0.653 0.687 + 5.1 0.696 + 6.6 0.619 - 5.3
5 0.889 0.946 + 6.5 0.951 + 7.0 0.917 + 3.1
6 1.280 1.292 + 0.9 1.285 + 0.4 1.276 - 0.3
7 2.000 1.834 - 8.3 1.800 -10.0 1.800 -10.0
8 2.492 2.089 -16.3 2.037 -18.3 2.037 -18.3
9 3.191 2.553 -20.0 2.467 -22.7 2.469 -22.6

10 4.232 3.244 -23.3 3.098 -26.8 3.121 -26.3
11 3.191 2.519 -21.0 2.438 -23.6 2.440 -23.5
12 2.492 2.320 - 6.8 2.256 - 9.5 2.257 - 9.4
13 2.000 2.243 + 12.2 2.185 + 9.3 2.186 + 9.3
14 2.000 2.466 + 23.3 2.389 + 19.5 2.391 + 19.6
15 2.000 2.444 + 22.2 2.370 + 18.5 2.371 + 18.6
16 2.000 2.327 + 16.3 2.262 + 13.1 2.263 + 13.1
17 2.000 2.212 + 10.6 2.157 + 7.9 2.158 + 7.9
18 2.000 2.131 + 6.6 2.082 + 4.1 2.083 + 4.1
19 2.000 2.097 + 4.8 2.050 + 2.5 2.051 + 2.5
20 2.000 2.105 + 5.3 2.058 + 2.9 2.059 + 2.9
21 2.000 2.105 + 5.3 2.058 + 2.9 2.059 + 2.9
22 2.000 2.082 + 4.1 2.037 + 1.8 2.038 + 1.9
23 2.000 2.047 + 2.4 2.004 + 0.2 2.005 + 0.2

4.1.3. Uncorrected primaries method (Fig. 3e)

Eqs. (13) and (14) hold for all values of a, since |a| < 1.

4.1.4. Integral method (Fig. 3f)

Using eq. (11), with Rt = a, gives us;

which can be expanded as;

ZJZ0 = 1 + 2ma + 2 (ma)2 + 2 (moc)3 + (16)

Note the difference between eqs. (14) and (16), from
the third order in a upwards. With the Integral meth¬
od, the calculated impedances change more rapidly
than with the Primaries and Uncorrected Primaries
methods. It is a more "aggressive" reconstruction al¬
gorithm.

Care is required in the use of eqs. (11) and (15). For
the case of perfect reflection, S (f;) and (m a) will equal
unity, and the equations have a singularity. In practi¬
cal work, this situation does not arise because of the
non-zero transmission losses in the media.

The numerical results for a = 0.02, extending over
x = 20 data points (giving an overall halving of
impedance), are presented in Tabic II. The table gives
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Fig. 5. Results for a highly non-monotonic impedance varia¬
tion. Details as for Fig. 3. See Table IV.
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the calculated impedances Z; for the four different
reconstruction methods, together with the percentage
errors in the impedances, compared with the "correct"
Ware-Aki values. Fig. 3 shows the same data in graph¬
ical form.

4.2. Impedance ratios 1:2:4 (Fig. 4 and Table III)

This function was chosen because of the severe discon¬
tinuities at the interfaces. Evaluating eq. (4) for the
case of two interfaces (n = 1) with r0 = r, = 1/3, we
obtain ...

K(l,z) = r0z + r1( 1 - r2)z2 - r0r^( 1 - rftz3
+ rl rf (1 - rl) z4 - r% r\ (1 - r%) z5,

R (1, z) = 0.3333 z + 0.2963 z2 - 0.0329 z3
+ 0.0037 z4-0.0004 z5.

Table III and Fig. 4 display the impedance results
in the same format as for the previous example.

4.3. Non-monotonic example (Fig. 5 and Table IV)

A more complex example is shown in Fig. 5. In this
case, the impedance passes through a minimum of less
than a third of the initial value, before attaining a
maximum of twice the initial value, and finally return¬
ing to the initial value. This function was selected to
illustrate the problems of using the approximate al¬
gorithms on highly non-monotonic changes, particu¬
larly when trying to reconstruct impedances beyond a
severe minimum (or maximum) in impedance. The
reflectance function (Fig. 5 b) has been calculated from
the layer impedances using a method based on Stans-
field and Bogner [5]. Table IV gives the reconstructed
layer impedances as calculated by the four different
methods. The Ware-Aki results Z(/)WA correspond
exactly to the original impedance profile.

5. Experimental comparisons

The four reconstruction algorithms were applied to
the reflectance functions derived from acoustic mea¬

surements on rigid, cylindrical test objects [17]. It is
not intended to discuss here the practical consider¬
ations involved, as these aspects have been dealt with
elsewhere [7-11, 16-18],

With air as the transmission medium, the acoustic
impedance is inversely proportional to the cross-sec¬
tional area of the pathway, provided that cross-modes
are not allowed to propagate [19]. Furthermore, the
velocity of sound is known, so that the time-series data
can be interpreted directly in terms of distance. Since
area has more immediate physical meaning than
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1 if
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Fig. 6. Experimental results for acoustic measurement of an
object having stepped internal diameters, a) The measured
reflectance, and the internal cross-sectional area reconstructed
by b) the Ware-Aki method, c) the Primaries method, d) the
Uncorrected Primaries method, and e) the Integral method.
In each case, the reconstructed area is shown in solid line,
with the actual area in dashed line.

impedance, these experimental results are presented in
terms of area profiles.

5.1. Object with stepped internal diameters

Fig. 6 a shows the measured reflectance of an object
with stepped internal diameters. The area had an ini¬
tial expansion from 2.0 cm2 to 4.9 cm2, followed by
successive steps down to 3.1, 1.8 and 0.8 cm2. Fig. 6
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Fig. 7. Experimental results for acoustic measurement of an
object with a tapering internal diameter. Details as for Fig. 6.
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also shows the area function reconstructed by (b) the
Ware-Aki, (c) the Primaries, (d) the Uncorrected Pri¬
maries, and (e) the Integral methods. In each case, the
actual area of the object is shown in dashed line.

5.2. Internally tapered object

Fig. 7 shows the results obtained for an object with
tapered internal diameters, using the same format as

Fig. 6. The actual cross-sectional area of the object
increases smoothly from 2.0 cm2 to 6.2 cm2, then falls
smoothly to 2.0 cm2 before rising to a second peak of
4.0 cm2, and finally falling to 2.0 cm2.

6. Discussion

6.1. Speed of algorithms

For a practical number of samples, the Ware-Aki
method is considerably slower than the approximate
methods because of the convolution in the numerator

and the need to update the polynomials. For example,
a reconstruction problem with 100 sample points (i.e.
N = 100) takes the following calculation times in the
author's implementation;
Ware-Aki method 2.1 s

Primaries method 80 ms

Uncorrected Primaries method 69 ms

Integral method 100 ms.

Thus the Ware-Aki method takes more than 20 times
as long to run, even when the (fixed) program over¬
heads are taken into account. There is relatively little
to choose between the three approximate methods as
far as speed is concerned.

6.2. Accuracy with synthetic data

See Tables II to IV and the corresponding Figs. 3.5.
Perhaps the most striking feature of the Ware-Aki

algorithm is the way in which the reconstructed
impedance may continue to change even after the re¬
flectance terms have gone to zero, or, conversely, the
impedance may remain constant although the reflec¬
tance is non-zero (Figs. 4 and 5). This "memory" effect
is of course simply due to the convolution, and it
parallels the way in which trapped (reverberant) ener¬
gy dies away.

6.2.1. Results with impedance changing
as the reciprocal of the distance squared
(Table II and Fig. 3)

All the reconstruction methods work well with the

gentle, monotonic taper shown in Fig. 3 a, even

though the impedance halves over the region of

change. The Ware-Aki method (Fig. 3c) recovers the
original impedance profile exactly, whilst the Pri¬
maries and Uncorrected Primaries methods underes¬
timate the change (i.e. overestimate the final
impedance value) by 1.2% and 1.4% respectively. The
Integral method (Fig. 3 f) overestimates the change by
1.2%.

6.2.2. Results with stepped impedances
in the ratio 1:2:4 (Table III and Fig. 4)

Despite the highly discontinuous nature of the
impedance function, the corresponding reflectance has
terms which fall off as — (r0''i)> i.e. as — 1/9. For an
overall impedance change of 4 times, taking place in
just two discrete steps, the Primaries method underes¬
timates the change by 7.2%, whilst the Uncorrected
Primaries method underestimates it by 13.2%. De¬
spite an initial overshoot by 10%, the Integral method
settles to exactly the correct result.

6.2.3. Results for the non-monotonic object
(Table IV and Fig. 5)

The shortcomings of the approximate algorithms in
reconstructing impedances beyond a minimum are

immediately apparent from Fig. 5. Although the three
methods give accurate reconstructions of the mini¬
mum (to within 6%), the subsequent impedance max¬
imum is underestimated by between 23% and 27%.
The impedance profile beyond the maximum is also
considerably distorted. There is little to choose be¬
tween the approximate methods. The Integral method
gives marginally better results around the minimum.
The Primaries method returns only slowly to the cor¬
rect final value, being slightly worse than the other
two approximate methods in this respect.

6.2.4. Summary of synthetic data results

Reconstruction of the modest, monotonic impedance
change of Fig. 3 (impedance decreasing as the recipro¬
cal of distance squared) is possible to a high degree of
accuracy with all four algorithms. Of the approximate
methods, the Uncorrected Primaries method is mar¬

ginally worse than the other two, yielding an error of
1.4% in the final impedance estimate. Evidently, the
time-saving approximate methods are well suited to
this type of impedance variation. Indeed, Watson [8,9]
found that the Primaries method was perfectly ade¬
quate for reconstructing the modest flares of musical
instrument bores, as measured by acoustic pulse re-

flectometry.
When the approximate algorithms are used on a

discontinuous impedance function such as that of
Fig. 4, the Primaries method gives better results dur-
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ing the region of impedance change, whilst the Inte¬
gral method gives much more accurate results for the
overall change, at the expense of initial overestima-
tion. For an impedance change of a factor of 4, the
maximum errors for these two approximate algo¬
rithms are of the order of 10%, whilst the time taken
is of the order of 20 times less than the (accurate)
Ware-Aki method. The Uncorrected Primaries meth¬
od is less accurate than either of the other two approx¬
imate algorithms, and its marginally shorter execution
time does not adequately compensate for this.

For a highly non-monotonic impedance variation
as shown in Fig. 5, there is little to choose between the
three approximate methods, and they all produce er¬
rors of around 25% in estimating an impedance max¬
imum beyond a severe minimum. The Ware-Aki meth¬
od is evidently required for the accurate measurement
of impedance variations such as this.

6.3. Experimental results

6.3.1. Stepped internal diameters

The width of the reflectance peaks in Fig. 6 a is due to
the imperfect pulse deconvolution that accompanies
real experimental data. This limits the spatial resolu¬
tion so that the areas/impedances (which actually
have discontinuities) are reconstructed with sloping
transitions. In addition, the small positive "ears" seen
either side of the large negative peak in the Reflectance
function (corresponding to the area expansion from
2.0 to 4.9 cm2) are artefacts resulting from the decon¬
volution.

The object was closed at the end, so that the area
reconstruction should go to zero. In Fig. 6b, it is seen
that the area levels are estimated reasonably well com¬

pared with the true area function (dashed line). The
maximum percentage error occurs in the last section,
when an actual area of 0.8 cm2 is estimated as 1.1 cm2.
The object is seen to be acoustically "closed". In the
Primaries reconstruction of Fig. 6 c, the measurement
errors are larger (up to 50% overestimation of the last
section of the object), and "closure" is not achieved.
The Uncorrected Primaries method gives, as expected,
even less accurate results. The Integral method
(Fig. 6 e) gives a good estimate of the first expanded
area (4.9 cm2), whilst the later results are similar to the
Uncorrected Primaries reconstruction. Closure is,
however, achieved because of the more "aggressive"
nature of the Integral algorithm.

6.3.2. Tapered internal diameter

The measured reflectance of Fig. 7 a is reconstructed
by the Ware-Aki method to give an accurate estimate
of the true area function (dashed line) in Fig. 7 b. The

limited acoustic resolution available causes an overes¬

timation of the central constriction, but both maxima
(6.2 and 4.2 cm2) are estimated to within a few percent.
The Primaries and Uncorrected Primaries methods
behave very similarly to one another, underestimating
the first maximum by approximately 10%, and the
second by rather more. The final area estimate does
not settle to a steady value within the time scale of
these examples, because of the multiple reflection in¬
formation which is misinterpreted by these approxi¬
mate algorithms. The Integral method is more suc¬
cessful in estimating the magnitude of the first peak,
and is similar to the Primaries method for the second

peak.

7. Conclusions

Strictly, the Ware-Aki algorithm is necessary for the
accurate reconstruction of impedance layers (or areas)
as estimated by pulse reflectometry. The three approx¬
imate methods studied are much faster in execution

(typically 20 times for 100 data points), and lead to
errors of the order of 1% with modest, continuous
monotonic impedance changes, and 10% for discon¬
tinuous changes. These figures apply when the
impedance changes by an overall ratio of 2-4 times.
In some applications (for example, the real-time mea¬
surement and display of human airway dimensions),
these inaccuracies may be acceptable when the sub¬
stantial time-saving of the approximate methods over
the complete Ware-Aki solution is taken into account.
Despite the large number of multiple reflection terms,
it is evident that their combined effect is not always as

significant as might be thought.
Among the approximate algorithms, the Integral

method appears to give slightly better results than the
other two methods, and is to be preferred. The Uncor¬
rected Primaries method is least accurate, and its use
would not normally be justified.

For non-monotonic impedance variations, particu¬
larly where reconstruction beyond a severe maximum
or minimum is required, the approximate methods do
not perform so well. Errors of the order of 25% are
encountered in estimating impedance maxima beyond
a minimum of one third of the initial value. These
errors may still be acceptable for some real-time appli¬
cations, provided the results are treated with caution.
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Acoustic reflectometry with an arbitrarily short source tube
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In acoustic reflectometry, the input impulse response (reflectance) of an object is measured,
from which its internal area profile can be deduced. Unwanted multiple reflections are
normally avoided by using a source tube that is longer than the object, thus making the source
appear nonreflecting. If the source tube is shorter than the object, the required reflectance is
obscured by multiple reflections, which cannot be removed by conventional dereverberation. A
new analysis of the acoustic reflectometry technique reveals a method by which the source tube
may be made arbitrarily short. Such a novel reflectometer is implemented and used to measure
objects up to three times the source tube length. Reconstructed areas have accuracies of
typically 10%.

PACS numbers: 43.85.Gn, 43.60.Gk, 43.60.Qv, 43.20.Mv

I. THE PRINCIPLE OF ACOUSTIC REFLECTOMETRY

Acoustic reflectometry is used to measure the internal
cross-sectional area of objects such as human airways1,2 and
musical instruments.3 The technique consists of sending a

pulse of sound down a source tube and into the object under
investigation. The resulting reflections are recorded, and
suitable analysis allows determination of the cross-sectional
area of the object. In Fig. 1, the acoustic pulse is produced by
a source, say, a loudspeaker, at the left-hand end of the tube.
The pressure transducer, typically a microphone, is used to
record the pressure waveforms.

The signal sensed by the transducer consists of the inci¬
dent pulse traveling to the right, followed by the left-travel¬
ing reflection from the object. After the appropriate delay,
the latter is itself reflected by the source and subsequently
arrives back at the transducer. Multiple reflections off the
object and the source continue indefinitely.

II. NONREFLECTING SOURCE

By making the source tube longer than the object, that
part of the object's reflection function sufficient for area re¬
construction can be recorded before any multiple reflections
arrive at the microphone. This is a way ofsimulating a nonre¬
flecting source. It is then a relatively straightforward matter
to deconvolve the measured reflection with the original pulse
shape to obtain the object's input impulse response (the re¬

flectance). Reconstruction of the area profile from the re¬
flectance follows, using a suitable reconstruction algorithm
such as the one used in Ref. 4. While the need for a source

tube longer than the object being measured is acceptable in
some applications, it can become inconvenient in others. For
the investigation of human airways, several research groups
have used tubes of the order of 1 m in length.1,2 In a study of
brass musical instruments, Watson3,5 had to use a source

tube consisting of several meters of plastic hose in order to
record the complete reflection response of trombones and
trumpets. Attenuation of the acoustic pulses, particularly of
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the high-frequency components, is inevitable under such cir¬
cumstances, and measurement accuracy is degraded.

In electrical transmission line reflectometers, source re¬

flections are readily avoided. The electrical source is
matched to the transmission line by making its internal im¬
pedance equal to that of the line; typically 50 if.6,7 Energy
traveling back towards the source is absorbed without
further reflection, and the source thus appears nonreflecting.
Unfortunately, no simple practical acoustical matched
source is available, although some form of active cancella¬
tion is a possibility.

III. MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS AND
DEREVERBERATION

If the source tube of an acoustic reflectometer is made
shorter than the object length, multiple reflections obscure
the required object reflection response. This is a reverbera¬
tion problem. Methods exist for performing dereverberation
(separating overlapping signals and reflections) under cer¬
tain specialized conditions. We will briefly discuss the two
best known examples of dereverberation, and show that they
are not readily applicable to acoustic reflectometry.

A. Echo cancellation

In communication channels, multiple reflections (ech¬
oes) are frequently encountered, and it is usually required

SOURCE TUBE OBJECT

> ■

ACOUSTIC PRESSURE
PULSE TRANSDUCER

FIG. 1. The principle of acoustic reflectometry. A pulse of sound travels
down the source tube into the object being measured. The resulting reflec¬
tions are recorded by the pressure transducer and analyzed to yield the
cross-sectional area profile of the object.
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that we eliminate the echoes, leaving the original signal. Of¬
ten, the echoes are simply delayed and attenuated versions of
the original signal, and are represented by aS(t — r), where
r is the delay and a is the attenuation. In the cepstral domain
C(t) (defined by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the
complex logarithm of the Fourier transform of the original
signal), the echoes appear as delta functions at multiples of
the delay time, and are readily identified and removed pro¬
vided that the cepstrum of the signal S is shorter than the
delay time [Fig. 2(a)]. Performing the inverse cepstral
transform then yields the original signal with the echo can¬
celed.8'9 This method is still applicable if the echo function is
of the form ah(t — r), where h (t) is some impulse response

causing the echo to be a distorted version of the original. In
the cepstral domain, the function h(t) appears at time r, the
function h(t) convolved with itself (h(t) ® h(t)) at time 2r,
and so on, the echo function becoming progressively more
convolved with itself at multiples of the delay time [Fig.
2(b)],

In reflectometry, however, we must recover the func¬
tion h(t) itself, since it contains the information required to
reconstruct the object area. For cepstral dereverberation to
work, it is then necessary that both the signal cepstrum S and
h(t) be shorter than the delay time r, so that separation is
possible.9 However, it is under precisely these conditions
that we could simply record the acoustic reflection directly,
as described above for a nonreflecting source. Cepstral dere¬
verberation is thus seen to offer no advantages for acoustic
reflectometry, and does not enable us to use a short source
tube.

C(t)

(a)

s

2T 4t

T 3T '

2T 3T 4t

FIG. 2. Dereverberation in the cepstral domain C(f). (a) A signal with an
echo occurring after a delay r appears in the cepstral domain as the signal
cepstrum S, followed by a series of delta functions at multiples of the delay
time, (b) An echo function h{t) appears at time r, with multiple convolu¬
tions ( 8> ) of itself appearing at successive multiples of the delay time. Sepa¬
ration of the basic fucntion h(t) is possible only if (as shown here) the delay
time r is greater than the duration of h (1).

B. Marine seismology
Mention should be made here of another important

class of dereverberation problems. In marine seismology,
multiple reflections between the seabed and the surface
(with round-trip delay r) obscure the seismogram of the
layers underlying the seabed. In this case, the problem is
greatly simplified by the nature of the reflections. There is a
large impedance mismatch between air and water, so that
the surface reflection coefficient is approximately — 1. Simi¬
larly, the reflection coefficient at the seabed can be charac¬
terized by a constant k, because of the large mismatch there.
As a result, the multiple reflections have a particularly sim¬
ple form, and it is shown in standard texts"' how a filter such
as (1 + kzT) ~2 can perform derverberation in the z domain.
In the acoustic reflectometer case, we cannot make any such
assumptions, and there is no simple filter that can be applied.

IV. ANALYSIS

We now analyze the acoustic reflectometer from first
principles, and develop a method for making measurements
when the source tube is arbitrarily short. Figure 3 shows the
geometry of the acoustic reflection technique, together with
the important dimensions. A loudspeaker is used as the
source and a microphone (MIC) is used as the pressure
transducer. We make the following definitions.
Lsm The source to microphone distance, with two-way trav¬

el time T2 = 2Lsm/c, where c is the velocity of sound.
Lmo The microphone to object distance, with two-way trav¬

el time 7j = 2Lmo/c.
f (t) The pressure pulse waveform produced by the source,

which has a Fourier transform of F(co). We define
t = 0 to be the time at which the incident pulse first
reaches the microphone.

rs (t) The source reflection response, with a Fourier trans¬
form of Rs (&>). For a given geometry, this term may
be taken to include the effects of attenuation over the
distance Lsm.

ra (t) The required input impulse response (reflectance) of
the object, with a Fourier transform of Ra (a>).

The signal m(t) observed at the microphone consists of
the incident pulse traveling to the right, followed (after the
microphone-object round trip delay 7j) by the first reflec¬
tion from the object. This latter is given by the object reflec¬
tance convolved with the incident pulse. Further compo¬
nents in the observed signal consist of alternate reflections
off the source and the object, and the composite signal is
given by the infinite series

SOURCE

rs<t) r0(t)
OBJECT

- f(t)—»
MIC I

»:« 1
L-n

FIG. 3. An acoustic reflectometer with the important dimensions shown.
MIC: microphone. See text for other definitions.
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m(t) =f(t) +f(t)®ra(t) ®<5(f- 7j) +/(/) ®/-o(0 ®rs(0 ®<5[/ — (71, + T2) ]

+/(0 ®ra(t) ®rs(t) ®ra(t) ®S[t- (2T, + r2)]

+/(0 »'•„(*) «"-.v(0 ® ro(0 ® rs{t) ® 8[t- (27j + 2T,)] + • ■ • , (1)
where the symbol ® denotes convolution. We have implicitly assumed that the microphone has an ideal response. In practice,
all signals will be distorted in the same way by its response, which thus cancels out. To proceed with the analysis, we transform
to the frequency domain. The time delays S(t — r) become phase factors exp( — jcor), the convolutions are replaced by
multiplications, and Eq. (1) reduces to

M(co) — F (co) + exp( —jcoT,) F (co)Ra(co) + exp[ —jco(Tt + r2) ] F (co)Ra(co)Rs(co)

+ exp[ —jco(2Tx + T2)] F (co)R 2a (co)Rs (co) +exp[ —j:co(2Tt +2 T2)} F (co)R20(co)R](co) + ••• , (2)

which can be written as

M(co) = F (co)[ \ + R0 exp( -jcoTx)]

X {exp[ — jco(Tx + T2)]R0(co)Rs(co)}k,

which sums to

M(co) = ■
E(ra)[l + R„(«)exp( —jcoTx)]

(3)

(4)
1 — (<y)exp[ —jco( T, + T2)\

In conventional reflectometry, the source is positioned
far away from the microphone and object by use of a long
source tube. The source then appears nonreflecting for ob¬
jects shorter than the tube, and we can write Rs (co) = 0, so
that Eq. (4) reduces to

M(co) =FO)[l + R„ 0)exp( —jcoTf)] . (5)
During calibration of such a reflectometer, it is usual to mea¬
sure/ (t), either by fitting a perfect reflector or a long exten¬
sion tube at the microphone position. During measurements,
/(?) is subtracted from the observed signal m(t) to leave the
reflection termf (?) <8 ra(t) ® 5(t — 7j). This is then decon¬
volved, possibly in the frequency domain, to yield the re¬

quired reflectance rD (?).
We are interested in the case of a short source tube,

when Rs {a>)=/= 0, and we have to use the full form of Eq. (4).
We can define the object to begin at the microphone, so that
x, and 7", are both zero. Making this substitution, and rear¬

ranging, we obtain the frequency domain expression for the
reflectance,

R„ {(o) =
M(co) — F (co)

• (6)
F (co) + M(co)R, (co)exp( —jcoT2)

To evaluate the reflectance, we thus need to know both the
spectrum of the incident pulse F (co) and the source reflec¬
tion response Rs (co), together with the distance x2. We will
now describe a two-stage calibration procedure for estimat¬
ing these functions.

The incident pressure pulsef (t) is readily measured by
fitting a long extension tube in place of the object under test
[ Fig. 4(a) ]. Provided that the extension tube is acoustically
longer than the pulse duration, the reflections from the far
end of the tube can be discarded without loss of information.
This is equivalent to Eq. (4) with both Rs and Ra equal to
zero, and is the calibration carried out for a conventional
(i.e., "long") reflectometer. Measurement of the propaga¬

tion delay between excitation of the loudspeaker and arrival
of the pulse at the microphone determines T2. Transforma¬
tion to the frequency domain yields F (co).

In the second stage of calibration, the extension tube is
replaced by a reflecting plug or cap at the microphone posi¬
tion [Fig. 4(b)]. If the plug has a reflection response of
Rc (co), then analogy with Eq. (4) shows that the (frequen¬
cy domain) signal observed at the microphone will be

F (co) [ 1 + Rc(co) ]Mcal (co) (7)
1 — Rc(co)Rs(co)exp( —jcoT2)

Rearranging, we obtain an estimate of the source reflection
response

Mcal (co) — F (co) [ 1 + Rc(co) ]R,(co) = ■ (8)
Mcal (co)Rc(co)exp( —jcoT2)

For a rigid plug, we may assume that Rc. is independent of
frequency and equal to unity. Calculation of the source re¬
flection response is then simplified to

•Weal (co) — 2 F (co)
Rs (co) = ■ (9)

Mcal (&>)exp( —jcoT2)
where all quantities on the right are known. Finally, the ob¬
ject is replaced, and measurement commences, using Eq. (6)
to evaluate the object's reflectance.

To arrive at these results, it is necessary to sum all the
multiple reflections, so that we can write Eq. (4) as the sum

EXTENSION TUBE

(a) fit)

IDEAL
REFLECTOR

mca|(t)
(b)

FIG. 4. Calibration of a reflectometer with an arbitrarily short source tube,
(a) Use ofan extension tube allows the source pressure waveform/(;) to be
determined, (b) Closing the tube with an ideal reflector at the microphone
position allows determination of the source reflection function r, (/).
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of an infinite series. This poses a problem, since (theoretical¬
ly) the reverberations continue indefinitely. In practice, it is
sufficient to record the signals until the reverberation has
decayed below the noise level. This extended recording time
is the price paid for using an arbitrarily short source tube.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Reflectometer

A reflectometer was implemented with a source tube
consisting of 30 mm of 16-mm bore plastic tubing (Fig. 5).
The source was a "tweeter" loudspeaker (RS Components
type 249-435), acoustically coupled to the source tube and
driven by 10-V, 25-/us electrical pulses. The cone of the loud¬
speaker lay approximately 65 mm behind the mouth of the
coupler, so that the effective overall length of the reflecto¬
meter was 95 mm. The microphone (Knowles Electronics
type BL1785) was set in the source tube wall, and connected
to a preamplifier (gain 5.5, bandwidth 50 Hz to 12 kHz).
The preamplifier output fed a 12-bit ADC card in an IBM-
compatible computer system, sampling at 40 kHz. A slide
valve, positioned immediately beyond the microphone, al¬
lowed the source tube to be closed for calibration purposes.
Pressure records were 1024 samples (25.6 ms) long, and
calculations were carried out using 1024-point fast Fourier
transforms.

B. Calibration

Calibration of the reflectometer consisted of the two

stages described in Sec. IV. Firstly, a 1-m-long extension
tube was coupled to the source tube, the loudspeaker excited
by the electrical pulse, and the microphone signal recorded.
It was known a priori that the loudspeaker impulse response
(i.e., the source waveform) lasted less than the round-trip
travel time of the extension tube (approximately 6 ms), and

SLIDE VALVE

FIG. 5. Practical implementation of an acoustic reflectometer. The loud¬
speaker coupler and source tube are together 95 mm long. The loudspeaker
is excited by 10-V, 25-/zs pulses. The slide valve closes the source tube for
calibration purposes. The microphone signal is recorded and analyzed by a
microcomputer system.
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so the source waveform could be determined unambiguously
by zeroing all data points beyond 6 ms, thus avoiding multi¬
ple reflections from the open end of the extension tube.

In the second stage of calibration, the extension tube
was removed, and the source tube closed by the slide valve.
The loudspeaker was excited as before, and the microphone
signal mcM {t) recorded. Mca, (co) and the source reflection
function Rs {co) were calculated.

C. Test objects
Four test objects with known internal dimensions were

used to validate the reflectometer theory presented above.
The objects were each 100 mm long, cylindrically symmetri¬
cal, and made of rigid plastic ("Perspex"). They had end
diameters of 16 mm (cross sectional area 2.0 cm2) to match
the source tube, and could be coupled together. Two had
smoothly tapered internal expansions, to 4.0 and 6.0 cm2,
respectively, whilst the other two had tapered constrictions,
to 0.5 and 0.9 cm2, respectively. The objects were connected
to the reflectometer by a 60-mm length of tubing.

VI. RESULTS

Figure 6(a) shows the source waveform/(f) measured
during the first stage of the calibration process. It is seen to
last approximately 3 ms. Its frequency domain representa¬
tion | F {co)\, shown in Fig. 6(b), reveals peaks around 1
and 3 kHz. Figure 7(a) shows the reverberant waveform
mca]{t) observed when the slide valve is closed. Approxi¬
mately 20 reverberations are discernible before the signal
decays to the noise level, taking approximately 12 ms. The
signal is transformed to the frequency domain, and the spec¬
trum |Afcal {co) |, shown in Fig. 7(b), is seen to be modulated
with a periodicity of 1.8 kHz. This corresponds to the 560-/zs
delay of the 95-mm reflectometer length. The source reflec¬
tion function Rs {co) (Fig. 8) is calculated using Eq. (9). It is
evident from Fig. 8 that determination of Rs {co) is not per¬
fect, since unphysical values (greater than unity) occur at
frequencies above 5 kHz.

2 4 6ms

(a)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
02468 10kHz

(b)

FIG. 6. (a) The source pressure waveform fit) observed when an exten¬
sion tube is fitted to the reflectometer. (b) The spectral content | F (a>) | of
the waveform.
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(a)

FIG. 7. (a) The reverberant waveform mca, (/) observed when the source
tube is closed at the microphone position, and (b) its spectral content

(<u)|. The periodicity of 1.8 kHz corresponds to the 560-/zs delay of
the 95-mm reflectometer length.

(a)

(b)

1/\Ar^y V ywv \f "v ~ " " 20ms

(c) ,

(d)
tf.r

Figures 9-12 show specimen results with the test ob¬
jects. In Fig. 9(a) is the microphone signal observed when
the 6- and 4-cm2 sections are cascaded, and the far end left
open to the air. In this case, the reverberations have effective¬
ly died away within the measurement period. Figure 9(b)
and (c) show the intermediate frequency domain quantities

| M{co) | and \Ra (co) |. Notice that several "spikes" of ampli¬
tude greater than unity appear in the latter. Transforming
back to the time domain, we obtain the reflectance ra (t) in
Fig. 9(d). The first part of this trace is expanded in Fig.
10(a), and the corresponding area, reconstructed by the
Ware-Aki algorithm,4,1' is shown in solid line in Fig. 10(b).
The true area profile is shown superimposed in dashed line.
Apart from the incorrect area expansion seen in the early
part of the trace (at 5 cm, in the connecting tube) and some
loss of definition in between the two peak areas, the object's
area profile is estimated very well (to within a few %). It
should be remembered that the object (at 30 cm) is three
times longer than the reflectometer.

Figure 11 shows the corresponding reflectance and re¬
constructed area profiles for the 4-cnr object on its own. We
see that the connecting tube is better estimated, but the area
maximum is not so well defined, being 10% underestimated.

As a final example, Fig. 12 shows measurement of the
test object having a constriction of 0.9 cm2, with its far end
closed. The area reconstruction estimates the constriction
itself very well, but there is an "overshoot" of nearly 50% at
the beginning of the object.

FIG. 8. The source reflection response |/?5 (co) | as calculated using Eq. (9).
The values greater than unity (above 5 kHz) are physically impossible, and
are due to imperfect data.

FIG. 9. Measurement of a test object consisting of expansions to 6 and 4
cm2, with the far end open to the air. (a) The microphone signal m(t), with
(b) its spectrum \M(co)\. (c) The object's frequency domain reflectance
|/?„ (a>) | as calculated by Eq. (6). (d) The reflectance r0(t) after transfor¬
mation back to the time domain.

VII. DISCUSSION

The results confirm that the theory is correct, and that it
can be used to implement a novel acoustic reflectometer hav¬
ing a source tube shorter than the object being measured.
The calibration is a simple, two-step procedure, requiring
only an extension tube and an end reflector.

In assessing the area reconstructions, several limitations

(a)

10 20 30 cm

(b)

FIG. 10. (a) The first section of the reflectance shown in Fig. 9, expanded,
and (b) used to reconstruct the object's cross sectional area. The true area

profile is shown in dashed line.
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(b)

FIG. 11. (a) The expanded reflectance function and (b) the reconstructed
area profile of a test object consisting of an expansion to 4 cm2, with the far
end open. The true area profile is shown in dashed line.

inherent in any type of acoustic reflectometry should be
borne in mind."

The spatial resolution is limited by the shortest wave¬

lengths used, and these are in turn restricted by the need to
avoid cross mode propagation in the object. The reconstruct¬
ed areas show a shift away from the source compared with

i 1 1 1 1 1 1

(b)

FIG. 12. (a) The expanded reflectance function and (b) the reconstructed
area profile of a test object consisting of a constriction of 0.9 cm2, with the
far end closed. The true area profile is shown in dashed line.

the true areas. This is particularly evident in Fig. 12(b), and
is caused by the "low-pass filtering" effect of the limited
resolution.

It can be seen from Fig. 6(b) that the source produces
very little energy below a few hundred hertz. Reconstruction
algorithms are particularly sensitive to low-frequency er¬
rors, which show up as "drift" on the reconstructed areas.
This is probably the cause of the incorrect estimation of the
connecting tube area at the beginning of the trace in Fig.
10(b), and of the overshoot in Fig. 12(b). Because the
source emits no energy at dc, the dc component in the (fre¬
quency domain) reflectance was set equal to the lowest fre¬
quency component. It was found necessary to bandlimit the
calculated reflectance to reduce high-frequency noise. A co-

sine-shaped low-pass filter with a response falling to zero at
15 kHz was used. Residual noise can be seen in the reflec¬
tance trace of Fig. 9(d).

Inspection of Fig. 6(a) reveals that successive multiple
reflections become more and more smoothed, indicating
that dispersion is occurring. This nonideal behavior has not
been taken into account in the simple theory presented here.

We have already commented on the errors in the deter¬
mination of Rs(co), which show up as unphysical values
(greater than unity) in certain frequency ranges in Fig. 8. In
calculating Rs (co), we made the assumption of perfect re¬
flection at the slide valve, which cannot be realized in prac¬
tice. No improvement resulted from trying (frequency-inde¬
pendent) values of Rc in the range 0.8 to 1.0 in Eq. (8).
Perhaps a third calibration step should be devised to accu¬
rately measure the reflection characteristics of the slide
valve. It might also be worth recording the signals for more
than the present 1024 samples.

Spikes with magnitude greater than unity appear in the
calculated frequency domain reflectance |R0(tu)| (Fig. 9),
and these are also spurious.

Notwithstanding the shortcomings discussed here, rea¬
sonable results can be achieved with the novel "short" reflec-

tometer, and it may well find application in acoustic re¬
search.
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